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AUTOBIOGRAPHY

ANTHONY TROLLOPE

CHAPTER XL

'the claverings,' the 'pall mall gazette,'

'MNA BALATKA,' and 'LINDA TRESSEL.'

The Claverings, which came out in iS66

and 1867, was the last novel which I wrote

for the Cornhill ; and it was for this that I

received the highest rate of pay that was ever

accorded to me. It was the same length as

Framley Paj^sonage, and the price was ^2800.

Whether much or little, it was offered by the

proprietor of the magazine, and was paid in

a single cheque.

In the Claverinos I did not follow the

habit which had now become very common
VOL. n. A
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to me, of introducing personages whose names

are already known to the readers of novels,

and whose characters were familiar to myself.

If I remember rightly, no one appears here

who had appeared before or who has been

allowed to appear since. I consider the story

as a whole to be good, though I am not aware

that the public has ever corroborated that

verdict. The chief character is that of a young

woman who has married manifestly for money

and rank, — so manifesdy that she does not

herself pretend, even while she is making the

marriage, that she has any other reason.

The man is old, disreputable, and a worn-

out debauchee. Then comes the punishment

natural to the offence. When she is free,

the man whom she had loved, and who had

loved her, is engaged to another woman. He
vacillates and is weak,—in which weakness is

the fault of the book, as he plays the part of

hero. But she is strong—strong in her pur-

pose, strong in her desires, and strong in her

consciousness that the punishment which comes

upon her has been deserved.

But the chief merit of The Claverings is in

the o-enuine fun of some of the scenes. Hum-
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our has not been my forte, but I am inclined

to think that the characters of Captain Boodle,

Archie Clavering, and Sophie Gordeloup are

humorous. Count Pateroff, the brother of

Sophie, is also good, and disposes of the

young hero's interference in a somewhat mas-

terly manner. In The Clavcrings, too, there

is a wife whose husband is a brute to her, who

loses an only child— his heir—and who is

rebuked by her lord because the boy dies.

Her sorrow is, I think, pathetic. From be-

ginning to end the story Is well told. But I

doubt now whether any one reads TJie Claver-

ings. When I remember how many novels I

have written, I have no right to expect that

above a few of them shall endure even to the

second year beyond publication. This story

closed my connection with the Cornhill Maga-

zine

;

— but not with its owner, Mr George

Smith, who subsequently brought out a further

novel of mine in a separate form, and who

about this time established the Pall Mali

Gazette, to which paper I was for some

years a contributor.

It was in 1865 that xh^ Pall Mall Gazette

was commenced, the name having been taken
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from a fictitious periodical, which was the

offspring of Thackeray's brain. It was set on

foot by the unassisted energy and resources

of George Smith, who had succeeded by

means of his magazine and his pubhshing

connection in getting around him a society of

hterary men w^ho sufficed, as far as hterary

abihty went, to float the paper at once under

favourable auspices. His two strongest staffs

probably were "Jacob Omnium," whom I regard

as the most forcible newspaper writer of my
days, and Fitz-James Stephen, the most con-

scientious and industrious. To them the Pall

Mall Gazette owed very much of its early suc-

cess,—and to the untiring energy and general

ability of its proprietor. Among its other con-

tributors were George Lewes, Hannay,—who,

I think, came up from Edinburgh for employ-

ment on its columns,—Lord Houghton, Lord

Strangford, Charles Merivale, Greenwood the

present editor, Greg, myself, and very many

others ;—so many others, that I have met at a

Pall Mall dinner a crowd of guests who would

have filled the House of Commons more re-

spectably than I have seen it filled even on im-

portant occasions. There are many who now
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remember—and no doubt when this is pub-

lished there will be left some to remember

—

the great stroke of business which was done

by the revelations of a visitor to one of the

casual wards in London. A person had to be

selected who would undergo the misery of a

night among the usual occupants of a casual

ward in a London poor-house, and who should

at the same time be able to record what he

felt and saw. The choice fell upon Mr Green-

wood's brother, who certainly possessed the

courage and the powers of endurance. The

description, which was very well given, was, I

think, chiefly written by the brother of the

Casual himself. It had a great effect, which

was increased by secrecy as to the person

who encountered all the horrors of that night.

I was more than once assured that Lord

Houghton was the man. I heard it asserted

also that I myself had been the hero. At

last the unknown one could no longer endure

that his honours should be hidden, and

revealed the truth,—in opposition, I fear, to

promises to the contrary, and instigated by a

conviction that if known he could turn his

honours to account. In the meantime, how-
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ever, that record of a night passed in a work-

house had done more to estabHsh the sale of

the journal than all the legal lore of Stephen,

or the polemical power of Higgins, or the

critical acumen of Lewes.

My work was very various. I wrote much

on the subject of the American War, on which

my feelings were at the time very keen,

—

subscribing, if I remember right, my name to

all that I wrote. I contributed also some sets

of sketches, of which those concerninor hunting

found favour with the public. They were re-

published afterwards, and had a considerable

sale, and may, I think, still be recommended to

those who are fond of hunting, as being accu-

rate in their description of the different classes

of people who are to be met in the hunting-

held. There was also a set of clerical sketches,

which was considered to be of sufficient im-

portance to bring down upon my head the

critical wrath of a great dean of that period.

The most ill-natured review that was ever

written upon any work of mine appeared in

the Coutciuporary Review with reference to

these Clerical Sketches. The critic told me
that I did not understand Greek, lliat charge
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has been made not unfrcquentl)' h)' those who

have felt themselves strong in tliat pride-pro-

ducing language. It is much to read Greek

with ease, but it is not disgraceful to be unable

to do so. To pretend to read it without being

able,— that is disgraceful. The critic, how^-

ever, had been driven to wrath by my saying

that Deans of the Church of England loved to

revisit the glimpses of the metropolitan moon.

I also did some critical work for the Pall

Mall,—as I did also for The Fortjiightly. It

was not to my taste, but was done in conform-

ity with strict conscientious scruples. I read

w^hat I took in hand, and said what I believed

to be true,— always giving to the matter time

altogether incommensurate wnth the pecuniary

result to myself. In doing this for the Pall

Mall, I fell into crreat sorrow. A gentleman,

whose wqfe was dear to me as if she were my
owai sister, w^as in some trouble as to his con-

duct in the public service. He had been

blamed, as he thought unjustly, and vindicated

himself in a pamphlet. This he handed to me
one day, asking me to read it, and express my
opinion about it if I found that I had an

opinion. I thought the request injudicious,
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and 1 did not read the pamphlet. He met me

again, and, handing me a second pamphlet,

pressed me very hard. I promised him that I

would read it, and that if I found myself able

I would express myself;—but that I must say

not what I wished to think, but what I did

think. To this of course he assented. I then

went very much out of my way to study the

subject,—which was one requiring study. I

found, or thought that I found, that the con-

duct of the gentleman in his office had been

indiscreet; but that charges made against him-

self affecting his honour were baseless. This I

said, emphasising much more strongly than was

necessary the opinion which I had formed of

his indiscretion,—as will so often be the case

when a man has a pen in his hand. It is like

a club or a sledge-hammer,—in using which,

either for defence or attack, a man can hardly

measure the strength of the blows he gives.

Of course there was offence,—and a breaking

off of intercourse between loving friends,—and

a sense of wrong received, and I must own,

too, of wrong done. It certainly was not open

to me to whitewash with honesty him whom I

did not find to be white ; but there was no
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duty incumbent on mc to declare what was his

colour in my eyes,—no dut)^ even to ascertain.

But I had been ruffled by the persistency of

the gentleman's request,—which should not

have been made,—and I punished him for his

wrong-doing by doing a wrong myself. I must

add, that before he died his wife succeeded in

bringing us together.

In the early days of the paper, the proprie-

tor, who at that time acted also as chief editor,

asked me to undertake a duty,—of which the

agony would indeed at no one moment have

been so sharp as that endured in the casual

ward, but might have been prolonged until

human nature sank under it. He suggested

to me that I should during an entire season

attend the May meetings in Exeter Hall, and

give a graphic and, if possible, amusing de-

scription of the proceedings. I did attend

one,—which lasted three hours,—and wrote a

paper which I think was called A Zulu i7i

Search of a Religion. But when the meeting

was over I went to that spirited proprietor,

and begged him to impose upon me some task

more equal to my strength. Not even on

behalf of the Pall Mall GazeHe, which was
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very dear to me, could I go through a second

May meeting,—much less endure a season of

such martyrdom.

I have to acknowledge that I found myself

unfit for work on a newspaper. I had not

taken to it early enough in life to learn its

ways and bear its trammels. I was fidgety

when any word w^as altered in accordance with

the judgment of the editor, who, of course, w^as

responsible for what appeared. I wanted to

select my own subjects,—not to have them

selected for me ; to write when I pleased,-—
and not when it suited others. As a per-

manent member of a staff I was no use, and

after two or three years I dropped out of

the work.

From the commencement of my success as

a writer, which I date from the beginning of

the Corn/nil Magazine, I had always felt an

injustice in literary affairs which had never

afflicted me or even suggested itself to me
while I was unsuccessful. It seemed to me
that a name once earned carried with it too

much favour. I indeed had never reached

a height to which praise was awarded as a

matter of course ; but there were others who
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sat on higher seats to whom the critics brought

unmeasured incense and achilation, even when

they wrote, as they sometimes did write, trash

which from a beginner would not have been

thought worthy of the shghtest notice. I hope

no one will think that in saying this I am actu-

ated by jealousy of others. Though I never

reached that height, still I had so far progressed

that that which I wrote w^as received with too

much favour. The injustice which struck me
did not consist in that which was withheld

from me, but in that which was given to me.

I felt that aspirants coming up below me might

do work as good as mine, and probably much

better work, and yet fail to have it apprecia-

ted. In order to test this, I determined to be

such an aspirant myself, and to begin a course

of novels anonymously, in order that I might

see whether I could obtain a second identity,

—whether as I had made one mark by such

literary ability as I possessed, I might succeed

in doing so again. In 1865 I began a short

tale called Nina Balatka, which in 1S66 was

published anonymously in Blackwood's Maga-

zine. In 1867 this was followed by another

of the same leno^th, called Linda Tresscl. I
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will speak of them together, as they are of the

same nature and of nearly equal merit. Mr
Blackwood, who himself read the MS. of

Nina Balatka, expressed an opinion that it

would not from its style be discovered to have

been written by me ;—but it was discovered by

Mr Hutton of the Spectator, who found the

repeated use of some special phrase which

had rested upon his ear too frequently when

reading for the purpose of criticism other

works of mine. He declared in his paper

that A^ina Balatka was by me, showing I

think more sagacity than good nature. I

ought not, however, to complain of him, as of

all the critics of my work he has been the

most observant, and generally the most eulo-

gistic. Nina Balatka never rose sufficiently

high in reputation to make its detection a mat-

ter of any importance. Once or twice I heard

the story mentioned by readers who did not

know me to be the author, and always with

praise ; but it had no real success. The same

may be said of Linda Tressel. Blackwood,

who of course knew the author, was willing to

publish them, trusting that works by an ex-

perienced writer would make their way, even
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without the writer's name, and he was willing

to pay me for them, perhaps half what they

would have fetched with my name. But he

did not find the speculation answer, and de-

clined a third attempt, though a third such tale

was written for him.

Nevertheless I am sure that the two stories

are good. Perhaps the first is somewhat the

better, as being the less lachrymose. They

were both written very quickly, but with a con-

siderable amount of labour ; and both were

written immediately after visits to the towns

in which the scenes are laid,—Prague, mainly,

and Nuremberg. Of course I had endeav-

oured to change not only my manner of lan-

guage, but my manner of story-telling also
;

and in this, pace Mr Hutton, I think that I was

successful. English life in them there was

none. There was more of romance proper

than had been usual with me. And I made

an attempt at local colouring, at descriptions

of scenes and places, which has not been

usual with me. In all this I am confident that

I was in a measure successful. In the loves,

and fears, and hatreds, both of Nina and of

Linda, there is much that is pathetic. Prague
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is Prague, and Nurembero^ is NuremberQ^.

I know that the stories are good, but they

missed the object with which they had been

written. Of course there is not in this any

evidence that I might not have succeeded a

second time as I succeeded before, had I gone

on with the same dogged perseverance. Mr
Blackwood, had I still further reduced my price,

would probably have continued the experiment.

Another ten years of unpaid unflagging la-

bour might have built up a second reputation.

But this at any rate did seem clear to me,

that with all the increased advantages which

practice in my art must have given me, I

could not at once induce English readers to

read what I gave to them, unless I gave it

with my name.

I do not wish to have it supposed from this

that I quarrel with public judgment in affairs

of literature. It is a matter of course that

in all things the public should trust to estab-

lished reputation. It is as natural that a

novel reader wanting novels should send to

a library for those by George Eliot or Wilkie

Collins, as that a lady when she wants a pie

for a picnic should go to Fortnum & Mason.
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Fortnum & Mason can only make them-

selves Fortnum & JNIason by dint of time

and good pies combined. If Titian were to

send us a portrait from the other world, as

certain dead poets send their poetry, by means

of a medium, it would be some time before

the art critic of the Times would discover its

value. We may sneer at the want of judg-

ment thus displayed, but such slowness of

judgment is human and has always existed.

I say all this here because my thoughts on

the matter have forced upon me the conviction

that very much consideration is due to the

bitter feelings of disappointed authors.

We who have succeeded are so apt to tell

new aspirants not to aspire, because the thing

to be done may probably be beyond their

reach. " My dear young lady, had you not

better stay at home and darn your stockings ?"

" As, sir, you have asked for my candid opin-

ion, I can only counsel you to try some other

work of life which may be better suited to your

abilities." W^hat old-established successful

author has not said such words as these to

humble aspirants for critical advice, till they

have become almost formulas ? No doubt there
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Is cruelty in such answers ; but the man who

makes them has considered the matter within

himself, and has resolved that such cruelty is

the best mercy. No doubt the chances against

literary aspirants are very great. It is so easy

to aspire,—and to begin ! A man cannot make

a watch or a shoe without a variety of tools

and many materials. He must also have

learned much. But any young lady can write

a book who has a sufficiency of pens and paper.

It can be done anywhere ; in any clothes

—

which is a great thing ; at any hours— to

which happy accident in literature I owe my
success. And the success, when achieved, is

so pleasant ! The aspirants, of course, are

very many ; and the experienced councillor,

when asked for his candid judgment as to this

or that effort, knows that among every hun-

dred efforts there will be ninety-nine failures.

Then the answer is so ready : "My dear young

lady, do darn your stockings ; it will be for the

best." Or perhaps, less tenderly, to the male

aspirant :
" You must earn some money, you

say. Don't you think that a stool in a count-

inof- house miofht be better?" The advice

will probably be good advice,—probably, no
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doubt, as may be proved by the terrible ma-

jority of failures. But who is to be sure that

he is not expelling an angel from the heaven

to which, if less roughly treated, he would

soar,—that he is not dooming some Milton

to be mute and inglorious, who, but for such

cruel ill -judgment, would become vocal to

all ages ?

The answer to all this seems to be ready

enough. The judgment, whether cruel or

tender, should not be ill-judgment. He who

consents to sit as judge should have capa-

city for judging. But in this matter no accu-

racy of judgment is possible. It may be that

the matter subjected to the critic is so bad or

so good as to make an assured answer possible.

" You, at any rate, cannot make this your

vocation ;

" or " You, at any rate, can succeed,

if you will try." But cases as to which such

certainty can be expressed are rare. The
critic who wrote the article on the early verses

of Lord Byron, which produced the English

Bards and Scotch Reviewers, was justified in

his criticism by the merits of the Hours of

Idleness. The lines had nevertheless been

written by that Lord Byron who became our

VOL. n. B
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Byron. In a little satire called The Biliad,

which, I think, nobody knows, are the follow-

ing well-expressed lines :

—

" When Payne Knight's Taste was issued to the town,

A few Greek verses in the text set down
Were torn to pieces, mangled into hash,

Doomed to the flames as execrable trash,

—

In short, were butchered rather than dissected,

And several false quantities detected,

—

Till, when the smoke had vanished from the cinders,

'Twas just discovered that

—

the lines were Pindar's!"

There can be no assurance against cases such

as these ; and yet we are so free with our

advice, always bidding the young aspirant to

desist.

There is perhaps no career of life so charm-

ing as that of a successful man of letters.

Those little unthought of advantages which I

just now named are in themselves attractive.

If you like the town, live in the town, and do

your work there ; if you like the country,

choose the country. It may be done on the

top of a mountain or in the bottom of a pit.

It is compatible with the rolling of the sea

and the motion of a railway. The clergyman,

the lawyer, the doctor, the member of Parlia-

ment, the clerk in a public office, the trades-
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man, and even his assistant in the shop, must

dress in accordance with certain fixed laws
;

but the author need sacrifice to no grace,

hardly even to Propriety. He is subject to no

bonds such as those which bind other men.

Who else is free from all shackle as to hours ?

The judge must sit at ten, and the attorney-

general, who is making his ^20,000 a year,

must be there with his bag. The Prime

Minister must be in his place on that weary

front bench shortly after prayers, and must

sit there, either asleep or awake, even though

or should be addressing the House.

During all that Sunday which he maintains

should be a day of rest, the active clergyman

toils like a galley-slave. The actor, when eight

o'clock comes, is bound to his footlights. The

Civil Service clerk must sit there from ten till

four,— unless his office be fashionable, when

twelve to six is just as heavy on him. The

author may do his work at five in the morning

when he is fresh from his bed, or at three in

the morning before he goes there. And the au-

thor wants no capital, and encounters no risks.

When once he is afloat, the publisher finds all

that ;—and indeed, unless he be rash, finds it
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whether he be afloat or not. But it Is hi the

consideration which he enjoys that the suc-

cessful author finds his richest reward. He Is,

if not of equal rank, yet of equal standing with

the highest ; and if he be open to the amenities

of society, may choose his own circles. He
without money can enter doors which are

closed against almost all but him and the

wealthy. I have often heard It said that in

this country the man of letters is not recog-

nised. I believe the meaning of this to be

that men of letters are not often invited to be

knights and baronets. I do not think that they

wish it;—and if they had it they would, as

a body, lose much more than they would gain.

I do not at all desire to have letters put after

my name, or to be called Sir Anthony, but if

my friends Tom Hughes and Charles Reade

became Sir Thomas and Sir Charles, I do not

know how I might feel,— or how my wife

might feel, if we were left unbedecked. As

it is, the man of letters who would be selected

for titular honour, if such bestowal of hon-

ours were customary, receives from the gen-

eral respect of those around him a much more

pleasant recognition of his worth.
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If this be so,— if It be true that the career of

tlie successful Hterary man be thus pleasant,

—

it is not wonderful that many should attempt

to win the prize. But how Is a man to know

whether or not he has within him the qualities

necessary for such a career ? He makes an

attempt, and fails ; repeats his attempt, and

fails again ! So many have succeeded at last

who have failed more than once or twice

!

Who will tell him the truth as to himself?

Who has power to find out that truth ? The

hard man sends him off without a scruple to

that office - stool ; the soft man assures him

that there Is much merit in his MS.

Oh, my young aspirant, — If ever such a

one should read these pages,—be sure that

no one can tell you ! To do so it would

be necessary not only to know what there

is now within you, but also to foresee what

time will produce there. This, however, I

think may be said to }'OU, without any doubt

as to the wisdom of the counsel given, that

if it be necessary for you to live by your

work, do not begin by trusting to literature.

Take the stool in the office as recommended

to you by the hard man ; and then, in such
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leisure hours as may belong- to you, let the

praise which has come from the lips of that

soft man induce you to persevere in your

literary attempts. Should you fail, then your

failure will not be fatal,—and what better

could you have done with the leisure hours

had you not so failed ? Such double toil, you

will say, is severe. Yes ; but if you want this

thing, you must submit to severe toil.

Sometime before this I had become one of

the Committee appointed for the distribution

of the moneys of the Royal Literary Fund,

and in that capacity I heard and saw much of

the sufferings of authors. I may in a future

chapter speak further of this Institution, which

I regard with o^reat affection, and in reference

to which I should be glad to record certain

convictions of my own ; but I allude to it now,

because the experience I have acquired in

being active in its cause forbids me to advise

any young man or woman to enter boldly on a

literary career in search of bread. I know

how utterly I should have failed myself had

my bread not been earned elsewhere while I

was making my efforts. During ten years of

work, which I commenced with some aid from
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the fact that others of my family were in the

same profession, I did not earn enough to

buy me the pens, ink, and paper which I was

using ; and then when, with all my experience

in my art, I began again as from a new spring-

ing point, I should have failed again unless

again I could have given years to the task. Of

course there have been many who have done

better than I,—many whose powers have been

infinitely greater. But then, too, I have seen

the failure of many who were greater.

The career, when success has been achieved,

is certainly very pleasant ; but the agonies

which are endured in the search for that suc-

cess are often terrible. And the author's

poverty is, I think, harder to be borne than

any other poverty. The man, whether rightly

or wrongly, feels that the world Is using him

with extreme injustice. The more absolutely

he fails, the higher, it is probable, he will

reckon his own merits ; and the keener will be

the sense of injury in that he whose work is of

so high a nature cannot get bread, while they

whose tasks are mean are lapped in luxury. " I,

with my well-filled mind, with my clear intellect,

with all my gifts, cannot earn a poor crown a
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day, while that fool, who simpers in a little

room behind a shop, makes his thousands

every year." The very charity, to which he

too often is driven, is bitterer to him than to

others. While he takes it he almost spurns

the hand that gives it to him, and every fibre

of his heart within him is bleeding with a sense

of injury.

The career, when successful, is pleasant

enough certainly ; but when unsuccessful, it is

of all careers the most aoonisino-.
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CHAPTER XII.

ON NOVELS AND THE ART OF WRITING THEM.

It is nearly twenty years since I proposed to

myself to write a history of English prose fic-

tion. I shall never do it now, but the subject

is so good a one that I recommend it heartily

to some man of letters, who shall at the same

time be indefatigable and light-handed. I ac-

knowledge that I broke down in the task, be-

cause I could not endure the labour in addition

to the other labours of my life. Though the

book might be charming, the work was very

much the reverse. It came to have a terrible as-

pect to me, as did that proposition that I should

sit out all the May meetings of a season. Ac-

cording to my plan of such a history it would

be necessary to read an infinity of novels, and

not only to read them, but so to read them

as to point out the excellences of those which
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are most excellent, and to explain the defects

of those which, though defective, had still

reached sufficient reputation to make them

worthy of notice. I did read many after this

fashion,—and here and there I have the criti-

cisms which I wrote. In regard to many,

they were written on some blank page within

the book. I have not, however, even a list

of the books so criticised. I think that the

Arcadia was the first, and Ivanhoe the last.

My plan, as I settled it at last, had been to

begin with Robinson Cnisoc, which is the

earliest really popular novel which we have

in our language, and to continue the review

so as to include the works of all English

novelists of reputation, except those who
might still be living when my task should be

completed. But when Dickens and Bulwer

died, my spirit flagged, and that which I had

already found to be very difficult had be-

come almost impossible to me at my then

period of life.

I began my own studies on the subject with

works much earlier than Robinson Crusoe, and

made my way through a variety of novels

which were necessary for my purpose, but
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which in llie reading gave me no pleasure

whatever. I never worked harder than at the

Arcadia, or read more detestable trash than

the stories written by Mrs Aphra Behn ; but

these two were necessary to my purpose,

which was not only to give an estimate of the

novels as I found them, but to describe how it

had come to pass that the English novels of

the present day have become what they are,

to point out the effects which they have pro-

duced, and to inquire whether their great

popularity has on the whole done good or evil

to the people who read them. I still think

that the book is one well worthy to be written.

I intended to write that book to vindicate

my own profession as a novelist, and also to

vindicate that public taste in literature which

has created and nourished the profession

which I follow. And I was stirred up to

make such an attempt by a conviction that

there still exists among us Englishmen a pre-

judice in respect to novels which might, per-

haps, be lessened by such a work. This pre-

judice is not against the reading of novels, as

is proved by their general acceptance among

us. But it exists strongly in reference to the
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appreciation in which they are professed to be

held ; and it robs them of much of that high

character which they may claim to have

earned by their grace, their honesty, and good

teaching.

No man can work long at any trade without

being brought to consider m.uch whether that

which he is daily doing tends to evil or to

good. I have written many novels, and have

known many writers of novels, and I can

assert that such thoughts have been strong

with them and with myself. But in acknow-

ledging that these writers have received from

the public a full measure of credit for such

genius, ingenuity, or perseverance as each

may have displayed, I feel that there is still

wanting to them a just appreciation of the

excellence of their calling, and a general under-

standing of the high nature of the work which

they perform.

By the common consent of all mankind who

have read, poetry takes the highest place in

literature. That nobility of expression, and

all but divine grace of words, which she is

bound to attain before she can make her foot-

ing good, is not compatible with prose. Indeed
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it is that which turns prose into poetry. When
that has been in truth achieved, the reader

knows that the writer has soared above the

earth, and can teach his lessons somewhat as

a god might teach. He who sits down to

write his tale in prose makes no such attempt,

nor does he dream that the poet's honour is

within his reach ;—but his teaching is of the

same nature, and his lessons all tend to the

same end. By either, false sentiments may be

fostered ; false notions of humanity may be en-

gendered ; false honour, false love, false wor-

ship may be created ; by either, vice instead of

virtue may be taught. But by each, equally,

may true honour, true love, true worship, and

true humanity be inculcated ; and that will be

the greatest teacher who will spread such truth

the wildest. But at present, much as novels,

as novels, are bought and read, there exists

still an idea, a feeling which is very prevalent,

that novels at their best are but innocent.

Young men and w'omen,—and old men and

w^omen too, — read more of them than of

poetry, because such reading is easier than the

reading of poetry ; but they read them,—as

men eat pastry after dinner,— not without
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some inward conviction that the taste is vain

if not vicious. I take upon myself to say

that it is neither vicious nor vain.

But all writers of fiction who have desired

to think well of their own work, will probably

have had doubts on their minds before they

have arrived at this conclusion. Thinking

much of my own daily labour and of its

nature, I felt myself at first to be much afflicted

and then to be deeply grieved by the opinion

expressed by wise and thinking men as to the

work done by novelists. But when, by de-

grees, I dared to examine and sift the sayings

of such men, I found them to be sometimes

silly and often arrogant. I began to inquire

what had been the nature of English novels

since they first became common in our own

language, and to be desirous of ascertaining

whether they had done harm or good. I

could well remember that, in my own young

days, they had not taken that undisputed

possession of drawing-rooms which they now

hold. Fifty years ago, when George IV. was

king, they were not indeed treated as Lydia

had been forced to treat them in the preced-

ing reign, when, on the approach of elders, Pcrc-
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grille PicJde was hidden beneath the bolster,

and Lord Ainsivoi'th put away under the sofa.

But the famiHes in which an unrestricted per-

mission was oriven for the reading- of novels

were very few, and from many they were alto-

gether banished. The high poetic genius and

correct morality of Walter Scott had not alto-

ofether succeeded in makinoj men and women

understand that lessons which were good in

poetry could not be bad in prose. I remem-

ber that in those days an embargo was laid

upon novel-reading as a pursuit, which was to

the novelist a much heavier tax than that

want of full appreciation of which I now com-

plain.

There is, we all know, no such embargo

now. May we not say that people of an age

to read have got too much power into their

own hands to endure any very complete em-

bargo ? Novels are read right and left, above

stairs and below, in town houses and in country

parsonages, by young countesses and by far-

mer's daughters, by old lawyers and by young

students. It has not only come to pass that a

special provision of them has to be made for

the godly, but that the provision so made must
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now include books which a few years since the

godly would have thought to be profane. It

was this necessity which, a few years since,

induced the editor of Good Words to apply to

me for a novel,—which, indeed, when supplied

was rejected, but which now, probably, owing

to further change in the same direction, would

have been accepted.

If such be the case— if the extension of

novel-reading be so wide as I have described

it—then very much good or harm must be

done by novels. The amusement of the time

can hardly be the only result of any book that

is read, and certainly not so with a novel,

which appeals especially to the imagination,

and solicits the sympathy of the young. A
vast proportion of the teaching of the day,

—

greater probably than many of us have acknow-

ledged to ourselves,—comes from these books,

which are in the hands of all readers. It is

from them that girls learn what is expected

from them, and what they are to expect

when lovers come ; and also from them that

young men unconsciously learn what are, or

should be, or may be, the charms of love,

—

though 1 fancy that few young men will think
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SO little of their natural instincts and powers

as to believe that I am right in saying so.

Many other lessons also are taught. In these

times, when the desire to be honest is pressed

so hard, is so violently assaulted by the am-

bition to be great ; in which riches are the

easiest road to greatness ; when the tempta-

tions to which men are subjected dulls their

eyes to the perfected iniquities of others ; when

it is so hard for a man to decide vigorously

that the pitch, which so many are handling,

will defile him if it be touched ;—men's con-

duct will be actuated much by that which is

from day to day depicted to them as leading

to glorious or inglorious results. The woman

who is described as having obtained all that

the world holds to be precious, by lavishing

her charms and her caresses unworthily and

heartlessly, will induce other women to do the

same with theirs,—as will she who is made

interesting by exhibitions of bold passion teach

others to be spuriously passionate. The young

man who in a novel becomes a hero, perhaps

a Member of Parliament, and almost a Prime

Minister, by trickery, falsehood, and flash clev-

erness, will have many followers, whose at-

VOL. II. c
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tempts to rise in the world ought to He heavily

on the conscience of the novelists who create

fictitious Cagliostros. There are Jack Shep-

pards other than those who break into houses

and out of prisons,—Macheaths, who deserve

the gallows more than Gay's hero.

Thinking of all this, as a novelist surely

must do,—as I certainly have done through

my whole career,—it becomes to him a matter

of deep conscience how he shall handle those

characters by whose words and doings he hopes

to interest his readers. It will very frequently

be the case that he will be tempted to sacrifice

something for effect, to say a word or two here,

or to draw a picture there, for which he feels

that he has the power, and which when spoken

or drawn would be alluring. The regions of

absolute vice are foul and odious. The savour

of them, till custom has hardened the palate

and the nose, is disgusting. In these he will

hardly tread. But there are outskirts on these

res^ions, on which sweet-smelling flowers seem

to grow, and grass to be green. It is in these

border-lands that the danger lies. The novel-

ist may not be dull. If he commit that fault

he can do neither harm nor ofood. He must
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please, and the llowers and the grass In these

neutral territories sometimes seem to give him

so easy an opportunity of pleasing !

The writer of stories must please, or he will

be nothing. And he must teach whether he

wish to teach or no. How shall he teach

lessons of virtue and at the same time make

himself a delight to his readers ? That ser-

mons are not in themselves often thought to

be agreeable we all know. Nor are disquisi-

tions on moral philosophy supposed to be

pleasant reading for our idle hours. But the

novelist, if he have a conscience, must preach his

sermons with the same purpose as the clergy-

man, and must have his own system of ethics.

If he can do this efficiently, if he can make

virtue alluring and vice ugly, while he charms

his readers instead of wearying them, then I

think Mr Carlyle need not call him distressed,

nor talk of that long ear of fiction, nor ques-

tion whether he be or not the most foolish of

existing mortals.

I think that many have done so ; so many

that we English novelists may boast as a class

that such has been the general result of our own

work. Looking back to the past generation,
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I may say with certainty that such was the

operation of the novels of Miss Edgeworth,

Miss Austen, and Walter Scott. Coming

down to my own times, I find such to have

been the teaching of Thackeray, of Dickens,

and of George Eliot. Speaking, as I shall

speak to any who may read these words, with

that absence of self-personality which the dead

may claim, I will boast that such has been the

result of my own writing. Can any one by

search through the works of the six great

English novelists I have named, find a scene,

a passage, or a word that would teach a girl to

be immodest, or a man to be dishonest ?

When men in their pages have been described

as dishonest and women as immodest, have

they not ever been punished ? It is not for

the novelist to say, baldly and simply :
" Be-

cause you lied here, or were heartless there,

because you Lydia Bennet forgot the lessons

of your honest home, or you Earl Leicester

were false through your ambition, or you Beat-

rix loved too well the glitter of the world,

therefore you shall be scourged with scourges

either in this world or in the next; " but it is

for him to show, as he carries on his tale, that
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his Lydia, or his Leicester, or his Beatrix, will

be dishonoured in the estimation of all readers

by his or her vices. Let a woman be drawn

clever, beautifid, attractive,—so as to make men
love her, and women almost envy her,—and

let her be made also heartless, unfeminine, and

ambitious of evil grandeur, as was Beatrix,

what a danger is there not in such a character

!

To the novelist who shall handle it, what

peril of doing harm ! But if at last it have

been so handled that every girl who reads of

Beatrix shall say :
" Oh ! not like that ;—let

me not be like that
!

" and that every youth

shall say :
" Let me not have such a one as

that to press my bosom, anything rather than

that !
" — then will not the novelist have

preached his sermon as perhaps no clergyman

can preach it ?

Very much of a novelist's work must apper-

tain to the intercourse between young men
and young women. It is admitted that a

novel can hardly be made interesting or suc-

cessful without love. Some few might be

named, but even in those the attempt breaks

down, and the softness of love is found to be

necessary to complete the story. Pickzvick
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has been named as an exception to the rule,

but even in Pickwick there are three or four

sets of lovers, whose little amatory longings

give a softness to the work. I tried it once

with Miss Mackenzie, but I had to make her

fall in love at last. In this frequent allusion to

the passion which most stirs the imagination

of the young, there must be danger. Of that

the writer of fiction is probably well aware.

Then the question has to be asked, whether

the danger may not be so averted that good

may be the result,—and to be answered.

In one respect the necessity of dealing with

love is advantageous,—advantageous from the

very circumstance which has made love neces-

sary to all novelists. It is necessary because

the passion is one which interests or has inter-

ested all. Every one feels it, has felt it, or

expects to feel it,—or else rejects it with an

eagerness which still perpetuates the interest.

If the novelist, therefore, can so handle the

subject as to do good by his handling, as to

teach wholesome lessons in regard to love, the

good which he does will be very wide. If I

can teach politicians that they can do their

business better by truth than by falsehood,
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I do a great service ; but it is done to a

limited number of persons. But if I can make

young men and women believe that truth in

love will make them happy, then, if my writ-

ings be popular, I shall have a very large class

of pupils. No doubt the cause for that fear

which did exist as to novels arose from an idea

that the matter of love would be treated in

an inflammatory and generally unwholesome

manner. " Madam," says Sir Anthony in the

play, " a circulating library in a town is an

evergreen tree of diabolical knowledge. It

blossoms through the year ; and depend on it,

Mrs Malaprop, that they who are so fond of

handlinor the leaves will longf for the fruit at

last." Sir Anthony was no doubt right. But

he takes it for orranted that the lonQfino^ for the

fruit is an evil. The novelist who writes of

love thinks differently, and thinks that the

honest love of an honest man is a treasure

which a good girl may fairly hope to win,

—

and that if she can be taught to wish only for

that, she will have been taught to entertain

only wholesome wishes.

I can easily believe that a girl should be

taught to wish to love by reading how Laura
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Bell loved Pendennis. Pendennis was not in

truth a very worthy man, nor did he make a

very good husband ; but the girl's love was so

beautiful, and the wife's love when she be-

came a wife so womanlike, and at the same

time so sweet, so unselfish, so wifely, so wor-

shipful,—in the sense in which wives are told

that they ought to worship their husbands,

—

that I cannot believe that any girl can be

injured, or even not benefited, by reading of

Laura's love.

There once used to be many who thought,

and probably there still are some, even here in

England, who think that a girl should hear

nothing of love till the time come in which

she is to be married. That, no doubt, was

the opinion of Sir Anthony Absolute and of

Mrs Malaprop. But I am hardly disposed to

believe that the old system was more favour-

able than ours to the purity of manners.

Lydia Languish, though she was constrained

by fear of her aunt to hide the book, yet had

Peregrine Pickle in her collection. While

human nature talks of love so forcibly it can

hardly serve our turn to be silent on the sub-

ject. " Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque
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recurret." There are countries in which it

has been in accordance with the manners of

the upper classes that the girl should be

brought to marry the man almost out of the

nursery— or rather perhaps out of the con-

vent—without having enjoyed that freedom of

thought which the readino; of novels and of

poetry will certainly produce ; but I do not

know that the marriages so made have been

thought to be happier than our own.

Among English novels of the present day,

and amonor Enorlish novelists, a threat division

is made. There are sensational novels and

anti-sensational, sensational novelists and anti-

sensational, sensational readers and anti-sen-

sational. The novelists who are considered

to be anti-sensational are generally called real-

istic. I am realistic. My friend Wilkie Col-

lins is generally supposed to be sensational.

The readers who prefer the one are supposed

to take delight in the elucidation of character.

Those who hold by the other are charmed by

the continuation and gradual development of

a plot. All this is, I think, a mistake,

—

which mistake arises from the inability of the

imperfect artist to be at the same time realistic
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and sensational. A good novel should be

both, and both in the highest degree. If a

novel fail in either, there is a failure in art.

Let those readers who believe that they do

not like sensational scenes in novels think of

some of those passages from our great novel-

ists which have charmed them most :— of

Rebecca in the castle with Ivanhoe ;
of Burley

in the cave with Morton ; of the mad lady

tearing the veil of the expectant bride, in Jane

Eyre ; of Lady Castlewood as, in her indigna-

tion, she explains to the Duke of Hamilton

Henry Esmond's right to be present at the

marriage of his Grace with Beatrix ;—may I

add, of Lady Mason, as she makes her con-

fession at the feet of Sir Peregrine Orme ?

Will any one say that the authors of these

passages have sinned in being over-sensa-

tional ? No doubt, a string of horrible inci-

dents, bound together without trutli in detail,

and told as affecting personages without char-

acter, — wooden blocks, who cannot make

themselves known to the reader as men and

women,—does not instruct or amuse, or even

fill the mind with awe. Horrors heaped upon

horrors, and which are horrors only in them-
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selves, and not as touchinL^' any recognised and

known person, are not tragic, and soon cease

even to horrif)-. And such would-be tragic

elements of a story may be Increased without

end, and without difficulty. I may tell you of

a woman murdered,—murdered in the same

street with you, in the next house,—that she

was a wife murdered by her husband,—a bride

not yet a week a wife. I may add to it for

ever. 1 may say that the murderer roasted

her alive. There is no end to it. I may

declare that a former wife was treated with

equal barbarity ; and may assert that, as the

murderer was led away to execution, he declared

his only sorrow, his only regret to be, that he

could not live to treat a third wife after the

same fashion. There is nothing so easy as the

creation and the cumulation of fearful incidents

after this fashion. If such creation and cumu-

lation be the beginning and the end of the

novelist's work,—and novels have been written

which seem to be without other attractions,

—

nothing can be more dull or more useless. But

not on that account arc we averse to tragedy

in prose fiction. As in poetry, so in prose, he

who can deal adequately with tragic elements
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is a greater artist and reaches a higher aim

than the writer whose efforts never carry him

above the mild walks of everyday life. The
Bride of Lanunennoo?^ is a tragedy through-

out, in spite of its comic elements. The life

of Lady Castlewood, of whom I have spoken,

is a tragedy. Rochester's wretched thraldom

to his mad wife, in ^aJie Eyi-e, is a tragedy.

But these stories charm us not simply be-

cause they are tragic, but because we feel

that men and women with flesh and blood,

creatures with whom we can sympathise,

are struggling amidst their woes. It all lies

in that. No novel is anything, for the pur-

poses either of comedy or tragedy, unless the

reader can sympathise with the characters

whose names he finds upon the pages. Let

an author so tell his tale as to touch his

reader's heart and draw his tears, and he has,

so far, done his work well. Truth let there

be,—truth of description, truth of character,

human truth as to men and women. If there

be such truth, I do not know that a novel can

be too sensational.

I did intend when I meditated that history

of English fiction to include within its pages
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some rules for the writing of novels;— or I

might perhaps say, with more modesty, to

offer some advice on the art to such tyros in it

as might be willing to take advantage of the

experience of an old hand. But the matter

would, I fear, be too long for this episode, and

I am not sure that I have as yet got the rules

quite settled in my own mind. I will, how-

ever, say a few words on one or two points

which my own practice has pointed out to me.

I have from the first felt sure that the writer,

when he sits down to commence his novel,

should do so, not because he has to tell a

story, but because he has a story to tell. The

novelist's first novel will generally have sprung

from the right cause. Some series of events,

or some development of character, will have

presented itself to his imagination,—and this

he feels so strongly that he thinks he can pre-

sent his picture in strong and agreeable lan-

guage to others. He sits down and tells his

story because he has a story to tell ; as you,

my friend, when you have heard something

which has at once tickled your fancy or moved

your pathos, will hurry to tell it to the first

person you meet. But when that first novel
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has been received graciously by the pubHc and

has made for itself a success, then the writer,

naturally feeling that the writing of novels is

within his grasp, looks about for something to

tell in another. He cudgels his brains, not

always successfully, and sits down to write,

not because he has something which he burns

to tell, but because he feels it to be incumbent

on him to be telling something. As you, my
friend, if you are very successful in the telling

of that first story, will become ambitious of fur-

ther story-telling, and will look out for anec-

dotes,—-in the narration of which you will not

improbably sometimes distress your audience.

So it has been with many novelists, who,

after some good work, perhaps after very

much good work, have distressed their audi-

ence because they have gone on with their work

till their work has become simply a trade with

them. Need I make a list of such, seeing

that it would contain the names of those who

have been greatest in the art of British novel-

writing. They have at last become weary of

that portion of a novelist's work which is of all

the most essential to success. That a man as

he orfows old should feel the labour of writincr
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to be a fatigue is natural enoug-h. 13ut a man

to whom writing has become a habit may

write well though he be fatigued. But the

weary novelist refuses any longer to give his

mind to that work of observation and recep-

tion from which has come his power, without

Avhich work his power cannot be continued,

—

which work should be going on not only when

he is at his desk, but in all his walks abroad,

in all his movements through the world, in all

his intercourse with his fellow-creatures. He
has become a novelist, as another has become

a poet, because he has in those walks abroad,

unconsciously for the most part, been drawing

in matter from all that he has seen and heard.

But this has not been done without labour,

even w^hen the labour has been unconscious.

Then there comes a time when he shuts his

eyes and shuts his ears. When we talk of

memory fading as age comes on, it is such

shutting of eyes and ears that we mean. The

things around cease to interest us, and we can-

not exercise our minds upon them. To the

novelist thus wearied there comes the demand

for further novels. He does not know his own

defect, and even if he did he does not wish to
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abandon his own profession. He still writes;

but he writes because he has to tell a story,

not because he has a story to tell. What

reader of novels has not felt the "wooden-

ness " of this mode of telling ? The characters

do not live and move, but are cut out of blocks

and are propped against the wall. The inci-

dents are arranged in certain lines— the

arrangement being as palpable to the reader

as it has been to the writer—but do not follow

each other as results naturally demanded by

previous action. The reader can never feel

—as he ought to feel—that only for that

flame of the eye, only for that angry word,

only for that moment of weakness, all might

have been different. The course of the tale is

one piece of stiff mechanism, in which there is

no room for a doubt.

These, it may be said, are reflections which

I, being an old novelist, might make useful to

myself for discontinuing my work, but can

hardly be needed by those tyros of whom I

have spoken. That they are applicable to

myself I readily admit, but I also find that

they apply to many beginners. Some of us

who are old fail at last because we are old.
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It would be well that each of us should say

to himself,

" Solve senescentem mature sanus equuin, ne

Peccet ad extremum ridendus."

But many young fail also, because they

endeavour to tell stories when they have

none to tell. And this comes from idleness

rather than from innate incapacity. The
mind has not been sufficiently at work when

the tale has been commenced, nor is it kept

sufficiently at work as the tale is continued.

I have never troubled myself much about the

construction of plots, and am not now insist-

ing specially on thoroughness in a branch of

work in which I myself have not been very

thorough. I am not sure that the construc-

tion of a perfected plot has been at any period

within my power. But the novelist has other

aims than the elucidation of his plot. He
desires to make his readers so intimately ac-

quainted with his characters that the creatures

of his brain should be to them speaking, mov-

ing, living, human creatures. This he can

never do unless he know those fictitious per-

sonages himself, and he can never know them

unless he can live with them in the full real-

VOL. II. D
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ity of established intimacy. They must be

with him as he lies down to sleep, and as he

wakes from his dreams. He must learn to

hate them and to love them. He must argue

with them, quarrel with them, forgive them,

and even submit to them. He must know of

them whether they be cold-blooded or passion-

ate, whether true or false, and how far true,

and how far false. The depth and the

breadth, and the narrowness and the shallow-

ness of each should be clear to him. And, as

here, in our outer world, we know that men and

women change,— become worse or better as

temptation or conscience may guide them,—so

should these creations of his change, and every

change should be noted by him. On the last

day of each month recorded, every person in

his novel should be a month older than on the

first. If the would-be novelist have aptitudes

that way, all this will come to him without

much struggling ;—but If It do not come, I

think he can only make novels of wood.

It Is so that I have lived with my charac-

ters, and thence has come whatever success

I have obtained. There is a gallery of them,

and of all in that gallery I may say that I
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know the tone of the voice, and the colour of

the hair, every flame of the eye, and the very

clothes they wear. Of each man I could

assert whether he would have said these or

the other words; of every woman, whether she

would then have smiled or so have frowned.

When I shall feel that this intimacy ceases,

then I shall know that the old horse should

be turned out to grass. That I shall feel it

when I ought to feel it, I will by no means say.

I do not know that I am at all wiser than

Gil Bias' canon ; but I do know that the power

indicated is one without which the teller

of tales cannot tell them to any good effect.

The lanofuaofe in which the novelist is to

put forth his story, the colours with which he

is to paint his picture, must of course be to

him matter of much consideration. Let him

have all other possible gifts,—imagination, ob-

servation, erudition, and industry,—they will

avail him nothing for his purpose, unless he

can put forth his work in pleasant words. If he

be confused, tedious, harsh, or unharmonious,

readers will certainly reject him. The read-

ing of a volume of history or on science may

represent itself as a duty; and though the duty
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may by a bad style be made very disagreeable,

the conscientious reader will perhaps perform

it. But the novelist will be assisted by no

such feeling. Any reader may reject his

work without the burden of a sin. It is the

first necessity of his position that he make

himself pleasant. To do this, much more is

necessary than to write correctly. He may

indeed be pleasant without being correct,

—

as I think can be proved by the works of

more than one distinguished novelist. But

he must be intelligible,—intelligible without

trouble ; and he must be harmonious.

Any writer who has read even a little will

know what is meant by the word intelligible.

It is not sufficient that there be a meaning that

may be hammered out of the sentence, but

that the language should be so pellucid that

the meaning should be rendered without an

effort of the reader ;—and not only some pro-

position of meaning, but the very sense, no

more and no less, which the writer has intended

to put into his words. What Macaulay says

should be remembered by all writers :
" How

little the all-important art of making meaning

pellucid is studied now ! Hardly any popular
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author except myself thinks of it." The lan-

guage used should be as ready and as efficient

a conductor of the mind of the writer to the

mind of the reader as is the electric spark which

passes from one battery to another battery.

In all written matter the spark should carry

everything ; but in matters recondite the recip-

ient will search to see that he misses nothing,

and that he takes nothing away too much.

The novelist cannot expect that any such

search will be made. A young writer, who

will acknowledge the truth of what I am saying,

will often feel himself tempted by the difficul-

ties of language to tell himself that some one

little doubtful passage, some single collocation

of words, which is not quite what it ought to

be, will not matter. I know well what a stum-

bling-block such a passage may be. But he

should leave none such behind him as he goes

on. The habit of writing clearly soon comes

to the writer who is a severe critic to himself.

As to that harmonious expression which I

think is required, I shall find it more difficult

to express my meaning. It will be granted, I

think, by readers that a style may be rough,

and yet both forcible and intelligible ; but it
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will seldom come to pass that a novel written

in a rough style will be popular,—and less

often that a novelist who habitually uses such

a style will become so. The harmony which

is required must come from the practice of the

ear. There are few ears naturally so dull

that they cannot, if time be allowed to them,

decide whether a sentence, when read, be or

be not harmonious. And the sense of such

harmony grows on the ear, when the intelli-

gence has once informed itself as to what is,

and what is not harmonious. The boy, for in-

stance, who learns with accuracy the prosody

of a Sapphic stanza, and has received through

his intelligence a knowledge of its parts, will

soon tell by his ear whether a Sapphic stanza

be or be not correct. Take a girl, endowed

with gifts of music, well instructed in her art,

with perfect ear, and read to her such a stanza

with two words transposed, as, for instance

—

Mercuri, nam te docilis magistro

Movit Amphion canendo lapidcs.

Tuque testudo resonare septem

Callida nervis

—

and she will find no halt in the rhythm. But

a schoolboy with none of her musical acquire-

ments or capacities, who has, however, become
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familiar with the metres of the poet, will at

once discover the fault. And so will the

writer become familiar with what is harmonious

in prose. But in order that familiarity may
serve him in his business, he must so train his

ear that he shall be able to weigh the rhythm

of every word as it falls from his pen. This,

when it has been done for a time, even for a

short time, will become so habitual to him

that he will have appreciated the metrical

duration of every syllable before it shall have

dared to show itself upon paper. The art of

the orator is the same. He knows beforehand

how each sound which he is about to utter will

affect the force of his climax. If a writer will

do so he will charm his readers, though his

readers will probably not know how they have

been charmed.

In writing a novel the author soon becomes

aware that a burden of many pages is before

him. Circumstances require that he should

cover a certain and generally not a very con-

fined space. Short novels are not popular

with readers generally. Critics often com-

plain of the ordinary length of novels,—of the

three volumes to which they are subjected

;
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but few novels which have attained great suc-

cess in England have been told in fewer

pages. The novel-writer who sticks to novel-

writing as his profession will certainly find

that this burden of length is incumbent on

him. How shall he carry his burden to the

end ? How shall he cover his space ? Many
great artists have by their practice opposed the

doctrine which I now propose to preach ;—but

they have succeeded I think in spite of their

fault and by dint of their greatness. There

should be no episodes in a novel. Every sen-

tence, every word, through all those pages,

should tend to the telling of the story. Such

episodes distract the attention of the reader,

and always do so disagreeably. Who has not

felt this to be the case even with T/ie Curious

Impertinent and with the History of the Man of

the Hill. And if it be so with Cervantes and

Fielding, who can hope to succeed ? Though

the novel which you have to write must be long,

let it be all one. And this exclusion of episodes

should be carried down into the smallest de-

tails. Every sentence and every word used

should tend to the telling of the story. " But,"

the young novelist will say, " with so many
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pages before me to be filled, how shall 1 suc-

ceed if I thus confine myself;—how am I to

know beforehand what space this story of

mine will require ? There must be the three

volumes, or the certain number of magazine

pages which I have contracted to supply. If

I may not be discursive should occasion re-

quire, how shall I complete my task ? The

painter suits the size of his canvas to his sub-

ject, and must I in my art stretch my subject

to my canvas ? " This undoubtedly must be

done by the novelist ; and if he will learn his

business, may be done without injury to his

effect. He may not paint different pictures

on the same canvas, which he will do if he

allow himself to wander away to matters out-

side his own story ; but by studying propor-

tion in his work, he may teach himself so to

tell his story that it shall naturally fall into the

required length. Though his story should be

all one, yet it may have many parts. Though

the plot itself may require but few characters,

it may be so enlarged as to find its full devel-

opment in many. There may be subsidiary

plots, which shall all tend to the elucidation of

the main story, and which will take their places
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as part of one and the same work,—as there

may be many figures on a canvas which shall

not to the spectator seem to form themselves

into separate pictures.

There is no portion of a novelist's work in

which this fault of episodes is so common as in

the dialogue. It is so easy to make any two

persons talk on any casual subject with which

the writer presumes himself to be conversant

!

Literature, philosophy, politics, or sport, may

thus be handled in a loosely discursive style

;

and the writer, while indulging himself and

filling his pages, is apt to think that he is

pleasing his reader, I think he can make no

greater mistake. The dialogue is generally

the most agreeable part of a novel ; but it is

only so as long as it tends In some way to the

telling of the main story. It need not seem to

be confined to that, but it should always have

a tendency in that direction. The unconscious

critical acumen of a reader is both just and

severe. When a long dialogue on extraneous

matter reaches his mind, he at once feels that

he is being cheated into taking something

which he did not bargain to accept when he

took up that novel. He does not at that
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moment require politics or philosophy, but he

wants his story. He will not perhaps be able

to say in so many words that at some certain

point the dialogue has deviated from the story;

but when it does so he will feel it, and the

feeling will be unpleasant. Let the intending

novel-writer, If he doubt this, read one of

Bulwer's novels,—in which there Is very much

to charm,— and then ask himself whether

he has not been offended by devious conver-

sations.

And the dialogue, on which the modern

novelist In consulting the taste of his probable

readers must depend most, has to be con-

strained also by other rules. The writer may

tell much of his story in conversations, but he

may only do so by putting such words Into the

mouths of his personages as persons so situ-

ated would probably use. He Is not allowed

for the sake of his tale to make his characters

give utterance to long speeches, such as are

not customarily heard from men and women.

The ordinary talk of ordinary people Is carried

on in short sharp expressive sentences, which

very frequently are never completed, — the

language of which even among educated
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people is often incorrect. The novel-writer in

constructino^ his dialoo^ue must so steer be-

tween absolute accuracy of language—which

would give to his conversation an air of ped-

antry, and the slovenly inaccuracy of ordinary

talkers, which if closely followed would offend

by an appearance of grimace—as to produce

upon the ear of his readers a sense of reality.

If he be quite real he will seem to attempt to

be funny. If he be quite correct he will seem

to be unreal. And above all, let the speeches

be short. No character should utter much

above a dozen words at a breath,—unless the

writer can justify to himself a longer flood of

speech by the speciality of the occasion.

In all this human nature must be the novel-

writer's guide. No doubt effective novels

have been written in which human nature has

been set at defiance. I might name Caleb

IVilliauis as one and Adam Blair as another.

But the exceptions are not more than enough

to prove the rule. But in following human

nature he must remember that he does so with

a pen in his hand, and that the reader who

will appreciate human nature will also demand

artistic ability and literary aptitude.
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The young- novelist will probably ask, or

more probably bethink himself how he is to

acquire that knowledge of human nature which

will tell him with accuracy what men and

women would say in this or that position. He
must acquire it as the compositor, who is to

print his words, has learned the art of dis-

tributing his type—by constant and intelligent

practice. Unless it be given to him to listen

and to observe,—so to carry away, as it were,

the manners of people in his memory, as to be

able to say to himself with assurance that these

words might have been said in a given posi-

tion, and that those other words could not

have been said,— I do not think that in these

days he can succeed as a novelist.

And then let him beware of creating tedium!

Who has not felt the charm of a spoken story

up to a certain point, and then suddenly be-

come aware that it has become too long and

is the reverse of charming. It is not only that

the entire book may have this fault, but that

this fault may occur in chapters, in passages,

in pages, in paragraphs. I know no guard

against this so likely to be effective as the

feelinof of the writer himself. When once the
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sense that the thing is becoming long has

grown upon him, he may be sure that it will

grow upon his readers. I see the smile of

some who will declare to themselves that the

words of a writer will never be tedious to him-

self Of the writer of whom this may be truly

said, it may be said with equal truth that he

will always be tedious to his readers.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ON ENGLISH NOVELISTS OF THE PRESENT DAY.

In this chapter I will venture to name a few

successful novelists of my own time, with

whose works I am acquainted ; and will en-

deavour to point whence their success has

come, and why they have failed when there

has been failure.

I do not hesitate to name Thackeray the

first. His knowledge of human nature was

supreme, and his characters stand out as

human beings, with a force and a truth which

has not, I think, been within the reach of any

other English novelist in any period. I know-

no character in fiction, unless it be Don

Quixote, with whom the reader becomes so

intimately acquainted as with Colonel New-

combe. How great a thing it is to be a

gentleman at all parts ! How we admire the
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man of whom so much may be said with truth !

Is there any one of whom we feel more sure in

this respect than of Colonel Newcombe ? It

is not because Colonel Newcombe is a perfect

gentleman that we think Thackeray's work to

have been so excellent, but because he has

had the power to describe him as such, and to

force us to love him, a weak and silly old man,

on account of this grace of character.

It is evident from all Thackeray's best work

that he lived with the characters he was cre-

ating. He had always a story to tell until

quite late in life ; and he shows us that this

was so, not by the interest which he had in

his own plots,—for I doubt whether his plots

did occupy much of his mind,—but by con-

vincing us that his characters were alive to him-

self. With Becky Sharpe, with Lady Castle-

wood and her daughter, and with Esmond,

with Warrington, Pendennis, and the Major,

with Colonel Newcombe, and with Barry

Lyndon, he must have lived in perpetual in-

tercourse. Therefore he has made these

personages real to us.

Among all our novelists his style is the

purest, as to my ear it is also the most harmo-
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nious. Sometimes it is disfigured by a slight

touch of affectation, by Httle conceits which

smell of the oil ;—but the language is always

lucid. The reader, without labour, knows

what he means, and knows all that he means.

As well as I can remember, he deals with no

episodes. I think that any critic, examining

his work minutely, would find that every scene,

and every part of every scene, adds something

to the clearness with which the story Is told.

Among all his stories there is not one which

does not leave on the mind a feeling of dis-

tress that women should ever be immodest or

men dishonest,—and of joy that won;en should

be so devoted and men so honest. How we
hate the Idle selfishness of Pendennis, the

worldliness of Beatrix, the craft of Becky

Sharpe !—how we love the honesty of Colonel

Newcombe, the nobility of Esmond, and the

devoted affection of Mrs Pendennis ! The
hatred of evil and love of good can hardly

have come upon so many readers without doing

much good.

Late in Thackeray's life,—he never was an

old man, but towards the end of his career,

—

he failed in his power of charming, because he

VOL. II. E
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allowed his mind to become idle. In the plots

which he conceived, and in the language which

he used, I do not know that there is any per-

ceptible change ; but in T/ie Virginians and in

Philip the reader is introduced to no charac-

ter with which he makes a close and undying-

acquaintance. And this, I have no doubt, is

so because Thackeray himself had no such in-

timacy. His mind had come to be weary of

that fictitious life which is always demanding

the labour of new creation, and he troubled

himself with his two Virginians and his Philip

only when he was seated at his desk.

At the. present moment George Eliot is the

first of English novelists, and I am disposed

to place her second of those of my time. She

is best known to the literary world as a writer

of prose fiction, and not improbably whatever

of permanent fame she may acquire will come

from her novels. But the nature of her intel-

lect is very far removed indeed from that which

is common to the tellers of stories. Her imagi-

nation is no doubt strong, but it acts in analys-

ing rather than in creating. Everything that

comes before her is pulled to pieces so that

the inside of it shall be seen, and be seen if
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possible by her readers as clearly as by herself.

This searching analysis is carried so far that,

in studying her latter writings, one feels oneself

to be in company with some philosopher rather

than with a novelist. I doubt whether any

young person can read with pleasure either

Felix Holt, ]\Iiddleinarch, or Daniel Deronda.

I know that they are very difficult to many

that are not young.

Her personifications of character have been

singularly terse and graphic, and from them

has come her great hold on the public,—though

by no means the greatest effect which she has

produced. The lessons which she teaches re-

main, though it is not for the sake of the les-

sons that her pages are read. Seth Bede,

Adam Bede, Maggie and Tom Tulliver, old

Silas Marner, and, much above all, Tito, in Ro-

onola, are characters which, when once known,

can never be forgotten. I cannot say quite so

much for any of those in her later works, be-

cause in them the philosopher so greatly over-

tops the portrait-painter, that, in the dissection

of the mind, the outward signs seem to have

been forgotten. In her, as yet, there is no

symptom whatever of that weariness of mind
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which, when felt by the reader, induces him to

declare that the author has written himself out.

It is not from decadence that we do not have

another Mrs Poyser, but because the author

soars to things which seem to her to be higher

than Mrs Poyser.

It is, I think, the defect of George Eliot

that she struggles too hard to do work that

shall be excellent. She lacks ease. Latterly

the signs of this have been conspicuous in her

style, which has always been and is singularly

correct, but which has become occasionally

obscure from her too great desire to be pun-

gent. It is impossible not to feel the struggle,

and that feeling begets a flavour of affectation.

In Daniel Dcro7ida, of which at this moment

only a portion has been published, there are

sentences which I have found myself com-

pelled to read three times before I have been

able to take home to myself all that the writer

has intended. Perhaps I may be permitted

here to say, that this gifted woman was among

my dearest and most intimate friends. As I

am speaking here of novelists, I will not

attempt to speak of George Eliot's merit as a

poet.
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There can be no doubt that the most popu-

lar novehst of my time— probably the most

popular English novelist of any time—has

been Charles Dickens. He has now been

dead nearly six years, and the sale of his

books ofoes on as it did durino^ his life. The
certainty with which his novels are found in

every house—the familiarity of his name in

all English-speaking countries—the popularity

of such characters as Mrs Gamp, Micawber,

and Pecksniff, and many others whose names

have entered into the English language and

become well-known words—the grief of the

country at his death, and the honours paid

to him at his funeral, — all testify to his

popularity. Since the last book he wrote

himself, I doubt whether any book has been

so popular as his biography by John For-

ster. There is no withstanding such testi-

mony as this. Such evidence of popular ap-

preciation should go for very much, almost

for everything, in criticism on the work of a

novelist. The primary object of a novelist is

to please ; and this man's novels have been

found more pleasant than those of any other

writer. It might of course be objected to this,
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that though the books have pleased they

have been injurious, that their tendency has

been immoral and their teaching vicious ; but

it is almost needless to say that no such

charge has ever been made against Dickens.

His teaching- has ever been o-ood. From

all which, there arises to the critic a ques-

tion whether, with such evidence against him

as to the excellence of this writer, he should

not subordinate his own opinion to the col-

lected opinion of the world of readers. To
me it almost seems that I must be wrong

to place Dickens after Thackeray and George

Eliot, knowing as I do that so great a major-

ity put him above those authors.

My own peculiar Idiosyncrasy in the matter

forbids me to do so. I do acknowledge that

Mrs Gamp, Micawber, Pecksniff, and others

have become household words in every house,

as though they were human beings ; but to

my judgment they are not human beings, nor

are any of the characters human which Dickens

has portrayed. It has been the peculiarity

and the marvel of this man's power, that he

has invested his puppets with a charm that

has enabled him to dispense with human
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nature. There is a drollery about them, in

my estimation, very much below the humour

of Thackeray, but which has reached the in-

tellect of all ; while Thackeray's humour has

escaped the intellect of many. Nor is the

pathos of Dickens human. It is stagey and

melodramatic. But it is so expressed that it

touches every heart a little. There is no real

life in Smike. His misery, his idiotcy, his

devotion for Nicholas, his love for Kate,

are all overdone and incompatible with each

other. But still the reader sheds a tear.

Every reader can find a tear for Smike.

Dickens's novels are like Boucicault's plays.

He has known how to draw his lines broadly,

so that all should see the colour.

He, too, in his best days, always lived with

his characters ;—and he, too, as he gradually

ceased to have the power of doing so, ceased

to charm. Though they are not human be-

ings, we all remember Mrs Gamp and Pick-

wick. The Boffins and Veneerings do not, I

think, dwell in the minds of so many.

Of Dickens's style it is impossible to speak

in praise. It is jerky, ungrammatical, and

created by himself in defiance of rules-—almost
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as completely as that created by Carlyle. To
readers who have tauQ^ht themselves to reg^ard

language, it must therefore be unpleasant.

But the critic is driven to feel the weakness of

his criticism, when he acknowledges to himself

—^as he is compelled in all honesty to do

—

that with the lanoruas^e, such as it is, the writer

has satisfied the great mass of the readers of

his country. Both these great writers have

satisfied the readers of their own pages ; but

both have done infinite harm by creating a

school of imitators. No young novelist should

ever dare to imitate the style of Dickens. If

such a one wants a model for his language, let

him take Thackeray.

Bulwer, or Lord Lytton,—but I think that he

is still better known by his earlier name,—was

a man of very great parts. Better educated

than either of those I have named before him,

he was always able to use his erudition, and

he thus produced novels from which very

much not only may be but must be learned

by his readers. He thoroughly understood

the political status of his own country, a sub-

ject on which, I think, Dickens was marvel-

lously ignorant, and which Thackeray had
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never studied. He had read extensively, and

was always apt to give his readers the benefit

of what he knew. The result has been that

very much more than amusement may be ob-

tained from Bulwer's novels. There is also

a brightness about them—the result rather of

thought than of imagination, of study and of

care, than of mere intellect—which has made

many of them excellent in their way. It is

perhaps improper to class all his novels toge-

ther, as he wrote in varied manners, making

in his earlier works, such as Pelhani and

Eniest Maltravers, pictures of a fictitious life,

and afterwards pictures of life as he believed

it to be, as in My N'ovel and The Caxtons.

But from all of them there comes the same

flavour of an effort to produce effect. The

effects are produced, but it would have been

better if the flavour had not been there.

I cannot say of Bulwer as I have of the

other novelists whom I have named that he

lived with his characters. He lived with his

work, with the doctrines which at the time

he wished to preach, thinking always of the

effects which he wished to produce ; but I do

not think he ever knew his own personages,
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—and therefore neither do we know them.

Even Pelham and Eugene Aram are not

human beings to us, as are Pickwick, and

Colonel Newcombe, and Mrs Foyser.

In his plots Bulwer has generally been

simple, facile, and successful. The reader

never feels with him, as he does with Wilkie

Collins, that it is all plot, or, as with George

Eliot, that there is no plot. The story comes

naturally without calling for too much atten-

tion, and is thus proof of the completeness of

the man's intellect. His lanQfuag^e is clear,

good, intelligible English, but it is defaced by

mannerism. In all that he did, affectation

was his fault.

How shall I speak of my dear old friend

Charles Lever, and his rattling, jolly, joyous,

swearing Irishmen. Surely never did a sense

of vitality come so constantly from a man's

pen, nor from man's voice, as from his ! I

knew him well for many years, and whether

in sickness or in health, I have never come

across him without finding him to be running

over with wit and fun. Of all the men 1

have encountered, he was the surest fund

of drollery. I have known many witty men,
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many who could say good things, many

who would sometimes be ready to say them

when wanted, though they would sometimes

tail ;—but he never failed. Rouse him in the

middle of the night, and wit would come from

him before he was half awake. And yet he

never monopolised the talk, was never a bore.

He would take no more than his own share of

the words spoken, and would yet seem to

brighten all that was said during the night.

His earlier novels—the later I have not read

—are just like his conversation. The fun

never flags, and to me, when I read them, they

were never tedious. As to character he can

hardly be said to have produced it. Corney

Delaney, the old man-servant, may perhaps

be named as an exception.

Lever's novels will not live long,—even if

they may be said to be alive now,—because

it is so. What was his manner of working I

do not know, but I should think it must have

been very quick, and that he never troubled

himself on the subject, except when he was

seated wtth a pen in his hand.

Charlotte Bronte was surely a marvellous

woman. If it could be right to judge the
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work of a novelist from one small portion of

one novel, and to say of an author that he is

to be accounted as strong as he shows him-

self to be in his strongest morsel of work, I

should be inclined to put Miss Bronte very

high indeed. I know no interest more thrill-

ing than that which she has been able to

throw into the characters of Rochester and

the governess, in the second volume of Jane

Eyre. She lived with those characters, and

felt every fibre of the heart, the longings of

the one and the sufferings of the other. And
therefore, though the end of the book is weak,

and the beginning not very good, I venture to

predict that Jane Eyre will be read among
English novels when many whose names are

now better known shall have been forgotten.

Jane Eyre, and Esmond, and Adam Bede will

be in the hands of our grandchildren, when

Pickwick, and Pelkam, and Hai'7y Lori'cquer

are forgotten ; because the men and women
depicted are human in their aspirations,

human in their sympathies, and human in

their actions.

In Villettc, too, and in Shirley, there is to

be found human life as natural and as real,
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thou<^rh in circumstances not so full of interest

as those told in Jane Eyre. The character of

Paul in the former of the two is a wonderful

study. She must herself have been in love

with some Paul when she wrote the book,

and have been determined to prove to herself

that she was capable of loving one whose

exterior circumstances were mean and in

every way unprepossessing.

There is no writer of the present day who

has so much puzzled me by his eccentricities,

impracticabilities, and capabilities as Charles

Reade. I look upon him as endowed almost

with eenius, but as one who has not been lifted

by nature with ordinary powers of reasoning.

He can see what is grandly noble and admire

it with all his heart. He can see, too, what

is foully vicious and hate it with equal ardour.

But in the common affairs of life he cannot

see what is right or wrong ; and as he is al-

together unwilling to be guided by the opinion

of others, he is constantly making mistakes

in his literary career, and subjecting himself

to reproach which he hardly deserves. He
means to be honest. He means to be especially

honest,—more honest than other people. He
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has written a book called T/ie Eighth Com-

rnandmejit on behalf of honesty In literary

transactions,—a wonderful work, which has

I believe been read by a very few. I never

saw a copy except that in my own library,

or heard of any one who knew the book.

Nevertheless it is a volume that must have

taken very great labour, and have been

written,—as indeed he declares that it was

written,—without the hope of pecuniary re-

ward. He makes an appeal to the British

Parliament and British people on behalf of

literary honesty, declaring that should he

fail
— " I shall have to go on blushing for the

people I was born among." And yet of all

the writers of my day he has seemed to me

to understand literary honesty the least. On
one occasion, as he tells us in this book, he

bought for a certain sum from a French

author the right of using a plot taken from a

play,—which he probably might have used

without such purchase, and also without In-

fringing any international copyright act. The

French author not unnaturally praises him

for the transaction, tellinix him that he is " un
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vrai gentleman." The plot was used by

Reade in a novel ; and a critic discovering

the adaptation, made known his discovery to

the public. Whereupon the novelist became

angry, called his critic a pseudonymuncle, and

defended himself by stating the fact of his own

purchase. In all this he seems to me to ignore

what we all mean when we talk of literary

plagiarism and literary honesty. The sin of

which the author is accused is not that of tak-

ing another man's property, but of passing off

as his own creation that which he does not

himself create. When an author puts his name

to a book he claims to have written all that

there is therein, unless he makes direct sig-

nification to the contrary. Some years sub-

sequently there arose another similar question,

in which Mr Reade's opinion was declared

even more plainly, and certainly very much

more publicly. In a tale which he wrote he

inserted a dialogue which he took from Swift,

and took without any acknowledgment. As
might have been expected, one of the critics

of the day fell foul of him for this barefaced

plagiarism. The author, however, defended
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himself, with much abuse of the critic, by

asserting-, that whereas Swift had found the

jewel he had supplied the setting;—an argu-

ment in which there was some little wit, and

would have been much excellent truth, had he

given the words as belonging to Swift and not

to himself.

The novels of a man possessed of so singu-

lar a mind must themselves be very strange,

—

and they are strange. It has generally been

his object to write down some abuse with

which he has been particularly struck,—the

harshness, for instance, with which paupers or

lunatics are treated, or the wickedness of cer-

tain classes,—and he always, I think, leaves

upon his readers an idea of great earnestness

of purpose. But he has always left at the

same time on my mind so strong a conviction

that he has not really understood his subject,

that I have ever found myself taking the part

of those whom he has accused. So good a

heart, and so wrong a head, surely no novelist

ever before had combined! In story-telling

he has occasionally been almost great. Among
his novels I would especially recommend TJie
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Cloister and the HcarlJi. I do not know that

in this work, or in any, that he has left a

character that will remain ; but he has written

some of his scenes so brightly that to read them

would always be a pleasure.

Of Wilkie Collins it is impossible for a true

critic not to speak with admiration, because he

has excelled all his contemporaries in a certain

most difficult branch of his art ; but as it is a

branch which I have not myself at all culti-

vated, it is not unnatural that his work should

be very much lost upon me individually.

When I sit down to write a novel I do not

at all know, and I do not very much care, how

it is to end. Wilkie Collins seems so to con-

struct his that he not only, before writing,

plans everything on, down to the minutest

detail, from the beginning to the end ; but then

plots it all back again, to see that there is no

piece of necessary dove-tailing which does not

dove-tail with absolute accuracy. The con-

struction is most minute and most wonderful.

But I can never lose the taste of the construc-

tion. The author seems always to be warning

me to remember that something happened at

VOL. IL F
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exactly half- past two o'clock on Tuesday mor-

ning ; or that a woman disappeared from the

road just fifteen yards beyond the fourth mile-

stone. One is constrained by mysteries and

hemmed in by difficulties, knowing, however,

that the mysteries will be made clear, and the

difficulties overcome at the end of the third

volume. Such work gives me no pleasure. I

am, however, quite prepared to acknowledge

that the want of pleasure comes from fault of

my intellect.

There are two ladies of whom I would fain

say a word, though I feel that I am making

my list too long, in order that I may declare

how much I have admired their work. They

are Annie Thackeray and Rhoda Broughton.

I have known them both, and have loved the

former almost as though she belonged to me.

No two writers were ever more dissimilar,

—

except in this that they are both feminine. Miss

Thackeray's characters are sweet, charming,

and quite true to human nature. In her writ-

ings she is always endeavouring to prove that

good produces good, and evil evil. There is

not a line of which she need be ashamed,—not
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a sentiment of which she should not be proud.

But she writes hke a lazy writer who dislikes

her work, and who allows her own want of

energy to show itself in her pages.

JNIiss Broughton, on the other hand, is full

of energy,—though she too, I think, can be-

come tired over her work. She, however,

does take the trouble to make her personages

stand upright on the ground. And she has

the gift of making them speak as men and

women do speak. " You beast ! " said Nancy,

sittinof on the wall, to the man who was to be

her husband,— thinking that she was speak-

ing to her brother. Now Nancy, whether

right or wrong, was just the girl who would,

as circumstances then were, have called her

brother a beast. There is nothing wooden

about any of Miss Broughton's novels ; and in

these days so many novels are wooden ! But

they are not sweet-savoured as are those by

Miss Thackeray, and are, therefore, less true to

nature. In Miss Broughton's determination

not to be mawkish and missish, she has made

her ladies do and say things which ladies would

not do and say. They throw^ themselves at
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men's heads, and when they are not accepted

only think how they may throw themselves

again. Miss Broughton is still so young that

I hope she may live to overcome her fault in

this direction.

There is one other name, without which the

list of the best known English novelists of my
own time would certainly be incomplete, and

that is the name of the present Prime Minister

of England. Mr Disraeli has written so many

novels, and has been so popular as a novelist

that, whether for good or for ill, I feel myself

compelled to speak of him. He began his

career as an author early in life, publishing

Vivian Grey when he was twenty-three years

old. He was very young for such work,

though hardly young enough to justify the

excuse that he makes in his own preface, that

it is a book written by a boy. Dickens was,

I think, younger when he wrote his Sketches

by Boz, and as young when he was writing the

Pickivick Papers. It was hardly longer ago

than the other day when Mr Disraeli brought

out LotJiair, and between the two there were

eieht or ten others. To me thev have all had
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the same flavour of paint and unreality. In

whatever he has written he has affected some-

thing which has been intended to strike his

readers as uncommon and therefore grand.

Because he has been bright and a man of

genius, he has carried his object as regards the

young. He has struck them with astonish-

ment and aroused in their imagination ideas

of a world more glorious, more rich, more

witty, more enterprising, than their own. But

the glory has been the glory of pasteboard,

and the wealth has been a wealth of tinsel.

The wit has been the wit of hairdressers,

and the enterprise has been the enterprise of

mountebanks. An audacious conjurer has

generally been his hero,—some youth who,

by wonderful cleverness, can obtain success

by every intrigue that comes to his hand.

Through it all there is a feeling of stage pro-

perties, a smell of hair-oil, an aspect of buhl, a

remembrance of tailors, and that pricking of

the conscience which must be the general ac-

companiment of paste diamonds. I can under-

stand that Mr Disraeli should by his novels

have instigated many a young man and many
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a young woman on their way in life, but I can-

not understand that he should have instigated

any one to good. Vivian Grey has had prob-

ably as many followers as Jack Sheppard, and

has led his followers in the same direction.

Lothair, which is as yet Mr Disraeli's last

work, and, I think, undoubtedly his worst, has

been defended on a plea somewhat similar to

that by which he has defended Vivian Grey.

As that was written when he was too young,

so was the other when he was too old,—too

old for work of that nature, though not too old

to be Prime Minister. If his mind were so

occupied with greater things as to allow him

to write such a work, yet his judgment should

have sufficed to induce him to destroy it when

written. Here that flavour of hair-oil, that

flavour of false jewels, that remembrance of

tailors, comes out stronger than in all the

others. Lothair is falser even than Vivian

Grey, and Lady Corisande, the daughter of the

Duchess, more inane and unwomanlike than

Venetia or Henrietta Temple. It is the very

bathos of story-telling. I have often lamented,

and have as often excused to myself, that lack
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of public judgment which enables readers to

put up with bad work because it comes from

good or from lofty hands. I never felt the

feeling so strongly, or was so little able to

excuse it, as when a portion of the reading

public received LotJiair with satisfaction.
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CHAPTER XIV.

ON CRITICISM.

Literary criticism in the present day has

become a profession,—but it has ceased to be

an art. Its object is no longer that of proving

that certain hterary work is good and other

literary work is bad, in accordance with rules

which the critic is able to define. English

criticism at present rarely even pretends to go

so far as this. It attempts, in the first place,

to tell the public whether a book be or be not

worth public attention ; and, in the second

place, so to describe the purport of the work as

to enable those who have not time or inclina-

tion for reading it to feel that by a short cut

they can become acquainted with its contents.

Both these objects, if fairly well carried out,

are salutary. Though the critic may not be a

profound judge himself; though not unfre-
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qucntly he be a young man making- his hrst

literary attempts, with tastes and judgment

still unfixed, yet he probably has a conscience

in the matter, and would not have been sel-

ected for that work had he not shown some

aptitude for it. Though he may be not the

best possible guide to the undiscerning, he will

be better than no guide at all. Real sub-

stantial criticism must, from its nature, be

costly, and that which the public wants should

at any rate be cheap. Advice is given to

many thousands, which, though it may not

be the best advice possible, is better than

no advice at all. Then that description

of the work criticised, that compressing of

the much into very little,—which is the work

of many modern critics or reviewers,—does

enable many to know something of what is

being said, who without it would know

nothing.

I do not think it is incumbent on me at

present to name periodicals in which this work

is well done, and to make complaints of others

by which it is scamped. I should give offence,

and might probably be unjust. But I think

I may certainly say that as some of these
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periodicals are certainly entitled to great

praise for the manner in which the work is

done generally, so are others open to very

severe censure,—and that the praise and that

the censure are chiefly due on behalf of one

virtue and its opposite vice. It is not critical

ability that we have a right to demand, or its

absence that we are bound to deplore. Crit-

ical ability for the price we pay is not attain-

able. It is a faculty not peculiar to English-

men, and when displayed is very frequently

not appreciated. But that critics should be

honest we have a right to demand, and crit-

ical dishonesty we are bound to expose. If

the writer will tell us what he thinks, though

his thoughts be absolutely vague and useless,

we can forgive him ; but when he tells us

what he does not think, actuated either by

friendship or by animosity, then there should

be no pardon for him. This is the sin in

modern English criticism of which there is

most reason to complain.

It is a lamentable fact that men and women

lend themselves to this practice who are neither

vindictive nor ordinarily dishonest. It has

become "the custom of the trade," under the
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veil of which excuse so many tradesmen justify

their malpractices ! When a struggling author

learns that so much has been done for A by

the BarsetsJiire Gazette, so much for B by the

Dillsborougk Herald, and, again, so much for

C by that powerful metropolitan organ the

Evening Ptdpit, and is told also that A and

B and C have been favoured through personal

interest, he also goes to work among the

editors, or the editors' wives,—or perhaps, if

he cannot reach their wives, with their wives'

first or second cousins. When once the feel-

ing has come upon an editor or a critic that he

may allow himself to be influenced by other

considerations than the duty he owes to the

public, all sense of critical or of editorial hon-

esty falls from him at once. Facilis descensus

Averni. In a very short time that editorial

honesty becomes ridiculous to himself. It is

for other purpose that he wields the power

;

and when he is told what is his duty, and

what should be his conduct, the preacher of

such doctrine seems to him to be quixotic.

" Wliere have you lived, my friend, for the

last twenty years," he says in spirit, if not in

word, " that you come out now with such stuff
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as old-fashioned as this ?
" And thus dishon-

esty begets dishonesty, till dishonesty seems

to be beautiful. How nice to be good-natured!

How glorious to assist struggling young auth-

ors, especially if the young author be also a

pretty woman ! How gracious to oblige a

friend ! Then the motive, though still pleas-

ing, departs further from the border of what is

good. In what way can the critic better repay

the hospitality of his wealthy literary friend

than by good-natured criticism,—or more cer-

tainly ensure for himself a continuation of hos-

pitable favours ?

Some years since a critic of the day, a

gentleman well known then in literary circles,

showed me the manuscript of a book recently

published,— the work of a popular author.

It was handsomely bound, and was a val-

uable and desirable possession. It had just

been given to him by the author as an ac-

knowledgment for a laudatory review in one

of the leading journals of the day. As I

was expressly asked whether I did not re-

gard such a token as a sign of grace both

in the giver and in the receiver, I said

that I thought it should neither have, been
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given nor have been taken. My theory was

repudiated with scorn, and I was told that I

was strait-laced, visionary, and impracticable !

In all that the damage did not lie in the fact

of that one present, but in the feeling on the

part of the critic that his office was not de-

based by the acceptance of presents from those

whom he criticised. This man was a profes-

sional critic, bound by his contract with certain

employers to review such books as were sent

to him. How could he, when he had received

a valuable present for praising one book, cen-

sure another by the same author ?

While I write this I well know that what

I say, if it be ever noticed at all, will be

taken as a straining at gnats, as a pretence of

honesty, or at any rate as an exaggeration of

scruples. I have said the same thing before,

and have been ridiculed for saying it. But

none the less am I sure that English literature

generally is suffering much under this evil.

All those who are strusrelinof for success have

forced upon them the idea that their strongest

efforts should be made in touting for praise.

Those who are not familiar with the lives of

authors will hardly believe how low will be the
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forms which their struggles will take :—how
little presents will be sent to men who write

little articles ; how much flattery may be ex-

pended even on the keeper of a circulating

library ; with what profuse and distant genu-

flexions approaches are made to the outside

railing of the temple which contains within it

the great thunderer of some metropolitan peri-

odical publication ! The evil here is not only

that done to the public when interested counsel

is given to them, but extends to the debase-

ment of those who have at any rate considered

themselves fit to provide literature for the

public.

I am satisfied that the remedy for this evil

must lie in the conscience and deportment of

authors themselves. If once the feeling could

be produced that it is disgraceful for an author

to ask for praise,—and demands for praise are,

I think, disgraceful in every walk of life,—the

practice would gradually fall into the hands

only of the lowest, and that which is done only

by the lowest soon becomes despicable even to

them. The sin, when perpetuated with un-

flagging labour, brings with it at best very

poor reward. That work of running after
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critics, editors, publishers, tlie keepers of cir-

culating libraries, and their clerks, is very hard,

and must be very disagreeable. He who does

it must feel himself to be dishonoured,—or

she. It may perhaps help to sell an edition,

but can never make an author successful.

I think it may be laid down as a golden

rule in literature that there should be no inter-

course at all between an author and his critic.

The critic, as critic, should not know his

author, nor the author, as author, his critic.

As censure should beget no anger, so should

praise beget no gratitude. The young author

should feel that criticisms fall upon him as dew

or hail from heaven,—which, as coming from

heaven, man accepts as fate. Praise let the

author try to obtain by wholesome effort ; cen-

sure let him avoid, if possible, by care and

industry. But when they come, let him take

them as coming from some source which he

cannot influence, and with which he should

not meddle.

I know no more disagreeable trouble into

which an author may plunge himself than of a

quarrel with his critics, or any more useless

labour than that of answering them. It is
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wise to presume, at any rate, that the reviewer

has simply done his duty, and has spoken of

the book according to the dictates of his con-

science. Nothing can be gained by combating

the reviewer's opinion. If the book which he

has disparaged be good, his judgment will be

condemned by the praise of others ; if bad, his

judgment will be confirmed by others. Or if,

unfortunately, the criticism of the day be in so

evil a condition generally that such ultimate

truth cannot be expected, the author may be

sure that his efforts made on behalf of his own

book will not set matters right. If injustice

be done him, let him bear it. To do so is

consonant with the dignity of the position

which he ought to assume. To shriek, and

scream, and sputter, to threaten actions, and

to swear about the town that he has been be-

lied and defamed in that he has been accused

of bad grammar or a false metaphor, of a dull

chapter, or even of a borrowed heroine, will

leave on the minds of the public nothing but

a sense of irritated impotence.

If, indeed, there should spring from an

author's work any assertion by a critic injuri-

ous to the author's honour, if the author be
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accused of falsehood or of personal motives

which are discreditable to him, then, Indeed,

he may be bound to answer the charge. It is

hoped, however, that he may be able to do so

with clean hands, or he will so stir the mud in

the pool as to come forth dirtier than he went

into it.

I have lived much among men by whom the

English criticism of the day has been vehe-

mently abused. I have heard It said that to

the public it Is a false guide, and that to authors

it is never a trustworthy Mentor. I do not

concur in this wholesale censure. There Is, of

course, criticism and criticism. There are at

this moment one or two periodicals to which

both public and authors may safely look for

guidance, though there are many others from

which no spark of literary advantage may be

obtained. But it is well that both public and

authors should know what is the advantage

which they have a right to expect. There

have been critics,—and there probably will be

again, though the circumstances of English

literature do not tend to produce them,—with

power sufficient to entitle them to speak with

authority. These great men have declared,

VOL. II. G
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tanqtiarn ex cathedra, that such a book has

been so far good and so far bad, or that it

has been altogether good or altogether bad

;

—and the world has believed them. When
making such assertions they have given their

reasons, explained their causes, and have car-

ried conviction. Very great reputations have

been achieved by such critics, but not without

infinite study and the labour of many years.

Such are not the critics of the day, of whom

we are now speaking. In the literary world

as it lives at present some writer is selected

for the place of critic to a newspaper, gener-

ally some young writer, who for so many

shillings a column shall review whatever book

is sent to him and express an opinion,—read-

ing the book through for the purpose, if the

amount of honorarium as measured with the

amount of labour will enable him to do so. A
labourer must measure his work by his pay or

he cannot live. From criticism such as this

must for the most part be, the general reader

has no right to expect philosophical analysis,

or literary judgment on which confidence may

be placed. But he probably may believe that

the books praised will be better than the books
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censured, and that those which are praised by

periodicals which never censure are better

worth his attention than those which are not

noticed. And readers will also find that by

devoting an hour or two on Saturday to the

criticisms of the week, they will enable them-

selves to have an opinion about the books of

the day. The knowledge so acquired will not

be great, nor will that little be lasting ; but it

adds something to the pleasure of life to be

able to talk on subjects of which others are

speaking ; and the man who has sedulously

gone through the literary notices in the Spcc-

iato}' and the Saturday may perhaps be justi-

fied in thinking himself as well able to talk

about the new book as his friend who has

brought that new book on the tapis, and who,

not improbably, obtained his information from

the same source.

As an author, I have paid careful attention

to the reviews which have been written on my
own work ; and I think that now I well know

where I may look for a little instruction, where

I may expect only greasy adulation, where I

shall be cut up into mince-meat for the delight

of those who love sharp invective, and where
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I shall find an equal mixture of praise and

censure so adjusted, without much judgment,

as to exhibit the impartiality of the newspaper

and its staff. Among it all there is much chaff,

which I have learned how to throw to the

winds, with equal disregard whether it praises

or blames ;—but I have also found some corn,

on which I have fed and nourished myself,

and for which I have been thankful.
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CHAPTER XV.

' THE LAST CHRONICLE OF BARSET ' LEAVING

THE POST OFFICE ' ST PAUl's MAGAZINE.'

I ^YILL now go back to the year 1867, in which

I was still living at Waltham Cross. I had

some time since bought the house there which

I had at first hired, and added rooms to it,

and made it for our purposes very comfortable.

It was, however, a rickety old place, requir-

ing much repair, and occasionally not as

weather-tight as it should be. We had a

domain there sufficient for the cows, and for

the making of our butter and hay. For straw-

berries, asparagus, green peas, out-of-door

peaches, for roses especially, and such every-

day luxuries, no place was ever more excel-

lent. It was only twelve miles from London,

and admitted therefore of frequent intercourse

with the metropolis. It was also near enough
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to the Roothing country for hunting purposes.

No doubt the Shoreditch Station, by which it

had to be reached, had its drawbacks. My
average distance also to the Essex meets was

twenty miles. But the place combined as

much or more than I had a right to expect.

It was within my own postal district, and had,

upon the whole, been well chosen.

The work I did during the twelve years

that I remained there, from 1859 to 1871, was

certainly very great. I feel confident that in

amount no other writer contributed so much

durino; that time to Enorlish literature. Over

and above my novels, I wrote political articles,

critical, social, and sporting articles, for peri-

odicals, without number. I did the work of a

surveyor of the General Post Office, and so

did it as to give the authorities of the depart-

ment no slightest pretext for fault-finding. I

hunted always at least twice a week. I was

frequent in the whist-room at the Garrick. I

lived much in society in London, and was

made happy by the presence of many friends

at Waltham Cross. In addition to this we

always spent six weeks at least out of Eng-

land. Few men, I think, ever lived a fuller
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life. And I attribute the power of doing this

altogether to the virtue of early hours. It

was my practice to be at my table every

morning at 5.30 a.m.; and it was also my
practice to allow myself no mercy. An old

groom, whose business it was to call me, and

to whom I paid ^5 a year extra for the duty,

allowed himself no mercy. During all those

years at Waltham Cross he was never once

late with the coffee which it was his duty

to bring: me. I do not know that I oucrht

not to feel that I owe more to him than

to any one else for the success I have had.

By beginning at that hour I could com-

plete my literary work before I dressed for

breakfast.

All those I think who have lived as literary

men,—working daily as literary labourers,

—

will agree with me that three hours a day will

produce as much as a man ought to write.

But then he should so have trained himself

that he shall be able to work continuously

during those three hours,—so have tutored

his mind that it shall not be necessary for him

to sit nibbling his pen, and gazing at the

wall before him, till he shall have found the
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words with which he wants to express his

ideas. It had at this time become my custom,

—and it still is my custom, though of late I

have become a little lenient to myself,— to

write with my watch before me, and to re-

quire from myself 250 words every quarter of

an hour. I have found that the 250 words

have been forthcoming as regularly as my
watch went. But my three hours were not

devoted entirely to writing. I always began

my task by reading the work of the day be-

fore, an operation which would take me half

an hour, and which consisted chiefly in weigh-

ing with my ear the sound of the words and

phrases. I would strongly recommend this

practice to all tyros in writing. That their

work should be read after it has been written

is a matter of course,—that it should be read

twice at least before it goes to the printers, I

take to be a matter of course. But by read-

ing what he has last written, just before he

recommences his task, the writer will catch

the tone and spirit of what he is then saying,

and will avoid the fault of seeming to be

unlike himself. This division of time allowed

me to produce over ten pages of an ordinary
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novel volume a day, and if kept up through

ten months, would have given as its results

three novels of three volumes each in the

year ;—the precise amount which so greatly

acerbated the publisher in Paternoster Row,

and which must at any rate be felt to be quite

as much as the novel-readers of the world can

want from the hands of one man.

I have never written three novels in a year,

but by following the plan above described I

have written more than as much as three

volumes ; and by adhering to it over a course

of years, I have been enabled to have always

on hand,—for some time back now,—one or

two or even three unpublished novels in my
desk beside me. Were I to die now there

are three such besides The Prime Minister,

half of which has only yet been issued. One
of these has been six years finished, and has

never seen the light since it was first tied up

in the wrapper which now contains it. I look

forward with some grim pleasantry to its

publication after another period of six years,

and to the declaration of the critics that it has

been the work of a period of life at which the

power of writing novels had passed from me.
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Not improbably, however, these pages may
be printed first.

In 1866 and 1867 The Last Chronicle of

Barset was brought out by George Smith in

sixpenny monthly numbers. I do not know

that this mode of publication had been tried

before, or that it answered very well on this

occasion. Indeed the shilling magazines had

interfered greatly with the success of novels

published in numbers without other accompany-

ing matter. The public finding that so much

might be had for a shilling, in which a portion

of one or more novels was always included,

were unwilling to spend their money on the

novel alone. Feeling that this certainly had

become the case in reference to novels pub-

lished in shilling numbers, Mr Smith and I

determined to make the experiment with six-

penny parts. As he paid me ^3000 for the

use of my MS., the loss, if any, did not fall

upon me. If I remember right, the enterprise

was not altogether successful.

Taking it as a whole, I regard this as the

best novel I have written. I was never quite

satisfied with the development of the plot,

which consisted in the loss of a cheque, of a
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charge made against a clergyman for stealing

it, and of absolute uncertainty on the part of

the clergyman himself as to the manner in

which the cheque had found its way into his

hands. I cannot quite make myself believe

that even such a man as Mr Crawley could

have foro-otten how he Qrot it ; nor would the

generous friend who was anxious to supply

his wants have supplied them by tendering

the cheque of a third person. Such fault I

acknowledge, — acknowledging at the same

time that I have never been capable of con-

structing with complete success the intricacies

of a plot that required to be unravelled. But

while confessing so much, I claim to have

portrayed the mind of the unfortunate man

with great accuracy and great delicacy. The

pride, the humility, the manliness, the weak-

ness, the conscientious rectitude and bitter

prejudices of Mr Crawley were, I feel, true to

nature and well described. The surround-

ings too are good. Mrs Proudie at the palace

is a real woman ; and the poor old dean dying

at the deanery is also real. The archdeacon

in his victory is very real. There is a true

savour of English country life all through the
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book. It was with many misgivings that I

killed my old friend Mrs Proudie. I could

not, I think, have done it, but for a resolution

taken and declared under circumstances of

great momentary pressure.

It was thus that it came about. I was

sitting one morning at work upon the novel

at the end of the long drawing-room of the

Atheneeum Club,—as was then my wont when

I had slept the previous night in London.

As I was there, two clergymen, each with a

magazine in his hand, seated themselves, one

on one side of the fire and one on the other,

close to me. They soon began to abuse what

they were reading, and each was reading some

part of some novel of mine. The gravamen of

their complaint lay in the fact that I reintro-

duced the same characters so often !
" Here,"

said one, "is that archdeacon whom we have

had in every novel he has ever written." "And

here," said the other, " is the old duke whom

he has talked about till everybody is tired of

him. If I could not invent new characters, I

would not write novels at all." Then one of

them fell foul of Mrs Proudie. It was impos-

sible for me not to hear their words, and almost
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impossil)le to hear thcin and be quiet, I got

up, and standing between them, I acknow-

ledged myself to be the culprit. "As to Mrs

Proudie," I said, " I will go home and kill

her before the week is over." And so I did.

The two gentlemen were utterly confounded,

and one of them begged me to forget his

frivolous observations.

I have sometimes regretted the deed, so

great was my delight in writing about Mrs

Proudie, so thorough was my knowledge of

all the little shades of her character. It was

not only that she was a tyrant, a bully, a

would-be priestess, a very vulgar woman, and

one who would send headlong to the nether-

most pit all who disagreed with her ; but that

at the same time she was conscientious, by

no means a hypocrite, really believing in the

brimstone which she threatened, and anxious

to save the souls around her from its horrors.

And as her tyranny increased so did the

bitterness of the moments of her repentance

increase, in that she knew herself to be a

tyrant,— till that bitterness killed her. Since

her time others have grown up equally dear

to me,—Lady Glencora and her husband, for
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instance ; but I have never dissevered myself

from Mrs Proudie, and still live much in

company with her ghost.

I have in a previous chapter said how I

wrote Can Yott Forgive Her ? after the plot of

a play which had been rejected,—which play

had been called The Noble Jilt. Some year

or two after the completion of TJie Last

Chronicle, I was asked by the manager of a

theatre to prepare a piece for his stage, and I

did so, taking the plot of this novel. I called

the comedy Did He Steal It ? But my friend

the manager did not approve of my attempt.

My mind at this time was less attentive to

such a matter than when dear old George

Bartley nearly crushed me by his criticism,—so

that I forget the reason given. I have little

doubt but that the manager was right. That

he intended to express a true opinion, and

would have been glad to have taken the piece

had he thought it suitable, I am quite sure.

I have sometimes wished to see during my
lifetime a combined republication of those

tales which are occupied with the fictitious

county of Barsetshire. These would be The

Warden, Barchcster Towel's, Doctor Thome,
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Franiley Parsonage, and TJic Last Chronicle

of Barset. But I have hitherto failed. The
copyrights are in the hands of four different

persons, inckiding myself, and with one of the

four I liave not been able to prevail to act in

concert with the others.^

In 1867 I made up my mind to take a step

in life which was not unattended with peril,

which many would call rash, and which, when

taken, I should be sure at some period to

regret. This step was the resignation of my
place in the Post Office. I have described how

it was that I contrived to combine the perfor-

mance of its duties with my other avocations in

life. I got up always very early ; but even this

did not suffice. I worked always on Sundays,

—as to which no scruple of religion made me
unhappy,—and not unfrequently I was driven

to work at night. In the winter when hunt-

ing was going on, I had to keep myself very

much on the alert. And during the London

season, when I was generally two or three

days of the week in town, I found the official

^ Since this was written I have made arrangements for doing as I

have wished, and the first vohime of the series will now very shortly

be published.
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work to be a burden. I had determined some

years previously, after due consideration with

my wife, to abandon the Post Office when I

had put by an income equal to the pension to

which I should be entitled if I remained in the

department till I was sixty. That I had now

done, and I sighed for liberty.

The exact time chosen, the autumn of 1867,

was selected because I was then about to

undertake other literary work in editing a new

magazine,—of which I shall speak very shortly.

But in addition to these reasons there was

another, which was, I think, at last the actua-

ting cause. When Sir Rowland Hill left the

Post Office, and my brother-in-law, Mr Tilley,

became Secretary in his place, I applied for the

vacant office of Under-Secretary. Had I

obtained this I should have given up my
hunting, have given up much of my literary

work,—at any rate would have edited no

magazine,—and would have returned to the

habit of my youth in going daily to the

General Post Office. There was very much

against such a change in life. The increase of

salary would not have amounted to above

/400 a year, and I should have lost much
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more than that in Htcrary remuneration. I

should have felt bitterly the slavery of attend-

ance at an office, from which I had then been

exempt for five-and-twenty years. I should,

too, have greatly missed the sport which I

loved. But I was attached to the department,

had imbued myself with a thorough love of

letters,— I mean the letters which are carried

by the post,—and was anxious for their wel-

fare as though they were all my own. In

short, I wished to continue the connection. I

did not wish, moreover, that any younger

officer should again pass over my head. I

believed that I had been a valuable public

servant, and I will own to a feelinc^ existino^ at

that time that I had not altogether been well

treated. I was probably wrong in this. I

had been allowed to hunt,—and to do as I

pleased, and to say what I liked, and had in

that way received my reward. I applied for

the office, but Mr Scudamore was appointed

to it. He no doubt was possessed of gifts

which I did not possess. He understood the

manipulation of money and the use of figures,

and was a great accountant. I think that I

might have been more useful in regard to

VOL. n. H
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the labours and wages of the immense body

of men employed by the Post Office. How-

ever, Mr Scudamore was appointed ; and I

made up my mind that I would fall back upon

my old intention, and leave the department.

I think I allowed two years to pass before I

took the step ; and the day on which I sent

the letter was to me most melancholy.

The rule of the service in regard to pen-

sions is very just. A man shall serve till he

is sixty before he is entided to a pension,

—

unless his health fail him. At that age he is

entitled to one-sixtieth of his salary for every

year he has served up to forty years. If his

health do fail him so that he is unfit for further

work before the age named, then he may go

with a pension amounting to one-sixtieth for

every year he has served. I could not say

that my health had failed me, and therefore I

went without any pension. I have since felt

occasionally that it has been supposed that I

left the Post Office under pressure,—because I

attended to hunting and to my literary work

rather than to postal matters. As it had

for many years been my ambition to be a

thoroughly good servant to the public, and to
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give to the public much more than I took in

the shape of salary, this feeling has sometimes

annoyed me. And as I am still a little sore

on the subject, and as I would not have it

imagined after my death that 1 had slighted

the public service to which I belonged, I will

venture here to give the reply which was sent

to the letter containing my resignation.

"General Post Office,

Ocioberi)ih, 1867.

"Sir,— I have received your letter of the

3d inst., in which you tender your resignation

as Surveyor in the Post Office service, and state

as your reason for this step that you have

adopted another profession, the exigencies of

which are so great as to make you feel you

cannot give to the duties of the Post Office

that amount of attention Avhich you consider

the Postmaster-General has a right to expect.

" You have for many years ranked among

the most conspicuous members of the Post

Office, which, on several occasions when you

have been employed on large and difficult

matters, has reaped much benefit from the

great abilities which you have been able to
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place at its disposal ; and in mentioning this,

I have been especially glad to record that,

notwithstanding the many calls upon your

time, you have never permitted your other

avocations to interfere with your Post Office

work, which has been faithfully and indeed

energetically performed." (There was a touch

of irony in this word " energetically," but still

it did not displease me.)

" In accepting your resignation, which he

does with much regret, the Duke of Montrose

desires me to convey to you his own sense of

the value of your services, and to state how

alive he is to the loss which will be sustained by

the department in which you have long been

an ornament, and where your place will with

difficulty be replaced.

(Signed) J. Tilley."

Readers will no doubt think that this is

official flummery ; and so in fact it is. I do

not at all imagine that I was an ornament to

the Post Office, and have no doubt that the

secretaries and assistant-secretaries very often

would have been glad to be rid of me ; but

the letter may be taken as evidence that I did
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not allow my literary enterprises to interfere

with my official work. A man who takes

public money without earning it is to me so

odious that I can find no pardon for him in

my heart. I have known many such, and

some who have craved the power to do so.

Nothing would annoy me more than to think

that I should even be supposed to have been

among the number.

And so my connection was dissolved with

the department to which I had applied the

thirty-three best years of my life ;— I must not

say devoted, for devotion implies an entire

surrender, and I certainly had found time for

other occupations. It is however absolutely

true that during all those years I had thought

very much more about the Post Office than

I had of my literary work, and had given to

it a more unflagging attention. Up to this

time I had never been angry, never felt myself

injured or unappreciated in that my literary

efforts were slighted. But I had suffered very

much bitterness on that score in reference to

the Post Office ; and I had suffered not only

on my own personal behalf, but also and more

bitterly when I could not promise to be done
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the things which I thought ought to be done

for the benefit of others. That the pubHc in

Httle villages should be enabled to buy postage

stamps ; that they should have their letters

delivered free and at an early hour ; that pillar

letter-boxes should be put up for them (of

which accommodation in the streets and ways

of England I was the originator, having, how-

ever, got the authority for the erection of the

first at St Heliers in Jersey); that the letter-

carriers and sorters should not be overworked ;

that they should be adequately paid, and have

some hours to themselves, especially on Sun-

days ; above all, that they should be made to

earn their wages ; and latterly that they should

not be crushed by what I thought to be the

damnable system of so-called merit;— these

were the matters by which I was stirred to

what the secretary was pleased to call ener-

getic performance of my duties. How I loved,

when I was contradicted,—as I was very often

and no doubt very properly,—to do instantly

as I was bid, and then to prove that what I

was doing was fatuous, dishonest, expensive,

and impracticable! And then there were

feuds,—such delicious feuds ! I was always
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an anti-Hillite, acknowledging, indeed, the

great thing which Sir Rowland Hill had done

for the country, but believing him to be en-

tirely unfit to manage men or to arrange

labour. It was a pleasure to me to differ from

him on all occasions ;—and looking back now,

I think that in all such differences I was right.

Having so steeped myself, as it were, in

postal waters, I could not go out from them

without a regret. I wonder whether I did

anything to improve the style of wTiting in

official reports ! I strove to do so gallantly,

never being contented with the language of

my own reports unless it seemed to have

been so written as to be pleasant to be read.

I took extreme delight in waiting them, not

allowing myself to re-copy them, never having

them re-copied by others, but sending them

up with their original blots and erasures,—if

blots and erasures there were. It is hardly

manly, I think, that a man should search after

a fine neatness at the expense of so much

waste labour ; or that he should not be able to

exact from himself the necessity of writing

words in the form in which they should be

read. If a copy be required, let it be taken
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afterwards,—by hand or by machine, as may

be. But the writer of a letter, if he wish his

words to prevail with the reader, should send

them out as written by himself, by his own

hand, with his own marks, his own punctua-

tion, correct or incorrect, with the evidence

upon them that they have come out from his

own mind.

And so the cord was cut, and I was a free

man to run about the world where I would.

A little before the date of my resignation,

Mr James Virtue, the printer and publisher,

had asked me to edit a new magazine for him,

and had offered me a salary of ^looo a year

for the work, over and above what might be

due to me for my own contributions. I had

known something of magazines, and did not

believe that they were generally very lucrative.

They were, I thought, useful to some publish-

ers as bringing grist to the mill ; but as Mr
Virtue's business was chiefly that of a printer,

in which he was very successful, this considera-

tion could hardly have had much weight with

him. I very strongly advised him to abandon

the project, pointing out to him that a large

expenditure would be necessary to carry on the
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magazine in accordance with my views,—that

I could not be concerned in it on any other

understanding, and that the chances of an

adequate return to him of his money were very

small. He came down to Waltham, listened

to my arguments with great patience, and then

told me that if I would not do the work he

would find some other editor.

Upon this I consented to undertake the

duty. My terms as to salary were those

which he had himself proposed. The special

stipulations which I demanded were : firstly,

that I should put whatever I pleased into the

magazine, or keep whatever I pleased out of

it, without interference ; secondly, that I should

from month to month give in to him a list

of payments to be made to contributors, and

that he should pay them, allowing me to fix

the amounts ; and thirdly, that the arrange-

ment should remain in force at any rate for

two years. To all this he made no objection
;

and during the time that he and I were thus

bound together, he not only complied with

these stipulations, but also with every sugges-

tion respecting the magazine that I made to

him. If the use of large capital, combined
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with wide liberality and absolute confidence

on the part of the proprietor, and perpetual

good humour, would have produced success,

our magazine certainly would have succeeded.

In all such enterprises the name is the first

great difficulty. There is the name which has

a meaning and the name which has none,—of

which two the name that has none is certainly

the better, as it never belies itself. The Liberal

may cease to be liberal, or The Fo7^tnightly,

alas ! to come out once a fortnight. But The

Cornhill and The Ai'gosy are under any set

of circumstances as well adapted to these

names as under any other. Then there is the

proprietary name, or possibly the editorial

name, which is only amiss because the publi-

cation may change hands. BlackzuoocCs has

indeed always remained Blackzuood's, and

Eraser s, though it has been bought and

sold, still does not sound amiss. Mr Virtue,

fearing the too attractive qualities of his

own name, wished the magazine to be called

Anthony Trollopes. But to this I objected

eagerly. There were then about the town

—

still are about the town—two or three liter-

ary gentlemen, by whom to have had myself
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editored would have driven me an exile from

my country. After much discussion, we settled

on St Paul's as the name for our bantling,

—

not as being in any way new, but as enabling

it to fall easily into the ranks with many

others. If we were to make ourselves in

any way peculiar, it was not by our name

that we were desirous of doing so.

I do not think that we did make ourselves

in any way peculiar,—and yet there was a

great struggle made. On the part of the pro-

prietor, I may say that money w^as spent very

freely. On my own part, I may declare that

I omitted nothinc;- which I thouo-ht miorht tend

to success. I read all manuscripts sent to me,

and endeavoured to judge impartially. I suc-

ceeded in obtaining the services of an excel-

lent literary corps. During the three years

and a half of my editorship I was assisted by

Mr Goschen, Captain Brackenbury, Edward

Dicey, Percy Fitzgerald, H. A. Layard, All-

ingham, Leslie Stephen, Mrs Lynn Linton, my
brother, T. A. Trollope, and his wife, Charles

Lever, E. Arnold, Austin Dobson, R. A.

Proctor, Lady Pollock, G. H. Lewes, C. Mac-

kay, Hardman (of the Times), George Mac-
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donald, W. R. Greg, Mrs OHphant, Sir

Charles Trevelyan, Leoni Levi, Button Cook,

—and others, whose names would make the

list too long. It might have been thought that

with such aid the S^ Pa?(/'s would have suc-

ceeded, I do not think that the failure—for

it did fail—arose from bad editing. Perhaps

too much editing might have been the fault.

I was too anxious to be good, and did not

enouo^h think of what miorht be lucrative.

It did fail, for it never paid its way. It

reached, if I remember right, a circulation of

nearly 10,000—perhaps on one or two occa-

sions may have gone beyond that. But the

enterprise had been set on foot on a system

too expensive to be made lucrative by any-

thing short of a very large circulation. Liter-

ary merit will hardly set a magazine afloat,

though when afloat it will sustain it. Time

is wanted,—or the hubbub, and flurry, and

excitement created by ubiquitous sesquipeda-

lian advertisement. Merit and time together

may be effective, but they must be backed by

economy and patience.

I think, rpon the whole, that publishers

themselves have been the best editors of
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magazines, when they have been able to give

time and intehigence to the work. Nothing

certainly has ever been clone better than

Blackwood's. The Cornhill, too, after Thack-

eray had left it and before Leslie Stephen had

taken it, seemed to be in quite efficient hands,

—those hands being the hands of proprietor

and publisher. The proprietor, at any rate,

knows what he wants and what he can afford,

and is not so frequently tempted to fall into

that worst of literary quicksands, the publish-

ing of matter not for the sake of the readers,

but for that of the writer. I did not so sin

very often, but often enough to feel that I was

a coward. "My dear friend, my dear friend,

this is trash ! " It is so hard to speak thus,

—

but so necessary for an editor ! We all re-

member the thorn in his pillow of which

Thackeray complained. Occasionally I know

that I did give way on behalf of some literary

aspirant whose work did not represent itself to

me as beinor crood ; and as often as I did so,

I broke my trust to those who employed me.

Now, I think that such editors as Thackeray

and myself—if I may for the moment be al-

lowed to couple men so unequal—will always
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be liable to commit such faults, but that the

natures of publishers and proprietors will be

less soft.

Nor do I know why the pages of a maga-

zine should be considered to be open to any

aspirant who thinks that he can write an

article, or why the manager of a magazine

should be doomed to read all that may be

sent to him. The object of the proprietor is

to produce a periodical that shall satisfy the

public, which he may probably best do by

securing the services of writers of acknow-

ledged ability.
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CHAPTER XVI,

BKVERLEV

Very early in life, very soon after I had become

a clerk in St Martin's le Grand, when I was

utterly impecunious and beginning to fall griev-

ously into debt, I was asked by an uncle of

mine, who was himself a clerk in the War
Office, what destination I should like best

for my future life. He probably meant to

inquire whether I wished to live married or

single, whether to remain in the Post Office or

to leave it, whether I should prefer the town

or the country. I replied that I should like

to be a Member of Parliament. My uncle,

who was given to sarcasm, rejoined that, as

far as he knew, few clerks in the Post Office

did become Members of Parliament. I think

it was the remembrance of this jeer which

stirred me up to look for a seat as soon as I
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had made myself capable of holding one by

leaving the public service. My uncle was

dead, but if I could get a seat, the knowledge

that I had done so might travel to that bourne

from whence he was not likely to return, and

he might there feel that he had done me

wrong.

Independently of this, I have always thought

that to sit in the British Parliament should be

the highest object of ambition to every edu-

cated Englishman. I do not by this mean to

suggest that every educated Englishman should

set before himself a seat in Parliament as a

probable or even a possible career; but that

the man in Parliament has reached a higher

position than the man out,—that to serve one's

country without pay is the grandest work that

a man can do,—that of all studies the study

of politics is the one in which a man may make

himself most useful to his fellow-creatures,

—

and that of all lives, public political lives are

capable of the highest efforts. So thinking,

—

though I was aware that fifty-three was too

late an age at which to commence a new

career,— I resolved with much hesitation that

I would make the attempt.
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Writinq^ now at an age beyond sixty, I can

say that my political feelings and convictions

have never undergone any change. They are

now what they became when I first began to

have political feelings and convictions. Nor

do I find in myself any tendency to modify

them as I have found generally in men as

they grow old. I consider myself to be an

advanced, but still a Conservative - Liberal,

which I regard not only as a possible but as a

rational and consistent phase of political exist-

ence. I can, I believe, in a very few words,

make known my political theory ; and as I

am anxious that any who know aught of me
should know that, I will endeavour to do so.

It must, I think, be painful to all men to

feel inferiority. It should, I think, be a mat-

ter of some pain to all men to feel superiority,

unless when it has been won by their own

efforts. We do not understand the operations

of Almighty wisdom, and are therefore unable

to tell the causes of the terrible inequalities

that we see,—why some, wh}' so many, should

have so little to make life enjoyable, so much

to make it painful, while a few others, not

through their own merit, have had gifts

VOL. II. I
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poured out to them from a full hand. We
acknowledge the hand of God and His wis-

dom, but still we are struck with awe and

horror at the misery of many of our brethren.

We who have been born to the superior con-

dition,^—for in this matter I consider myself

to be standing on a platform with dukes and

princes, and all others to whom plenty and

education and liberty have been given,—can-

not, I think, look upon the inane, unintellec-

tual, and tost-bound life of those who cannot

even feed themselves sufficiently by their

sweat, without some feeling of injustice, some

feeling of pain.

This consciousness of wrong has induced

in many enthusiastic but unbalanced minds a

desire to set all things right by a proclaimed

equality. In their efforts such men have

shown how powerless they are in opposing

the ordinances of the Creator. For the mind

of the thinker and the student is driven to

admit, though it be awestruck by apparent in-

justice, that this inequality is the work of God.

Make all men equal to-day, and God has so

created them that they shall be all unequal

to-morrow. The so-called Conservative, the
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conscientious philanthropic Conservative, see-

ing tliis, and being- surely convinced that such

inequalities are of divine origin, tells him-

self that it is his duty to preserve them. He
thinks that the preservation of the welfare of

the world depends on the maintenance of those

distances between the prince and the peasant

by which he finds himself to be surrounded
;

—and perhaps, I may add, that the duty is not

unpleasant, as he feels himself to be one of the

princes.

But this man, though he sees something, and

sees that very clearly, sees only a little. The
divine inequality is apparent to him, but not

the equally divine diminution of that inequal-

ity. That such diminution is taking place on

all sides is apparent enough ; but it is apparent

to him as an evil, the consummation of which

it Is his duty to retard. He cannot prevent it

;

and therefore the society to which he belongs

is, in his eyes, retrograding. He will even, at

times, assist it ; and will do so conscientiously,

feeling that, under the gentle pressure sup-

plied by him, and with the drags and hold-

fasts which he may add, the movement would

be slower than It would become if subjected to
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his proclaimed and absolute opponents. Such,

I think, are Conservatives ;—and I speak of

men who, with the fear of God before their

eyes and the love of their neighbours warm in

their hearts, endeavour to do their duty to the

best of their ability.

Using the term which is now common, and

which will be best understood, I will endeavour

to explain how the equally conscientious Lib-

eral is opposed to the Conservative. He is

equally aware that these distances are of divine

origin, equally averse to any sudden disrup-

tion of society in quest of some Utopian bless-

edness ;—but he is alive to the fact that these

distances are day by day becoming less, and

he reofards this continual diminution as a series

of steps towards that human millennium of

which he dreams. He is even willing to help

the many to ascend the ladder a little, though

he knows, as they come up towards him, he

must go down to meet them. What is really

in his mind is,— I will not say equality, for the

word is offensive, and presents to the imagina-

tions of men ideas of communism, of ruin, and

insane democracy,— but a tendency towards

equality. In following that, however, he knows
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that he must be hemmed in by safeguards, lest

he be tempted to travel too quickly; and there-

fore he is glad to be accompanied on his way

by the repressive action of a Conservative

opponent. Holding such views, I think I am
guilty of no absurdity in calling myself an

advanced Conservative-Liberal. A man who

entertains in his mind any political doctrine,

except as a means of improving the condition

of his fellows, I regard as a political intriguer,

a charlatan, and a conjurer,—as one who thinks

that, by a certain amount of wary wire-pulling,

he may raise himself in the estimation of the

world.

I am aware that this theory of politics will

seem to many to be stilted, overstrained, and,

as the Americans would say, high - faluten.

Many will declare that the majority even of

those who call themselves politicians,— per-

haps even of those who take an active part

in politics,—are stirred by no such feelings

as these, and acknowledge no such motives.

Men become Tories or Whigs, Liberals or

Conservatives, partly by education,—following

their fathers,—partly by chance, partly as open-

ings come, partly in accordance with the bent
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of their minds, but still without any far-

fetched reasonings as to distances and the

diminution of distances. No doubt it is so ;

—

and in the battle of politics, as it goes, men
are led further and further away from first

causes, till at last a measure is opposed by one

simply because it is advocated by another, and

members of Parliament swarm into lobbies,

following the dictation of their leaders, and

not their own individual judgments. But the

principle is at work throughout. To many,

though hardly acknowledged, it is still appa-

rent. On almost all it has its effect ; though

there are the intriguers, the clever conjurers,

to whom politics is simply such a game as is

billiards or rackets, only played with greater

results. To the minds that create and lead

and sway political opinion, some such theory

is, I think, ever present.

The truth of all this I had long since taken

home to myself. I had now been thinking of

it for thirty years, and had never doubted.

But I had always been aware of a certain

visionary weakness about myself in regard to

politics. A man, to be useful in Parliament,

must be able to confine himself and conform
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himself, to be satisfied with doing a Httle bit of

a Httle thing- at a time. He must patiently

get up everything connected with the duty on

mushrooms, and then be satisfied with himself

when at last he has induced a Chancellor of

the Exchequer to say that he will consider the

impost at the first opportunity. He must be

content to be beaten six times in order that, on

a seventh, his work may be found to be of

assistance to some one else. He must re-

member that he is one out of 650, and be

content with i -650th part of the attention

of the nation. If he have grand ideas, he

must keep them to himself, unless by chance

he can work his way up to the top of the tree.

In short, he must be a practical man. Now I

knew that in politics I could never become a

practical man. I should never be satisfied

with a soft word from the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, but would always be flinging my
over-taxed ketchup in his face.

Nor did it seem to me to be possible that I

should ever become a good speaker. I had

no special gifts that way, and had not studied

the art early enough in life to overcome natu-

ral difficulties. I had found that, with infinite
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labour, I could learn a few sentences by heart,

and deliver them, monotonously indeed, but

clearly. Or, again, if there were something

special to be said, I could say it in a common-
place fashion,—but always as though I were in

a hurry, and with the fear before me of being

thought to be prolix. But I had no power of

combining, as a public speaker should always

do, that which I had studied with that which

occurred to me at the moment. It must be

all lesson,—which I found to be best ; or else

all impromptu,—which was very bad indeed,

unless I had something special on my mind.

I was thus aware that I could do no good by

going into Parliament,—that the time for it, if

there could have been a time, had gone by.

But still I had an almost insane desire to sit

there, and be able to assure myself that my
uncle's scorn had not been deserved.

In 1867 it had been suggested to me that, in

the event of a dissolution, I should stand for

one division of the county of Essex ; and I had

promised that I would do so, though the pro-

mise at that time w^as as rash a one as a man
could make. I was instigated to this by the

late Charles Buxton, a man whom I greatly
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loved, and who was very anxious that the

county for which his brother had sat, and with

which the family were connected, should be

relieved from what he regarded as the thraldom

of Toryism. But there was no dissolution

then. Mr Disraeli passed his Reform Bill, by

the help of the Liberal member for Newark,

and the summoning of a new Parliament was

postponed till the next year. By this new

Reform Bill Essex was portioned out into three

instead of two electoral divisions, one of which

—that adjacent to London—would, it was

thought, be altogether Liberal. After the

promise which I had given, the performance of

which would have cost me a large sum of money

absolutely in vain, it was felt by some that I

should be selected as one of the candidates for

the new division,—and as such I was proposed

by Mr Charles Buxton. But another gentle-

man, who would have been bound by previous

pledges to support me, was put forward by

what I believe to have been the defeating in-

terest, and I had to give way. At the election

this gentleman, with another Liberal, who had

often stood for the county, were returned with-

out a contest. Alas ! alas ! They were both
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unseated at the next election, when the great

Conservative reaction took place.

In the spring of 1868 I was sent to the

United States on a postal mission, of which I

will speak presently. While I was absent the

dissolution took place. On my return I was

somewhat too late to look out for a seat, but I

had friends who knew the weakness of my
ambition ; and it was not likely, therefore, that

I should escape the peril of being put forward

for some impossible borough as to which the

Liberal party would not choose that it should

go to the Conservatives without a struggle.

At last, after one or two others, Beverley was

proposed to me, and to Beverley I went.

I must, however, exculpate the gentleman

who acted as my agent, from undue persuasion

exercised towards me. He was a man who
thoroughly understood Parliament, having sat

there himself,—and he sits there now at this

moment. He understood Yorkshire,—or at

least the East Riding of Yorkshire, in which

Beverley is situated,— certainly better than any

one alive. He understood all the mysteries of

canvassing, and he knew well the traditions,

the condition, and the prospect of the Liberal
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part}\ I will not ^^ive his name, but they

who knew ^'orkshire in 1868 will not be at a

loss to find it. "So," said he, " you are going

to stand for Beverley ?
"

I replied gravely

that I was thinking of doing so. " You don't

expect to get in.'^" he said. Again I was

grave. I would not. I said, be sanguine, but

nevertheless I was disposed to hope for the

best. " Oh no !

" continued he, with good-

humoured raillery, " you won't get in. I don't

suppose you really expect it. But there is

a fine career open to you. You will spend

^1000, and lose the election. Then you will

petition, and spend another ^1000. You will

throw out the elected members. There will

be a commission, and the borough will be dis-

franchised. For a beginner such as you are,

that will be a great success." And yet, in the

teeth of this, from a man who knew all about

it, I persisted in going to Beverley

!

The borough, which returned two members,

had long been represented by Sir Henry Ed-

wards, of whom, I think, I am justified in

saying that he had contracted a close intimacy

with it for the sake of the seat. There had

been many contests, many petitions, many void
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elections, many members, but, through it all.

Sir Henry had kept his seat, if not with per-

manence, yet with a fixity of tenure next door

to permanence. I fancy that with a little man-

agement between the parties the borough

might at this time have returned a member of

each colour quietly ;—but there were spirits

there who did not love political quietude, and

it was at last decided that there should be two

Liberal and two Conservative candidates. Sir

Henry was joined by a young man of fortune

in quest of a seat, and I was grouped with Mr
Maxwell, the eldest son of Lord Herries, a

Scotch Roman Catholic peer who lives in the

neighbourhood.

When the time came I went down to can-

vass, and spent, I think, the most wretched

fortnight of my manhood. In the first place,

I was subject to a bitter tyranny from grinding

vulgar tyrants. They Avere doing what they

could, or said that they were doing so, to

secure me a seat in Parliament, and I was to

be in their hands for at any rate the period

of my candidature. On one day both of us,

Mr Maxwell and I, wanted to go out hunting.

We proposed to ourselves but the one holiday
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during this period of intense labour ; l)ut I

was assured, as was he also, by a publican who

was working for us, that if we committed such

a crime he and all Beverley would desert us.

From morning to evening every day I was

taken round the lanes and by-ways of that

uninteresting town, canvassing every voter,

exposed to the rain, up to my knees in slush,

and utterly unable to assume that air of trium-

phant joy with which a jolly, successful candi-

date should be invested. At night, every

night I had to speak somewhere,—which was

bad ; and to listen to the speaking of others,

—

which was much worse. When, on one Sun-

day, I proposed to go to the Minster Church,

I w^as told that was quite useless, as the

Church party were all certain to support Sir

Henry! "Indeed," said the publican, my
tyrant, " he goes there in a kind of official

profession, and you had better not allow your-

self to be seen in the same place." So I

stayed away and omitted my prayers. No
Church of England church in Beverley would

on such an occasion have welcomed a Liberal

candidate. I felt myself to be a kind of

pariah in the borough, to whom was opposed
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all that was pretty, and all that was nice, and

all that was—ostensibly—good.

But perhaps my strongest sense of discom-

fort arose from the conviction that my political

ideas were all leather and prunella to the men
whose votes I was soliciting. They cared

nothing for my doctrines, and could not be

made to understand that I should have any,

I had been brought to Beverley either to beat

Sir Henry Edwards,—which, however, no one

probably thought to be feasible,^—or to cause

him the greatest possible amount of trouble,

inconvenience, and expense. There were, in-

deed, two points on which a portion of my
wished-for supporters seemed to have opinions,

and on both these two points I was driven by

my opinions to oppose them. Some were

anxious for the Ballot,—which had not then

become law,—and some desired the Permis-

sive Bill. I hated, and do hate, both these

measures, thinking it to be unworthy of a great

people to free itself from the evil results of

vicious conduct by unmanly restraints. Un-

due influence on voters is a great evil from

which this country had already done much to

emancipate itself by extended electoral divi-
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sions and by an increase of independent feel-

in^-. These, I thought, and not secret votino-,

were the weapons b}^ which electoral intimi-

dation should be overcome. And as for drink,

I believe in no Parliamentary restraint ; but 1

do believe in the gradual effect of moral teach-

ing and education. But a Liberal, to do any

good at Beverley, should have been able to

swallow such gnats as those. I would swallow-

nothing, and was altogether the wrong man.

I knew, from the commencement of my can-

didature, how it would be. Of course that

well-trained gentleman who condescended to

act as my agent, had understood the case, and

I ought to have taken his thoroughly kind

advice. He had seen it all, and had told him-

self that it was wrong that one so innocent in

such ways as I, so utterly unable to fight such

a battle, should be carried down into Yorkshire

merely to spend money and to be annoyed.

He could not have said more than he did say,

and I suffered for my obstinacy. Of course I

was not elected. Sir Henry Edwards and his

comrade became members for Beverley, and I

was at the bottom of the poll. I paid ^400
for my expenses, and then returned to London.
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My friendly agent in his raillery had of

course exao^orerated the cost. He had, when

I arrived at Beverley, asked me for a cheque

for ^400, and told me that that sum would

suffice. It did suffice. How it came to pass

that exactly that sum should be required I

never knew, but such was the case. Then

there came a petition,—not from me, but from

the town. The inquiry was made, the two

gentlemen were unseated, the borough was dis-

franchised. Sir Henry Edwards was put on his

trial for some kind of Parliamentary offence and

was acquitted. In this way Beverley's privi-

lege as a borough and my Parliamentary ambi-

tion were brought to an end at the same time.

When I knew the result I did not altogether

regret it. It may be that Beverley might have

been brought to political confusion and Sir

Henry Edwards relegated to private life with-

out the expenditure of my hard-earned money,

and without that fortnight of misery ; but con-

necting the things together, as it was natural

that I should do, I did flatter myself that I had

done some good. It had seemed to me that

nothing could be worse, nothing more unpatri-

otic, nothing more absolutely opposed to the
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system of representative government, than the

time-honoured practices of the borough of

Beverley. It had come to pass that pohtical

cleanhness was odious to the citizens. There

was something grand in the scorn with which

a leading Liberal there turned up his nose at

me when I told him that there should be no

bribery, no treating, not even a pot of beer on

one side. It was a matter for study to see

how at Beverley politics were appreciated

because they might subserve electoral pur-

poses, and how little it was understood that

electoral purposes, which are in themselves a

nuisance, should be endured in order that they

may subserve politics. And then the time,

the money, the mental energy, which had been

expended in making the borough a secure

seat for a gentleman who had realised the idea

that it would become him to be a member of

Parliament ! This use of the borough seemed

to be realised and approved in the borough

generally. The inhabitants had taught them-

selves to think that it was for such purposes

that boroughs were intended ! To have assist-

ed in putting an end to this, even in one town,

was to a certain extent a satisfaction.

VOL. II. K
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE AMERICAN POSTAL TREATY THE QUESTION

OF COPYRIGHT WITH AMERICA FOUR MORE

NOVELS.

In the spring of 1868,—before the affair of

Beverley, which, as being the first direct result

of my resignation of office, has been brought

in a little out of its turn,— I was requested to

eo over to the United States and make a

postal treaty at Washington. This, as I had

left the service, I regarded as a compliment,

and of course I w^ent. It was my third visit to

America, and I have made two since. As far

as the Post Office work was concerned, it was

very far from being agreeable. I found my-

self located at Washington, a place I do not

love, and was harassed by delays, annoyed

by incompetence, and opposed by what I felt

to be personal and not national views. I had

to deal with two men,—with one who was a
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working officer of the American Post Office,

than whom I have never met a more zealous,

or, as far as I could judge, a more honest pub-

lic servant. He had his views and I had mine,

each of us having at heart the welfare of the

service in regard to his own country,— each of

us also having certain orders which we were

bound to obey. But the other gentleman, who

was in rank the superior,—whose executive

position w^as dependent on his official status,

as is the case with our own Ministers,—did not

recommend himself to me equally. He would

make appointments with me and then not

keep them, which at last offended me so

grievously, that I declared at the Washington

Post Office that if this treatment were con-

tinued, I would write home to say that any

further action on my part was impossible. I

think I should have done so had it not occurred

to me that I might in this way serve his pur-

pose rather than my own, or the purposes of

those who had sent me. The treaty, however,

was at last made,—the purport of which was,

that everything possible should be done, at a

heavy expenditure on the part of England, to

expedite the mails from England to America,
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and that nothing should be done by America

to expedite the mails from thence to us. The

expedition I believe to be now equal both

ways ; but it could not be maintained as it is

without the payment of a heavy subsidy from

Great Britain, whereas no subsidy is paid by

the States.^

I had also a commission from the Foreign

Office, for which I had asked, to make an

effort on behalf of an international copyright

between the United States and Great Britain,

—

the want of which is the one great impediment

to pecuniary success which still stands in the

way of successful English authors. I cannot

say that I have never had a shilling of Ameri-

can money on behalf of reprints of my work
;

but I have been conscious of no such pay-

ment. Having found many years ago— in

1 86 1, when I made a struggle on the subject,

being then in the States, the details of which

are sufficiently amusing-—that I could not

1 This was a state of things which may probably have appeared to

American politicians to be exactly that which they should try to ob-

tain. The whole arrangement has again been altered since the time

of which I have spoken.

- In answer to a question from myself, a certain American publisher

—he who usually reprinted my works—promised me that if any other

Ai7terican publishe)- republished 7?iy work oil America before he had dotie
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myself succeed in dealing with American

booksellers, I have sold all foreign right to the

English publishers ; and though I do not

know that I have raised my price against them

on that score, I may in this way have had

some indirect advantage from the American

market. But I do know that what the pub-

lishers have received here is very trifling.

I doubt whether Messrs Chapman & Hall,

my present publishers, get for early sheets

sent to the States as much as 5 per cent on

the price they pay me for my manuscript.

But the American readers are more numerous

than the English, and taking them all through,

are probably more wealthy. If I can get

^1000 for a book here (exclusive of their

market), I ought to be able to get as much

there. If a man supply 600 customers with

shoes in place of 300, there is no question as

so, he would not bring out a competing edition, thougli there would be

no law to hinder him. I then entered into an agreement with another

American publisher, stipulating to supply him with early sheets; and

he stipulating to supply me a certain royalty on his sales, and to sup-

ply me with accounts half-yearly. I sent the sheets with energetic

punctuality, and the work was brought out with equal energy and

precision—by my old American publishers. The gentleman who
made the promise had not broken his word. No other American edi-

tion had come out before his. I never got any account, and, of course,

never received a dollar.
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to such result. Why not, then, if I can supply

60,000 readers instead of 30,000 ?

I fancied that I knew that the opposition to

an international copyright was by no means an

American feeling, but was confined to the

bosoms of a few interested Americans. All

that I did and heard in reference to the sub-

ject on this further visit,—and having a certain

authority from the British Secretary of State

with me I could hear and do something,

—

altogether confirmed me in this view. I have

no doubt that if I could poll American readers,

or American senators,—or even American rep-

resentatives, if the polling could be unbiassed,

—

or American booksellers,^ that an assent to an

international copyright would be the result.

The state of things as it is is crushing to

American authors, as the publishers will not

pay them on a liberal scale, knowing that they

can supply their customers with modern Eng-

lish literature without paying for it. The

English amount of production so much ex-

ceeds the American, that the rate at which the

1 I might also say American publisliers, if I might count them by

the number of heads, and not by the amount of work done by the

firms.
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former can be published rules the market. It

is equall)' injurious to American booksellers,

—

except to two or three of the greatest houses.

No small man can now acquire the exclusive

right of printing and selling an English book.

If such a one attempt it, the work is printed

instantly by one of the leviathans,—who alone

are the gainers. The argument of course is,

that the American readers are the gainers,

—

that as they can get for nothing the use of

certain property, they would be cutting their

own throats were they to pass a law debarring

themselves from the power of such appropria-

tion. In this argument all idea of honesty is

thrown to the winds. It is not that they do

not approve of a system of copyright,—as many

great men have disapproved,—for their own

law of copyright is as stringent as is ours. A
bold assertion is made that they like to appro-

priate the goods of other people ; and that, as

in this case, they can do so with impunity,

they will continue to do so. But the argu-

ment, as far as I have been able to judge,

comes not from the people, but from the book-

selling leviathans, and from those politicians

whom the leviathans are able to attach to their
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interests. The ordinary American purchaser

is not much affected by sHght variations in

price. He is at any rate too high-hearted to

be affected by the prospect of such variation.

It is the man who wants to make money, not

he who fears that he may be called upon to

spend it, who controls such matters as this in

the United States. It is the large speculator

who becomes powerful in the lobbies of the

House, and understands how wise it may be

to incur a great expenditure either in the

creation of a great business, or in protecting

that which he has created from competition.

Nothing was done in 1868,—and nothing has

been done since (up to 1876). A Royal Com-

mission on the law of copyright is now about

to sit in this country, of which I have con-

sented to be a member ; and the question must

then be handled, though nothing done by a

Royal Commission here can affect American

legislators. But I do believe that if the meas-

ure be consistently and judiciously urged, the

enemies to it in the States will gradually be

overcome. Some years since we had some

quasi private meetings, under the presidency

of Lord Stanhope, in Mr John Murray's
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dining-room, on the subject of international

copyright. At one of these I discussed this

matter of American international copyright

with Charles Dickens, who strongly declared

his conviction that nothing would induce an

American to give up the power he possesses

of pirating British literature. But he was a

man who, seeing clearly what was before him,

would not realise the possibility of shifting

views. Because in this matter the American

decision had been, according to his thinking,

dishonest, therefore no other than dishonest

decision was to be expected from Americans.

Against that idea I protested, and now pro-

test. American dishonesty is rampant ; but it

is rampant only among a few. It is the great

misfortune of the community that those few

have been able to dominate so large a portion

of the population among which all men can

vote, but so few can understand for what they

are voting.

Since this was written the Commission on

the law of copyright has sat and made its

report. With the great body of it I agree,

and could serve no reader by alluding here at

length to matters which are discussed there.
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But in regard to this question of international

copyright with the United States, I think that

we were incorrect in the expression of an

opinion that fair justice,—or justice approach-

ing to fairness,—is now done by American pub-

lishers to English authors by payments made

by them for early sheets. I have just found

that ^20 was paid to my publisher in England

for the use of the early sheets of a novel for

which I received ^1600 in England. When
asked why he accepted so little, he assured me
that the firm with whom he dealt would not

give more. " Why not go to another firm ?
"

I asked. No other firm would give a dollar,

because no other firm would care to run

counter to that great firm which had assumed

to itself the right of publishing my books. I

soon after received a copy of my own novel in

the American form, and found that it was

published for 7^d. That a great sale was

expected can be argued from the fact that

without a great sale the paper and printing

necessary for the republication of a three-

volume novel could not be supplied. Many

thousand copies must have been sold. But

from these the author received not one shil-
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ling. I need hardly point out that the sum

of ^20 would not do more than compensate

the pubhsher for his trouble in making the

bargain. The publisher here no doubt might

have refused to supply the early sheets, but

he had no means of exacting a higher price

than that offered. I mention the circumstance

here because it has been boasted, on behalf of

the American publishers, that though there is

no international copyright, they deal so liber-

ally with English authors as to make it unne-

cessary that the English author should be so

protected. With the fact of the ^20 just

brought to my knowledge, and with the copy

of my book published at 7^d. now in my
hands, I feel that an international copyright is

very necessary for my protection.

They among Englishmen who best love and

most admire the United States, have felt them-

selves tempted to use the strongest language

in denouncing the sins of Americans. Who
can but love their personal generosity, their ac-

tive and far-seeking philanthropy, their love of

education, their hatred of ignorance, the gen-

eral convictions in the minds of all of them

that a man should be enabled to walk upright,
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fearing no one and conscious that he is respon-

sible for his own actions ? In what country-

have grander efforts been made by private

munificence to reHeve the sufferings of hu-

manity ? Where can the EngHsh traveller

find any more anxious to assist him than the

normal American, when once the American

shall have found the Englishman to be neither

sullen nor fastidious ? Who, lastly, is so

much an object of heart -felt admiration of

the American man and the American woman

as the well-mannered and well-educated Eng-

lishwoman or Englishman ? These are the

ideas which I say spring uppermost in the

minds of the unprejudiced English traveller

as he makes acquaintance with these near

relatives. Then he becomes cognisant of their

official doings, of their politics, of their muni-

cipal scandals, of their great ring-robberies, of

their lobbyings and briberies, and the infinite

baseness of their public life. There at the

top of everything he finds the very men who

are the least fit to occupy high places. Amer-

ican public dishonesty is so glaring that the

very friends he has made in the country are

not slow to acknowledge it,—speaking of
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public life as a thing apart from their own

existence, as a state of dirt in which it would

be an insult to suppose that they are con-

cerned ! In the midst of it all the stranger,

who sees so much that he hates and so much

that he loves, hardly knows how to express

himself.

"It is not enough that you are personally

clean," he says, with what energy and courage

he can command,—" not enough though the

clean outnumber the foul as greatly as those

gifted with eyesight outnumber the blind, if

you that can see allow the blind to lead you. It

is not by the private lives of the millions that

the outside world will judge you, but by the

public career of those units \vhose venality is

allowed to debase the name of your country.

There never was plainer proof given than is

given here, that it is the duty of every honest

citizen to look after the honour of his State."

Personally, I have to own that I have met

Americans,—men, but more frequently women,

—who have in all respects come up to my
ideas of what men and women should be :

energetic, having opinions of their own, quick

in speech, with some dash of sarcasm at their
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command, always intelligent, sweet to look at

(I speak of the women), fond of pleasure, and

each with a personality of his or her own which

makes no effort necessary on my own part

in remembering the difference between Mrs

Walker and Mrs Green, or between Mr Smith

and Mr Johnson. They have faults. They

are self-conscious, and are too prone to prove

by ill-concealed struggles that they are as

good as you,— whereas you perhaps have

been long acknowledging to yourself that

they are much better. And there is some-

times a pretence at personal dignity among

those who think themselves to have risen

high in the world which is deliciously ludi-

crous. I remember two old gentlemen,—the

owners of names which stand deservedly high

in public estimation,—whose deportment at a

public funeral turned the occasion into one

for irresistible comedy. They are suspicious

at first, and fearful of themselves. They lack

that simplicity of manners which with us has

become a habit from our childhood. But they

are never fools, and I think that they are

seldom ill-natured.

There is a woman, of whom not to speak
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ill a work purportini^ to be a memoir of my
own life would be to omit all allusion to one

of the chief pleasures which has graced my
later years. In the last fifteen years she has

been, out of my family, my most chosen friend.

She is a ray of light to me, from which I can

always strike a spark by thinking of her. I

do not know that I should please her or do

any good by naming her. But not to allude

to her in these pages would amount almost

to a falsehood. I could not write truly of

myself without saying that such a friend had

been vouchsafed to me. I trust she may live

to read the words I have now written, and to

wipe away a tear as she thinks of my feeling

while I write them.

I was absent on this occasion something

over three months, and on my return I went

back with energy to my work at the S^ Pau/'s

Magazine. The first novel in it from my
own pen was called Phincas Finn, in which

I commenced a series of semi-political tales.

As I was debarred from expressing my
opinions in the House of Commons, I took

this method of declaring myself. And as I

could not take my seat on those benches where
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I might possibly have been shone upon by the

Speaker's eye, I had humbly to crave his

permission for a seat in the gallery, so that

I might thus become conversant with the

ways and doings of the House in which some

of my scenes were to be placed. The Speaker

was very gracious, and gave me a running

order for, I think, a couple of months. It was

enough, at any rate, to enable me often to be

very tired,—and, as I have been assured by

members, to talk of the proceedings almost

as well as though Fortune had enabled me to

fall asleep within the House itself.

In writing Phineas Finn, and also some

other novels which followed it, I was conscious

that I could not make a tale pleasing chiefly,

or perhaps in any part, by politics. If I

write politics for my own sake, I must put in

love and intrigue, social incidents, with per-

haps a dash of sport, for the benefit of my
readers. In this way I think I made my
political hero interesting. It was certainly a

blunder to take him from Ireland—into which

I was led by the circumstance that I created

the scheme of the book during a visit to

Ireland, There was nothing to be gained by
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the peculiarity, and there was an added diffi-

CLiky in obtaining sympathy and affection for

a politician belonging to a nationality whose

politics are not respected in England. But in

spite of this Phineas succeeded. It was not a

brilliant success,—because men and women
not conversant with political matters could

not care much for a hero who spent so much
of his time either in the House of Commons
or in a public office. But the men who would

have lived with Phineas Finn read the book,

and the women who would have lived with

Lady Laura Standish read it also. As this

was what I had intended, I was contented.

It is all fairly good except the ending,—as to

which till I got to it I made no provision.

As I fully intended to bring my hero again

into the world, I was wrong to marry him

to a simple pretty Irish girl, who could only

be felt as an encumbrance on such return.

When he did return I had no alternative but

to kill the simple pretty Irish girl, which was

an unpleasant and awkward necessity.

In writing Phineas Fijm I had constantly

before me the necessity of progression in char-

acter,—of marking the changes in men and

vol.. II. L
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women which would naturally be produced by

the lapse of years. In most novels the writer

can have no such duty, as the period occupied

is not lonor enouq-h to allow of the chancre of

which I speak. In Ivanhoe, all the incidents

of which are included in less than a month,

the characters should be, as they are, consis-

tent throughout. Novelists who have under-

taken to write the life of a hero or heroine

have generally considered their work com-

pleted at the interesting period of marriage,

and have contented themselves with the ad-

vance in taste and manners which are common

to all boys and girls as they become men and

women. Fielding, no doubt, did more than

this in Tom Jones, which is one of the greatest

novels in the English language, for there he

has shown how a noble and sanguine nature

may fall away under temptation and be again

strengthened and made to stand upright. But

I do not think that novelists have often set

before themselves the state of progressive

chanofe,—nor should I have done it, had I not

found myself so frequently allured back to my
old friends. So much of my inner life was

passed in their company, that I was continu-
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ally asking- myself how this woman would act

when this or that event had passed over her

head, or how that man would carry himself

when his youth had become manhood, or his

manhood declined to old age. It was in re-

gard to the old Duke of Omnium, of his

nephew and heir, and of his heir's wife, Lady

Glencora, that I was anxious to carry out this

idea ; but others added themselves to my
mind as I went on, and I got round me a

circle of persons as to whom I knew not only

their present characters, but how those char-

acters were to be affected by years and cir-

cumstances. The happy motherly life of

Violet Effingham, which was due to the girl's

honest but long - restrained love ; the tragic

misery of Lady Laura, which was equally due

to the sale she made of herself in her wretched

marriage ; and the long suffering but final

success of the hero, of which he had deserved

the first by his vanity, and the last by his

constant honesty, had been foreshadowed to

me from the first. As to the incidents of the

story, the circumstances by which these per-

sonacfes were to be effected, I knew nothinir.

They were created for the most part as they
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were described. I never could arrange a set

of events before me. But the evil and the

good of my puppets, and how the evil would

always lead to evil, and the good produce

good,— that was clear to me as the stars on a

summer night.

Lady Laura Standish is the best charac-

ter in Phincas Finn and its sequel PJiineas

Redux,—of which I will speak here together.

They are, in fact, but one novel, though

they were brought out at a considerable in-

terval of time and in different form. The

first was commenced in the Si Panls Alaga-

zine in 1867, and the other was brought

out in the GTapJiic in 1873. In this there

was much bad arrangement, as I had no right

to expect that novel-readers would remember

the characters of a story after an interval of

six years, or that any little interest which

might have been taken in the career of my
hero could then have been renewed. I do not

know that such interest was renewed. But I

found that the sequel enjoyed the same popu-

larity as the former part, and among the same

class of readers. Phineas, and Lady Laura,

and Lady Chiltern—as Violet had become

—
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and the old duke,—whom 1 killed gracefully,

and the new duke, and the young duchess,

either kept their old friends or made new

friends for themselves. Phincas Finn, I cer-

tainly think, was successful from first to last.

I am aware, however, that there was nothing

in it to touch the heart like the abasement of

Lad)' Mason when confessing her guilt to her

old lover, or any approach in delicacy of de-

lineation to the character of Mr Crawley.

PJiincas Finn, the first part of the story, was

completed in May 1867. In June and July I

wrote Linda Trcssclior Blackwood's Magazine,

of which I have already spoken. In Septem-

ber and October I wrote a short novel, called

The Golden Lion of Granpcrc, which was in-

tended also for Blackwood,—with a view of

being published anonymously ; but Mr Black-

wood did not find the arrangement to be pro-

fitable, and the story remained on my hands,

unread and unthought of, for a few years. It

appeared subsequently in Good Words. It

was written on the model of AUna Balatka and

Linda Tressel, but is very inferior to either of

them. In November of the same year, 1867,

I began a very long novel, which I called I/e
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Knezv He Was Rij^/it, and which was brouQ-ht

out by Mr Virtue, the proprietor of the St

Paul's JMagazinc, in sixpenny numbers, every

week. I do not know that in any Hterary

effort I ever fell more completely short of my
own intention than in this story. It was my
purpose to create sympathy for the unfortunate

man who, while endeavouring to do his duty to

all around him, should be led constantly astray

by his unwillingness to submit his own judg-

ment to the opinion of others. The man is

made to be unfortunate enough, and the evil

which he does is apparent. So far I did not

fail, but the sympathy has not been created

yet. I look upon the story as being nearly

altogether bad. It is in part redeemed by

certain scenes in the house and vicinity of an

old maid in Exeter. But a novel which in its

main parts is bad cannot, in truth, be redeemed

by the vitality of subordinate characters.

This work was finished while I was at

Washington in the spring of 1868, and on the

day after I finished it, I commenced The Vicar of

BullJiampton, a novel which I wrote for Messrs

Bradbury & Evans. This I completed in

November 1868, and at once began Sir Harry
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Hotspur of Iliiiublctlrwaitc, a story wliich I

was still writinc^ at the close of the year. I

look upon these two years, 1867 and 1868,

of which I have given a somewhat confused

account in this and the two preceding- chap-

ters, as the busiest in my life. I had indeed

left the Post Office, but though I had left it I

had been employed by it during a considerable

portion of the time. I had established the St

Paitl's Magazine, in reference to w^hich I had

read an enormous amount of manuscript, and

for which, independently of my novels, I had

written articles almost monthly. I had stood

for Beverley and had made many speeches,

I had also written five novels, and had hunted

three times a week during each of the winters.

And how happy I was with it all ! I had

suffered at Beverley, but I had suffered as a

part of the work which I was desirous of

doing, and I had gained my experience. I

had suffered at Washington with that wretched

American Postmaster, and with the mosqui-

toes, not having been able to escape from that

capital till July; but all that had added to

the activity of my life. I had often groaned

over those manuscripts ; but I had read them,
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considerlngr it— perhaps foolishly— to be a

part of my duty as editor. And though in the

quick production of my novels I had always

ringing in my ears that terrible condemnation

and scorn produced by the great man in Pater-

noster Row, I was nevertheless proud of hav-

ing done so much. I always had a pen in my
hand. Whether crossing the seas, or fighting

with American officials, or tramping about the

streets of Beverley, I could do a little, and

generally more than a little. I had long since

convinced myself that in such work as mine

the great secret consisted in acknowledging

myself to be bound to rules of labour similar

to those which an artisan or a mechanic is

forced to obey. A shoemaker when he has

finished one pair of shoes does not sit down

and contemplate his work in idle satisfaction.

"There is my pair of shoes finished at last!

What a pair of shoes it is !
" The shoemaker

who so indulged himself would be without

wages half his time. It is the same with a

professional writer of books. An author may

of course want time to study a new subject.

He will at any rate assure himself that there

is some such good reason why he should pause.
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He does pause, and will be idle for a month

or two while he tells himself how beautiful

is that last pair of shoes which he has finished !

Having thought much of all this, and having

made up my mind that I could be really happy

only when I was at work, I had now quite

accustomed myself to begin a second pair as

soon as the first was out of my hands.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

' THE VICAR OF BULLHAMPTON '—
' SIR HARRY

HOTSPUR '
' AN editor's TALES '

' CyESAR.'

In 1869 I was called on to decide, in council

with my two boys and their mother, what

should be their destination in life. In June of

that year the elder, who was then twenty-

three, was called to the Bar ; and as he had

gone through the regular courses of lecturing

tuition and study, it might be supposed that

his course was already decided. But, just as

he was called, there seemed to be an opening

for him in another direction ; and this, joined

to the terrible uncertainty of the Bar, the

terror of which was not in his case lessened

by any peculiar forensic aptitudes, induced

us to sacrifice dignity in quest of success.

Mr Frederic Chapman, who was then the

sole representative of the publishing house
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known as Messrs Chapman & I hill, wanted

a partner, and my son Henry went into the

firm. He remained there three years and a

half; but he did not like it, nor do I think

he made a very good publisher. At any

rate he left the business with perhaps more

pecuniary success than might have been ex-

pected from the short period of his labours,

and has since taken himself to literature as a

profession. Whether he will work at it so

hard as his father, and write as many books,

may be doubted.

My second son, Frederic, had very early in

life eone out to Australia, havincj resolved on

a colonial career when he found that boys who

did not grow so fast as he did got above him

at school. This departure was a great pang

to his mother and me ; but it was permitted

on the understanding that he was to come

back when he was twenty-one, and then decide

whether he would remain in England or re-

turn to the Colonies. In the winter of 1868

he did come to England, and had a season's

hunting in the old country ; but there was no

doubt in his own mind as to his settling in

Australia. His purpose was fixed, and in the
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spring of 1869 he made his second journey

out. As I have since that date made two

journeys to see him,—of one of which at any

rate I shall have to speak, as I wrote a long

book on the Australasian Colonies,— I will

have an opportunity of saying a word or two

further on of him and his doings.

The Vicar of BitllJiainpton was written in

1868 for publication in Once a Week, a peri-

odical then belonging to Messrs Bradbury &
Evans. It was not to come out till 1869, and

I, as was my wont, had made my terms long

previously to the proposed date. I had made

my terms and written my story and sent it to

the publisher long before it was wanted ;
and

so far my mind was at rest. The date fixed

was the first of July, which date had been

named in accordance with the exigencies of

the editor of the periodical. An author who

writes for these publications is bound to suit

himself to these exigencies, and can generally

do so without personal loss or inconvenience,

if he will only take time by the forelock.

With all the pages that I have written for

magazines I have never been a day late, nor

have I ever caused inconvenience by sending
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less or more matter than I had stipulated to

SLippI)-. I)Ut I have sometimes found my-

self compelled to suffer by the irregularity of

others. I have endeavoured to console my-

self by reflecting- that such must ever be the

fate of virtue. The industrious must feed the

idle. The honest and simple will always be

the prey of the cunning and fraudulent. The

punctual, who keep none waiting for them, are

doomed to wait perpetually for the unpunctual.

But these earthly sufferers know that they are

making their way heavenwards, — and their

oppressors their way elsewards. If the former

reflection does not suffice for consolation, the

deficiency is made up by the second. I was

terribly aggrieved on the matter of the publi-

cation of my new Vicar, and had to think very

much of the ultimate rewards of punctuality

and its opposite. About the end of March

1869 I got a dolorous letter from the editor.

All the Once a Week people were in a terrible

trouble. They had bought the right of trans-

lating one of Victor Hugo's modern novels,

L'Homme Qui Rit ; they had fixed a date, rely-

ing on positive pledges from the French pub-

lishers ; and now the ereat French author had
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postponed his work from week to week and

from month to month, and it had so come

to pass that the Frenchman's grinning

hero would have to appear exactly at the

same time as my clergyman. Was it not

quite apparent to me, the editor asked, that

Once a Week could not hold the two ?

Would I allow my clergyman to make his

appearance in the Gentleman s Magazine

instead ?

My disgust at this proposition was, I think,

chiefly due to Victor Hugo's latter novels,

which I regard as pretentious and untrue to

nature. To this perhaps was added some feel-

ing of indignation that I should be asked to

give way to a Frenchman. The Frenchman

had broken his engagement. He had failed to

have his work finished by the stipulated time.

From week to week and from month to month

he had put off the fulfilment of his duty. And
because of these laches on his part,—on the

part of this sententious French Radical,—

I

was to be thrown over ! Virtue sometimes

finds it difficult to console herself even with

the double comfort. I would not come out in

the Gentleman s Magazine, and as the Grinning
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Man could not be got out of the way, my
novel was published in separate numbers.

The same thing has occurred to me more

than once since. " You no doubt are regular,"

a publisher has said to me, " but Mr is ir-

regular. He has thrown me out, and I cannot

be ready for you till three months after the time

named." In these emergencies I have given

perhaps half what was wanted, and have refused

to give the other half. I have endeavoured

to fight my own battle fairly, and at the same

time not to make myself unnecessarily obstinate.

But the circumstances have impressed on my
mind the orreat need there is that men enoraored

in literature should feel themselves to be bound

to their industry as men know that they are

bound in other callings. There does exist, I

fear, a feeling that authors, because they are

authors, are relieved from the necessity of pay-

ing attention to everyday rules. A writer, if he

be making ^Soo a year, does not think himself

bound to live modestly on ^600, and put by

the remainder for his wife and children. He
does not understand that he should sit down

at his desk at a certain hour. He imagines

that publishers and booksellers should keep all
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their engagements with him to the letter;

—

but that he, as a brain-worker, and conscious of

the subtle nature of the brain, should be able to

exempt himself from bonds when it suits him.

He has his own theory about inspiration which

will not always come, — especially will not

come if wine-cups overnight have been too

deep. All this has ever been odious to me,

as being unmanly. A man may be frail in

health, and therefore unable to do as he has

contracted in whatever grade of life. He who
has been blessed with physical strength to

work day by day, year by year—as has been

my case—should pardon deficiencies caused by

sickness or infirmity. I may in this respect

have been a little hard on others,—and, if so,

I here record my repentance. But I think

that no allowance should be given to claims

for exemption from punctuality, made if not

absolutely on the score still with the convic-

tion of intellectual superiority.

The Vuar of Bttllhampton was written

chiefly with the object of exciting not only

pity but sympathy for a fallen woman, and of

raising a feeling of forgiveness for such in the

minds of other women. I could not venture
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to make this female the heroine of my story.

To have made her a heroine at all would have

been directly opposed to my purpose. It was

necessary therefore that she should be a second-

rate personage in the tale ;—but it was with

reference to her life that the tale was written,

and the hero and the heroine with their be-

longings are all subordinate. To this novel I

affixed a preface,—in doing which I was acting

in defiance of my old-established principle. I do

not know that any one read it ; but as I wish

to have it read, I will insert it here again:

—

" I have introduced in the Vicar of Bull-

hanipton the character of a girl whom I will

call,— for want of a truer word that shall not

in its truth be offensive,—a castaway. I have

endeavoured to endow her with qualities that

may create sympathy, and I have brought

her back at last from degradation, at least to

decency. I have not married her to a wealthy

lover, and I have endeavoured to explain

that though there was possible to her a way out

of perdition, still things could not be with her

as they would have been had she not fallen.

" There arises, of course, the question

whether a novelist, who professes to write for

VOL. II. M
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the amusement of the young of both sexes,

should allow himself to bring upon his stage a

character such as that of Carry Brattle. It is

not long since,—it is well within the memory

of the author,—that the very existence of such a

condition of life as was hers, was supposed to be

unknown to our sisters and daughters, and was,

in truth, unknown to many of them. Whether

that ignorance was good may be questioned

;

but that it exists no longer is beyond question.

Then arises the further question,—how far the

conditions of such unfortunates should be made

a matter of concern to the sweet young hearts

of those whose delicacy and cleanliness of

thought is a matter of pride to so many of us.

Cannot women, who are good, pity the suffer-

ings of the vicious, and do something perhaps to

miticrate and shorten them without contamina-

tion from the vice? It will be admitted pro-

bably by most men who have thought upon the

subject that no fault among us is punished so

heavily as that fault, often so light in itself

but so terrible in its consequences to the less

faulty of the two offenders, by which a woman

falls. All her own sex is against her, and all

those of the other sex in whose veins runs the
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blood which she Is thought to have contamina-

ted, and who, of nature, would befriend her,

were her trouble any other than it is.

" She is what she is, and she remains in her

abject, pitiless, unutterable misery, because

this sentence of the world has placed her

beyond the helping hand of Love and Friend-

ship. It may be said, no doubt, that the

severity of this judgment acts as a protection

to female virtue,—deterring, as all known pun-

ishments do deter, from vice. But this pun-

ishment, which is horrible beyond the concep-

tion of those who have not regarded it closely,

is not known beforehand. Instead of the

punishment, there is seen a false glitter of

gaudy life,—a glitter which is damnably false,

—and which, alas ! has been more often por-

trayed in glowing colours, for the injury of

young girls, than have those horrors which

ought to deter, with the dark shadowings

which belong to them.

" To write In fiction of one so fallen as

the noblest of her sex, as one to be rewarded

because of her weakness, as one whose life Is

happy, bright, and glorious, is certainly to

allure to vice and misery. But it may per-
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haps be possible that if the matter be handled

with truth to life, some girl, who would have

been thoughtless, may be made thoughtful, or

some parent's heart may be softened."

Those were my ideas when I conceived the

story, and with that feeling I described the

characters of Carry Brattle and of her family.

I have not introduced her lover on the scene,

nor have I presented her to the reader in the

temporary enjoyment of any of those falla-

cious luxuries, the longing for which is some-

times more seductive to evil than love itself

She is introduced as a poor abased creature,

who hardly knows how false were her dreams,

with very little of the Magdalene about her

—because though there may be Magdalenes

they are not often found—but with an intense

horror of the sufferings of her position. Such

being her condition, will they who naturally

are her friends protect her ? The vicar who

has taken her by the hand endeavours to ex-

cite them to charity ; but father, and brother,

and sister are alike hard-hearted. It had been

my purpose at first that the hand of every

Brattle should be against her ; but my own

heart was too soft to enable me to make the
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mother cruel,—or the unmarried sister who had

been the early companion of the forlorn one.

As reg-ards all the Brattles, the story is, I

think, well told. The characters are true, and

the scenes at the mill are in keeping with

human nature. For the rest of the book I

have little to say. It is not very bad, and it

certainly is not very good. As I have myself

forgotten what the heroine does and says

—

except that she tumbles into a ditch— I cannot

expect that any one else should remember her.

But I have forgotten nothing that was done or

said by any of the Brattles.

The question brought in argument Is one

of fearful importance. As to the view to be

taken first, there can, I think, be no doubt. In

regard to a sin common to the two sexes, almost

all the punishment and all the disgrace is heaped

upon the one who in nine cases out of ten has

been the least sinful. And the punishment in-

flicted is of such a nature that it hardly allows

room for repentance. How is the woman to

return to decency to whom no decent door is

opened 1 Then comes the answer : It is to the

severity of the punishment alone that we can

trust to keep women from falling. Such is the
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argument used in favour of the existing prac-

tice, and such the excuse given for their sever-

ity by women who will relax nothing of their

harshness. But in truth the severity of the

punishment is not known beforehand ; it is

not in the least understood by women in

general, except by those who suffer it. The

gaudy dirt, the squalid plenty, the contumely

of familiarity, the absence of all good words

and all good things, the banishment from

honest labour, the being compassed round with

lies, the flaunting glare of fictitious revelry,

the weary pavement, the horrid slavery to

some horrid tyrant,—and then the quick depre-

ciation of that one ware of beauty, the substi-

tuted paint, garments bright without but foul

within like painted sepulchres, hunger, thirst,

and strong drink, life without a hope, without

the certainty even of a morrow's breakfast, utter-

ly friendless, disease, starvation, and a quivering

fear of that coming hell which still can hardly

be worse than all that is suffered here ! This

is the life to which we doom our erring daugh-

ters, when because of their error we close our

door upon them ! But for our erring sons we

find pardon easily enough.
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Of course there are houses of refuge, from

which it has been thought expedient to banish

everything pleasant, as though the only repent-

ance to which we can afford to give a place

must necessarily be one of sackcloth and ashes.

It is hardly thus that we can hope to recall

those to decency who, if they are to be recalled

at all, must be induced to obey the summons

before they have reached the last stage of that

misery which I have attempted to describe.

To me the mistake which we too often make

seems to be this,—that the girl who has gone

astray is put out of sight, out of mind if pos-

sible, at any rate out of speech, as though she

had never existed, and that this ferocity comes

not only from hatred of the sin, but in part

also from a dread of the taint which the sin

brings with it. Very low as is the degradation

to which a girl is brought when she falls

through love or vanity, or perhaps from a

longing for luxurious ease, still much lower is

that to which she must descend perforce when,

through the hardness of the world around her,

she converts that sin into a trade. Mothers

and sisters, when the misfortune comes upon

them of a fallen female from among their
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number, should remember this, and not fear

contamination so strongly as did Carry Brat-

tle's married sister and sister-in-law.

In 1870 I brought out three books,—or

rather of the latter of the three I must say that

it was brought out by others, for I had nothing

to do with it except to write it. These were

Sir Harry Hotspur of Httinblethwaite, An
Editor s Tales, and a little volume on Julius

Csesar. Sir Harry Hotspur was written on

the same plan as AHna Balatka and Linda

Tressel, and had for its object the telling of

some pathetic incident in life rather than the

portraiture of a number of human beings.

Nina and Linda Tressel and The Golden

Lion had been placed in foreign countries, and

this was an English story. In other respects

it is of the same nature, and was not, I think,

by any means a failure. There is much of

pathos in the love of the girl, and of paternal

dignity and affection in the father.

It was published first in JMacmillans Jllaga-

zinc, by the intelligent proprietor of which I

have since been told that it did not make

either his fortune or that of his magazine. I

am sorry that it should have been so ; but I
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fear that the same thing may be said of a good

many of my novels. When it liad passed

through the magazine, the subsequent use of

it was sold to other publishers by Mr Mac-

millan, and tlien I learned that it was to be

brought out by them as a novel in two vol-

umes. Now it had been sold by me as a

novel in one volume, and hence there arose a

correspondence.

I found it very hard to make the purchasers

understand that I had reasonable ground for

objection to the process. What was it to me ?

How could it injure me if they stretched my
pages by means of lead and margin into double

the number I had intended. I have heard the

same argument on other occasions. When I

have pointed out that in this way the public

would have to suffer, seeing that they would

have to pay Mudie for the use of two volumes

in reading that which ought to have been

given to them in one, I have been assured that

the public are pleased with literary short

measure, that it is the object of novel-readers

to get through novels as fast as they can,

and that the shorter each volume is the better !

Even this, however, did not overcome me, and
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I Stood to my guns. Sir Harry was published

in one volume, containing something over the

normal 300 pages, with an average of 220

words to a page,—which I had settled with

my conscience to be the proper length of a

novel volume. I may here mention that on

one occasion, and on one occasion only, a pub-

lisher got the better of me in a matter of

volumes. He had a two-volume novel of mine

running through a certain magazine, and had

it printed complete in three volumes before I

knew where I was,—before I had seen a sheet

of the letterpress. I stormed for a while, but

I had not the heart to make him break up the

type.

The Editors Talcs was a volume repub-

lished from the St Paul's Alagasijie, and pro-

fessed to give an editor's experience of his

dealings with contributors. I do not think

that there is a single incident in the book

which could bring back to any one concerned

the memory of a past event. And yet there

is not an incident in it the outline of which was

not presented to my mind by the remembrance

of some fact :—how an ingenious gentleman got

into conversation with me, I not knowinof that
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he knew me to be an editor, and pressed his

little article on my notice ; how I was ad-

dressed by a lady with a becoming pseudonym

and with much equally becoming audacity

;

how I was appealed to by the dearest of

little women whom here I have called Mary

Gresley ; how in my own early days there was

a struggle over an abortive periodical which

was intended to be the best thing ever done

;

how terrible was the tragedy of a poor drunk-

ard, who with infinite learning at his command
made one sad final effort to reclaim himself,

and perished while he was making it ; and

lastly how a poor weak editor was driven

nearly to madness by threatened litigation

from a rejected contributor. Of these stories

The Spotted Dog, with the struggles of the

drunkard scholar, is the best. I know now,

however, that when the things were good they

came out too quick one upon another to gain

much attention;—and so also, luckily, when

they were bad.

The C(Esar was a thing of itself. INIy friend

John Blackwood had set on foot a series of

small volumes called Ancient Classicsfor Eng-

lish Readers, and had placed the editing of
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them, and the compiHng of many of them, in

the hands of Wilham Lucas ColHns, a clergy-

man who, from my connection with the series,

became a most intimate friend. The Iliad

and the Odyssey had already come out when I

was at Edinburgh with John Blackwood, and,

on my expressing my very strong admiration for

those two little volumes,—which I here recom-

mend to all young ladies as the most charming

tales they can read,—he asked me whether I

would not undertake one myself. Herodotus

was in the press, but, if I could get it ready,

mine should be next. Whereupon I offered

to say what might be said to the readers of

English on The Couinientaries of Jiilius CcBsar.

I at once went to work, and in three months

from that day the little book had been written.

I began by reading through the Commentaries

twice, which I did without any assistance

either by translation or English notes. Latin

was not so familiar to me then as it has

since become,— for from that date I have

almost daily spent an hour with some Latin

author, and on many days many hours. After

the reading what my author had left behind

him, I fell into the reading of what others had
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written about him, in Latin, in English, and

even in French,—for I went through much of

that most futile hook by the late Emperor of

the French. I do not know that for a short

period I ever worked harder. The amount I

had to write was nothing. Three weeks would

have done it easily. But I was most anxious,

in this soaring out of my own peculiar line, not

to disgrace myself. I do not think that I did

disgrace myself. Perhaps I was anxious for

something more. If so, I was disappointed.

The book I think to be a good little book.

It is readable by all, old and young, and it

gives, I believe accurately, both an account of

Caiisar's Commentaries,—which of course was

the primary intention,—and the chief circum-

stances of the great Roman's life. A well-

educated girl who had read it and remembered

it would perhaps know as much about Csesar

and his writings as she need know. Beyond

the consolation of thinking as I do about it, I

got very little gratification from the work.

Nobody praised it. One very old and very

learned friend to whom I sent it thanked me

for my " comic Ccesar," but said no more. I

do not suppose that he intended to run a dag-
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ger into me. Of any suffering from such

wounds, I think, while hving, I never showed

a sign ; but still I have suffered occasionally.

There was, however, probably present to my
friend's mind, and to that of others, a feeling

that a man who had spent his life in writing

English novels could not be fit to write about

Caesar. It was as when an amateur orets a

picture hung on the walls of the Academy.

What business had I there ? Ne stUor ttitra

crepidam. In the press it was most faintly

damned by most faint praise. Nevertheless,

having read the book again within the last

month or two, I make bold to say that it is a

good book. The series, I believe, has done

very well. I am sure that it ought to do well

in years to come, for, putting aside Csesar, the

work has been done with infinite scholarship,

and very generally with a light hand. With

the leave of my sententious and sonorous

friend, who had not endured that subjects

which had been grave to him should be treated

irreverently, I will say that such a work, unless

it be light, cannot answer the purpose for

which it is intended. It was not exactly a

school-book that was wanted, but somethine
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that would carry the purposes of the school-

room even into the leisure hours of adult

pupils. Nothing was ever better suited for

such a purpose than the Iliad and the Odyssey,

as done by Mr Collins. The Virgil, also

done by him, is very good ; and so is the

Aristophanes by the same hand.
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CHAPTER XIX.

* RALPH THE HEIR '— ' THE EUSTACE DIAMONDS
'

' LADY ANNA '
' AUSTRALIA.'

In the spring of 1871 we,— I and my wife,

—

had decided that we would go to AustraHa to

visit our shepherd son. Of course before

doing so I made a contract with a pubHsher

for a book about the Colonies. For such a

work as this I had always been aware that 1

could not fairly demand more than half the

price that would be given for the same amount

of fiction ; and as such books have an indom-

itable tendency to stretch themselves, so that

more is given than what is sold, and as the

cost of travelling is heavy, the writing of them

is not remunerative. This tendency to stretch

comes not, I think, generally from the ambi-

tion of the writer, but from his inability to

comprise the different parts in their allotted
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spaces. If you have to deal with a country, a

colony, a city, a trade, or a political opinion, it

is so much easier to deal with it in twenty than

in twelve pages ! I also made an engagement

with the editor of a London daily paper to

supply him with a series of articles,—which

were duly written, duly published, and duly

paid for. But with all this, travelling with the

object of writing is not a good trade. If the

travelling author can pay his bills, he must be

a good manager on the road.

Before starting there came upon us the

terrible necessity of coming to some resolution

about our house at Waltham. It had been

first hired, and then bought, primarily because

it suited my Post Office avocations. To this

reason had been added other attractions,—in

the shape of hunting, gardening, and suburban

hospitalities. Altogether the house had been

a success, and the scene of much happiness.

But there arose questions as to expense.

Would not a house in London be cheaper ?

There could be no doubt that my income

would decrease, and was decreasing. I had

thrown the Post Office, as it were, away, and

the writing of novels could not go on for ever.

VOL. TT. N
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Some of my friends told me already that at

fifty-five I ought to give up the fabrication of

love-stories. The hunting, I thought, must

soon go, and I would not therefore allow that

to keep me in the country. And then, why

should I live at Waltham Cross now, seeing

that I had fixed on that place in reference to

the Post Office ? It was therefore determined

that we would flit, and as we were to be away

for eighteen months, we determined also to

sell our furniture. So there was a packing up,

with many tears, and consultations as to what

should be saved out of the things we loved.

As must take place on such an occasion,

there was some heart-felt grief. But the thing

was done, and orders were given for the

letting or sale of the house. I may as

well say here that it never was let, and

that it remained unoccupied for two years

before it was sold. I lost by the trans-

action about ^800. As I continually hear

that other men make money by buying and

selling houses, I presume I am not well adapted

for transactions of that sort. I have never

made money by selling anything except a

manuscript. In matters of horseflesh I am so
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inefficient that I have generally given away

horses that I have not wanted.

When we started from Liverpool, in May
187 1, Ralph the Heir was running through

the St Paurs. This was the novel of which

Charles Reade afterwards took the plot and

made on it a play. I have always thought it

to be one of the worst novels I have written,

and almost to have justified that dictum that a

novelist after fifty should not write love-stories.

It was in part a political novel ; and that part

which appertains to politics, and which recounts

the electioneering experiences of the candidates

at Percycross, is well enough. Percycross and

Beverley were, of course, one and the same

place. Neefit, the breeches-maker, and his

daughter, are also good in their way,—and

Moggs, the daughter's lover, who was not

only lover, but also one of the candidates at

Percycross as well. But the main thread of

the story,—that which tells of the doings of

the young gentlemen and young ladies,—the

heroes and the heroines,— is not good. Ralph

the heir has not much life about him ; while

Ralph who is not the heir, but is intended to

be the real hero, has none. The same may be
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said of the young ladies,—of whom one, she

who was meant to be the chief, has passed

utterly out of my mind, without leaving a trace

of remembrance behind.

I also left in the hands of the editor of The

Fortnightly, ready for production on the ist

of July following, a story called The Eustace

Diamonds. In that I think that my friend's

dictum was disproved. There is not much

love in it ; but what there is, is good. The

character of Lucy Morris is pretty ; and her

love is as genuine and as well told as that of

Lucy Robarts or Lily Dale.

But The Eiistace Diamonds achieved the

success which it certainly did attain, not as a

love-story, but as a record of a cunning little

woman of pseudo - fashion, to whom, in ,her

cunning, there came a series of adventures,

unpleasant enough in themselves, but pleasant

to the reader. As I wrote the book, the idea

constantly presented itself to me that Lizzie

Eustace was but a second Becky Sharpe ; but

in planning the character I had not thought of

this, and I believe that Lizzie would have been

just as she is though Becky Sharpe had never

been described. The plot of the diamond
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necklace is, I think, well arranged, though it

produced itself without any forethought. I

had no idea of setting thieves after the bauble

till I had got my heroine to bed in the inn at

Carlisle ; nor of the disappointment of the

thieves, till Lizzie had been wakened in the

morning with the news that her door had been

broken open. All these things, and many more,

Wilkie Collins would have arranged before

with Infinite labour, preparing things present

so that they should fit in with things to come.

I have gone on the very much easier plan of

making everything as It comes fit in with what

has gone before. At any rate, the book was

a success, and did much to repair the Injury

which I felt had come to my reputation In the

novel-market by the works of the last few

years. I doubt whether I had written any-

thing so successful as The Eustace Diamonds

since The Small House at Allington. I had

written what was much better,—as, for Instance,

Phincas Finn and Nina Balatka ; but that Is

by no means the same thing.

I also left behind. In a strong box, the manu-

script of PJiineas Redux, a novel of which I

have already spoken, and which I subsequently
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sold to the proprietors of the Graphic news-

paper. The editor of that paper greatly dis-

liked the title, assuring me that the public

would take Redux for the gentleman's sur-

name,—and was dissatisfied with me when I

replied that I had no objection to them doing

so. The introduction of a Latin word, or of a

word from any other language, into the title of

an English novel is undoubtedly in bad taste
;

but after turning the matter much over in my
own mind, I could find no other suitable name.

I also left behind me, in the same strong

box, another novel, called An Eye for an Eye,

which then had been some time written, and

of which, as it has not even yet been published,

I will not further speak. It will probably be

published some day, though, looking forward,

I can see no room for it, at any rate, for the

next two years.

If therefore the Great Britain, in which we
sailed for Melbourne, had gone to the bottom,

I had so provided that there would be new
novels ready to come out under my name for

some years to come. This consideration, how-

ever, did not keep me idle while I was at sea.

When making long journeys, I have always
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succeeded in g-etting a desk put up in my
cabin, and this was done ready for me in the

Great Britain, so that I could go to work the

day after w^e left Liverpool. This I did ; and

before I reached Melbourne I had finished a

story called Lady Amia. Every word of this

was written at sea, during the two months

required for our voyage, and was done day by

day—with the intermission of one day's ill-

ness—for eight weeks, at the rate of 66 pages

of manuscript in each week, every page of

manuscript containing 250 words. Every

word was counted. I have seen work come

back to an author from the press with terrible

deficiencies as to the amount supplied. Thirty-

two pages have perhaps been wanted for a

number, and the printers with all their art

could not stretch the matter to more than

twenty- eight or -nine ! The work of filling up

must be very dreadful. I have sometimes

been ridiculed for the methodical details of

my business. But by these contrivances I

have been preserved from many troubles ; and

I have saved others with whom I have

worked— editors, publishers, and printers—
from much trouble also.
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A month or two after my return home,

Lady Anna appeared in The Fortnightly, fol-

lowing The Eustace Diamonds. In it a young

girl, who is really a lady of high rank and

great wealth, though in her youth she enjoyed

none of the privileges of wealth or rank,

marries a tailor who had been good to her,

and whom she had loved when she was poor

and neglected. A fine young noble lover is

provided for her, and all the charms of sweet

living with nice people are thrown in her way,

in order that she may be made to give up the

tailor. And the charms are very powerful with

her. But the feeling that she is bound by her

troth to the man who had always been true to

her overcomes everything,—and she marries

the tailor. It was my wish of course to justify

her in doing so, and to carry my readers along

with me in my sympathy with her. But

everybody found fault with me for marrying

her to the tailor. What would they have said

if I had allowed her to jilt the tailor and

marry the good-looking young lord } How
much louder, then, would have been the cen-

sure ! The book was read, and I was satis-

fied. If I had not told my story well, there
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would have been no feeling in favour of

the young lord. The horror which was ex-

pressed to me at the evil thing I had done, in

giving the girl to the tailor, was the strongest

testimony I could receive of the merits of the

story.

I went to Australia chiefly in order that I

might see my son among his sheep. I did

see him among his sheep, and remained with

him for four or five very happy weeks. He
w^as not making money, nor has he made

money since. I grieve to say that several

thousands of pounds which I had squeezed

out of the pockets of perhaps too liberal pub-

lishers have been lost on the venture. But I

rejoice to say that this has been in no way due

to any fault of his. I never knew a man work

with more persistent honesty at his trade than

he has done.

I had, however, the further intentions of

writing a book about the entire group of

Australasian Colonies
; and in order that I

might be enabled to do that with sufficient

information, I visited them all. Making my
head-quarters at Melbourne, I went to Queens-

land, New South Wales, Tasmania, then to
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the very little known territory of Western

Australia, and then, last of all, to New Zealand.

I was absent in all eighteen months, and think

that I did succeed in learning much of the

political, social, and material condition of these

countries. I wrote my book as I was travel-

linor, and brought it back with me to EnHand

all but completed in December 1872.

It was a better book than that which I had

written eleven years before on the American

States, but not so good as that on the West

Indies in [859, As regards the information

given, there was much more to be said about

Australia than the West Indies. Very much

more is said,—and very much more may be

learned from the latter than from the former

book. I am sure that any one who will take

the trouble to read the book on Australia,

will learn much from it. But the West

Indian volume was readable. I am not sure

that either of the other works are, in the proper

sense of that word. When I go back to them

I find that the pages drag with me ;—and if so

with me, how must it be with others who have

none of that love which a father feels even

for his ill-favoured offspring. Of all the
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needs a book has the chief need is that it be

readable.

Feeling that these volumes on Australia

were dull and long, I was surprised to find

that they had an extensive sale. There were,

I think, 2000 copies circulated of the first

expensive edition ; and then the book was

divided into four little volumes, which were

published separately, and which again had a

considerable circulation. That some facts

were stated inaccurately, I do not doubt ; that

many opinions were crude, I am quite sure
;

that I had failed to understand much which I

attempted to explain, is possible. But with

all these faults the book was a thoroughly

honest book, and was the result of unflagging

labour for a period of fifteen months. I

spared myself no trouble in inquiry, no trouble

in seeing^, and no trouble in listenino^. I

thoroughly imbued my mind with the subject,

and wrote with the simple intention of giving

trustworthy information on the state of the

Colonies. Though there be inaccuracies,

—

those inaccuracies to which work quickly done

must always be subject,— I think I did give

much valuable information.
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I came home across America from San

Francisco to New York, visiting Utah and

Brigham Young on the way. I did not

achieve great intimacy with the great polyg-

amist of the Salt Lake City. I called upon

him, sending to him my card, apologising for

doing so without an introduction, and excusing

myself by saying that I did not like to pass

through the territory without seeing a man of

whom I had heard so much. He received

me in his doorway, not asking me to enter,

and inquired whether I were not a miner.

When I told him that I w^as not a miner, he

asked me whether I earned my bread. I told

him I did. " I guess you're a miner," said he.

I again assured him that I was not. " Then

how do you earn your bread ?
"

I told him

that I did so by writing books. " I'm sure

you're a miner," said he. Then he turned

upon his heel, went back into the house, and

closed the door. I was properly punished, as

1 was vain enough to conceive that he would

have heard my name.

I got home in December 1872, and in spite

of any resolution made to the contrary, my
mind was full of hunting as I came back. No
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real resolutions had in truth been made, for

out of a stud of four horses I kept three, two

of which were absolutely idle through the

two summers and winter of my absence. Im-

mediately on my arrival I bought another,

and settled myself down to hunting from Lon-

don three days a week. At first I went back

to Essex, my old country, but finding that to

be inconvenient, I took my horses to Leighton

Buzzard, and became one of that numerous

herd of sportsmen who rode with the " Baron
"

and Mr Selby Lowndes. In those days Baron

Meyer was alive, and the riding with his

hounds was very good. I did not care so

much for Mr Lowndes. During the winters of

1S73, 1874, and 1875, I had my horses back

in Essex, and went on with my hunting, always

trying to resolve that I would give it up. But

still I bought fresh horses, and, as I did not

give it up, I hunted more than ever. Three

times a week the cab has been at my door in

London very punctually, and not unfrequently

before seven in the morning. In order to

secure this attendance, the man has always

been invited to have his breakfast in the hall.

I have ijone to the Great Eastern Railway,

—
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ah ! so often with the fear that frost would

make all my exertions useless, and so often

too with that result ! And then, from one

station or another station, have travelled on

wheels at least a dozen miles. After the day's

sport, the same toil has been necessary to bring

me home to dinner at eight. This has been

work for a young man and a rich man, but I

have done it as an old man and comparatively

a poor man. Now at last, in April 1876, I

do think that my resolution has been taken.

I am giving away my old horses, and anybody

is welcome to my saddles and horse -furni-

ture.

" Singula de nobis anni prfedantur euntes;

Eripuere jocos, venerem, convivia, ludum
;

Tendunt extorquere poemata."

" Our years keep taking toll as they move on
;

My feasts, my frolics, are already gone,

And now, it seems, my verses must go too."

This is Conington's translation, but it seems

to me to be a little flat.

" Years as they roll cut all our pleasures short

;

Our pleasant mirth, our loves, our wine, our sport.

And then they stretch their power, and crush at last

livGR the power of singing of the past."
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I think that I may say with truth that I

rode hard to my end.

" Vixi puellis nuper idoneus,

Et militavi non sine gloria
;

Nunc arma defunctumque bello

Barbiton hie paries habebit."

" I've lived about the covert side,

I've ridden straight, and ridden fast;

Now breeches, boots, and scarlet pride

Are but mementoes of the past."
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CHAPTER XX.

' THE WAY WE LIVE NOW ' AND ' THE TRIME

MINISTER ' CONCLUSION.

In what I have said at the end of the last

chapter about my hunting, I have been carried

a Httle in advance of the date at which I had

arrived. We returned from AustraHa in the

winter of 1872, and early in 1873 I took a

house in Montagu Square,—in which I hope

to live and hope to die. Our first work in

settling there was to place upon new shelves

the books which I had collected round myself

at Waltham. And this work, which was in

itself great, entailed also the labour of a new

catalogue. As all who use libraries know, a

catalogue is nothing unless it show the spot

on which every book is to be found,—infor-

mation which every volume also ought to

give as to itself. Only those who have done
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it know how great Is the labour of movinor

and arranging a few thousand volumes. At

the present moment I own about 5000 vol-

umes, and they are dearer to mc even than

the horses which are going, or than the wine

in the cellar, which is very apt to go, and

upon which I also pride myself.

When this was done, and the new furniture

had got into its place, and my little book-room

was settled sufficiently for work, I began a

novel, to the writincr of which I was instirated

by what I conceived to be the commercial prof-

ligacy of the age. Whether the world does

or does not become more wicked as years go

on, is a question which probably has disturbed

the minds of thinkers since the world began

to think. That men have become less cruel,

less violent, less selfish, less brutal, there

can be no doubt ;—but have they become less

honest? If so, can a world, retrograding

from day to day in honesty, be considered to

be in a state of progress. We know the

opinion on this subject of our philosopher

Mr Carlyle. If he be right, we are all go-

ing straight away to darkness and the dogs.

But then we do not put very much faith in

VOL. II. O
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Mr Carlyle,—nor in Mr Ruskin and his other

followers. The loudness and extravagance

of their lamentations, the wailino- and Q[-nash-

ing of teeth which comes from them, over a

world which is supposed to have gone alto-

gether shoddy-wards, are so contrary to the

convictions of men who cannot but see how

comfort has been increased, how health has

been improved, and education extended,—that

the general effect of their teaching is the

opposite of what they have intended. It is

regarded simply as Carlylism to say that the

English-speaking world is growing worse

from day to day. And it is Carlylism to

opine that the general grand result of in-

creased intelligence is a tendency to deteri-

oration.

Nevertheless a certain class of dishonesty,

dishonesty magnificent in its proportions, and

climbing into high places, has become at the

same time so rampant and so splendid that

there seems to be reason for fearing that men

and women will be taught to feel that dis-

honesty, if it can become splendid, will cease

to be abominable. If dishonesty can live in

a gorgeous palace with pictures on all its
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walls, and gems In all its cupboards, with

marble and ivory in all its corners, and can

give Apician dinners, and get into Parliament,

and deal in millions, then dishonesty is not

disgraceful, and the man dishonest after such

a fashion is not a low scoundrel. Instigated,

I say, by some such reflections as these, I sat

down in my new house to write The Way We
Live Noio. And as I had ventured to take

the whip of the satirist into my hand, I went

beyond the iniquities of the great speculator

who robs everybody, and made an onslaught

also on other vices,—on the intrigues of girls

who want to get married, on the luxury of

young men who prefer to remain single, and

on the puffing propensities of authors who

desire to cheat the public into buying their

volumes.

The book has the fault which is to be attrib-

uted to almost all satires, whether in prose or

verse. The accusations are exao^crerated. The

vices are coloured, so as to make effect rather

than to represent truth. Who, when the lash

of objurgation is in his hands, can so moderate

his arm as never to strike harder than justice

would require ? The spirit which produces the
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satire is honest enough, but the very desire

which moves the satirist to do his work ener-

getically makes him dishonest. In other re-

spects The Way We Live Now was, as a

satire, powerful and good. The character of

Melmotte is well maintained. The Bear-

rarden is amusins:, — and not untrue. The

Longestafife girls and their friend. Lady

Monogram, are amusing,—but exaggerated.

Dolly Longestaffe, is, I think, very good.

And Lady Carbury's literary efforts are, I

am sorry to say, such as are too frequently

made. But here again the young lady with

her two lovers is weak and vapid. I almost

doubt whether it be not impossible to have

two absolutely distinct parts in a novel, and

to imbue them both with interest. If they

be distinct, the one will seem to be no more

than padding to the other. And so it was in

The Way We Live N'oiv. The interest of

the story lies among the wicked and foolish

people,—with Melmotte and his daughter, with

Dolly and his family, with the American

woman, Mrs Hurtle, and with John Crumb

and the girl of his heart. But Roger Carbury,

Paul Montague, and Henrietta Carbury are
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uninteresting. Upon the whole, I by no

means look upon the book as one of my

failures ; nor was it taken as a failure by the

public or the press.

While I was writing The Way We Live

Noiv, I was called upon by the proprietors of

the Graphic for a Christmas story. I feel,

with regard to literature, somewhat as I sup-

pose an upholsterer and undertaker feels when

he is called upon to supply a funeral. He has

to supply it, however distasteful it may be. It

is his business, and he will starve if he neglect

it. So have I felt that, when anything in the

shape of a novel was required, I was bound to

produce it. Nothing can be more distasteful

to me than to have to give a relish of Christ-

mas to what I write. I feel the humbug im-

plied by the nature of the order. A Christmas

story, in the proper sense, should be the ebul-

lition of some mind anxious to instil others

with a desire for Christmas religious thought,

or Christmas festivities,—or, better still, with

Christmas charity. Such was the case with

Dickens when he wrote his two first Christmas

stories. But since that the things written an-

nually—all of which have been fixed to Christ-
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mas like children's toys to a Christmas tree

—

have had no real savour of Christmas about

them. I had done two or three before.

Alas ! at this very moment I have one to

write, which I have promised to supply within

three weeks of this time,—the picture-makers

always require a long interval,— as to which

I have in vain been cudgelling my brain for

the last month. I can't send away the order

to another shop, but I do not know how I shall

ever get the coffin made.

For the Grap/n'c, in 1873, I wrote a little

story about Australia. Christmas at the an-

tipodes is of course midsummer, and I was not

loth to describe the troubles to which my own

son had been subjected, by the mingled acci-

dents of heat and bad neighbours, on his sta-

tion in the bush. So I wrote Harry Heat/icote

of Gaugoil, and was well through my labour

on that occasion, I only wish I may have no

worse success in that which now hangs over

my head.

When Harry HcatJicotc was over, I returned

with a full heart to Lady Glencora and her

husband. I had never yet drawn the com-

pleted picture of such a statesman as my
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imagination had conceived. The personages

with whose names my pages had been fami-

Har, and perhaps even the minds of some of

my readers—the Brocks, De Terriers, Monks,

Greshams, and Daubeneys— had been more or

less portraits, not of hving men, but of Hving

poHtical characters. The strong-minded, thick-

skinned, useful, ordinary member, either of the

Government or of the Opposition, had been

very easy to describe, and had required no

imagination to conceive. The character re-

produces itself from generation to generation
;

and as it does so, becomes shorn in a wonder-

ful way of those little touches of humanity

which would be destructive of its purposes.

Now and again there comes a burst of human

nature, as in the quarrel between Burke and

Fox ; but, as a rule, the men submit them-

selves to be shaped and fashioned, and to be

formed into tools, which are used either for

building up or pulling down, and can generally

bear to be changed from this box into the

other, without, at any rate, the appearance of

much personal suffering. Four-and-twenty

gentlemen will amalgamate themselves into

one whole, and work for one purpose, having
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each of them to set aside his own idiosyncrasy,

and to endure the close personal contact of

men who must often be personally disagree-

able, having been thoroughly taught that in

no other way can they serve either their

country or their own ambition. These are

the men who are publicly useful, and whom
the necessities of the age supply,—as to whom
I have never ceased to wonder that stones of

such strong calibre should be so quickly worn

down to the shape and smoothness of rounded

pebbles.

Such have been to me the Brocks and the

Mildmays, about whom I have written with

great pleasure, having had my mind much

exercised in watching them. But I had also

conceived the character of a statesman of a

different nature—of a man who should be in

something perhaps superior, but in very much

inferior, to these men—of one who could not

become a pebble, having too strong an identity

of his own. To rid one's self of fine scruples

—to fall into the traditions of a party—to feel

the need of subservience, not only in acting

but also even in thinking—to be able to be a

bit, and at first only a very little bit,—these
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arc the necessities of the growing' statesman.

The time may come, the glorious time when

some great self action shall be possible, and

shall be even demanded, as when Peel gave

up the Corn Laws ; but the rising man, as he

puts on his harness, should not allow himself

to dream of this. To become a good, round,

smooth, hard, useful pebble is his duty, and to

achieve this he must harden his skin and

swallow his scruples. But every now and

again we see the attempt made by men who

cannot get their skins to be hard—who after a

little while generally fall out of the ranks.

The statesman of whom I was thinking— of

whom I had long thought—was one who did

not fall out of the ranks, even though his skin

would not become hard. He should have

rank, and intellect, and parliamentary habits,

by which to bind him to the service of his

country ; and he should also have unblem-

ished, unextinguishable, inexhaustible love of

country. That virtue I attribute to our states-

men generally. They who are without it are,

I think, mean indeed. This man should have

it as the ruling principle of his life ; and it

should so rule him that all other things should
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be made to give way to it. But he should

be scrupulous, and, being scrupulous, weak.

When called to the highest place in the coun-

cil of his Sovereign, he should feel with true

modesty his own insufficiency ; but not the

less should the greed of power grow upon

him when he had once allowed himself to taste

and enjoy it. Such was the character I en-

deavoured to depict in describing the triumph,

the troubles, and the failure of my Prime

Minister. And I think that I have succeeded.

What the public may think, or what the press

may say, I do not yet know, the work having

as yet run but half its course.^

That the man's character should be under-

stood as I understand it—or that of his wife's,

the delineation of which has also been a matter

of much happy care to me— I have no right

to expect, seeing that the operation of describ-

ing has not been confined to one novel, which

' Writing this note in 1S7S, after a lapse of nearly three years, I

am obliged to say that, as regards the public, The Prime Minister was

a failure. It was worse spoken of by the press than any novel I had

written. I was specially hurt by a criticism on it in the Spectator.

The critic who wrote the article I know to be a good critic, inclined

to be more than fair to me ; but in this case I could not agree with

him, so much do I love the man whose character I had endeavoured

to portrny.
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might perhaps be read throucrh by the majority

of those who commenced it. It has been

carried on through three or four, each of which

will be forgotten even by the most zealous

reader almost as soon as read. In TJh^

Prime Minister, my Prime Minister will not

allow his wife to take office among, or even

over, those ladies who are attached by office

to the Queen's court. " I should not choose,"

he says to her, " that my wife should have any

duties unconnected with our joint family and

home." Who will remember in reading those

words that, in a former story, published some

years before, he tells his wife, when she has

twitted him with his willingness to clean the

Premier's shoes, that he would even allow her

to clean them if it were for the good of the

country ? And yet it is by such details as these

that I have, for many years past, been manu-

facturing within my own mind the characters

of the man and his wife.

I think that Plantagenet Palliser, Duke of

Omnium, is a perfect gentleman. If he be

not, then am I unable to describe a gentleman.

She is by no means a perfect lady ; but if she

be not all over a woman, then am I not able
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to describe a woman. I do not think it pro-

bable that my name will remain among those

who in the next century will be known as the

writers of English prose fiction;— but if it

does, that permanence of success will probably

rest on the character of Plantagenet Palliser,

Lady Glencora, and the Rev. Mr Crawley.

I have now come to the end of that lone

series of books written by myself, with which

the public is already acquainted. Of those

which I may hereafter be able to add to them

I cannot speak ; though I have an idea that I

shall even yet once more have recourse to my
political hero as the mainstay of another story.

When The Prime Minister was finished, I at

once began another novel, which is now com-

pleted in three volumes, and which is called

Is He Popenjoy ? There are two Popenjoys

in the book, one succeeding to the title held

by the other ; but as they are both babies, and

do not in the course of the story progress

beyond babyhood, the future readers, should

the tale ever be published, will not be much

interested in them. Nevertheless the story,

as a story, is not, I think, amiss. Since that

I have written still another three -volume
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novel, to which, very much in opposition to

my pubhsher, I have given the name of The

American Senator} It is to appear in Temple

Bar, and is to commence its appearance on

the first of next month. Such being its cir-

cumstances, I do not know that I can say any-

thing else about it here.

And so I end the record of my hterary per-

formances,—which I think are more in amount

than the works of any other living English

author. If any English authors not living-

have written more—as may probably have

been the case— I do not know who they are.

I find that, taking the books which have ap-

peared under our names, I have published

much more than twice as much as Carlyle. I

have also published considerably more than

Voltaire, even including his letters. We are

told that Varro, at the age of eighty, had

written 480 volumes, and that he went on

wTiting for eight years longer. I wish I knew

what was the length of Varro's volumes ; I

' The American Senator and Popoijoy have appeared, each with fair

success. Neither of them has encountered that reproach which, in

regard to The Prime Minister, seemed to tell me that my work as a

novelist should be brought to a close. And yet I feel assured that

they are very inferior to The Prime Minister.
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comfort myself by reflecting that the amount

of manuscript described as a book in Varro's

time was not much. Varro, too, is dead, and

Voltaire ; whereas I am still living, and may

add to the pile.

The following is a list of the books I have

written, with the dates of publication and the

sums I have received for them. The dates

given are the years in which the works were

published as a whole, most of them having

appeared before in some serial form.

Date of Total Sums
Names of Wol•l^ s.

Publication. Received.

The Macdermots of Ballycloran, 1847 £48 6 9

The Kellys and the O'Kellys, 1848 123 19 5

La Vendee, . 1850 20

The Warden. 1855)

Barchester Towers, . 1857 i

727 II 3

The Three Clerks, . 1858 250

Doctor Thorne, 1858 400

The West Indies and the Spanish

Main, . 1859 250

The Bertrams, 1859 400

Castle Richmond, . i860 600

Framley Parsonage, 1861 1000

Tales of All Countries— 1st Series, 1861]
1863'.2d „ 1S3O

3d .. 1870)

Orley Farm, . 1862 3135

North America,

Carry

1862

forward.

1250

i;io,o34 17 5
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Names of Works. p
Date of
iblicalion

Total Sums
Received.

Brought forward, i: 10,034 17 5

Rachel Ray 1863 1645

The Small House at Allington, 1864 3000

Can You Forgive Her? 1864 35-5

Miss Mackenzie, 1865 1300

The Belton Estate, . 1866 1757

The Claverings, 1867 2800

The Last Chronicle of Barset, 1867 30G0

Nina Balaika, 1867 450

Linda Tressel, 1868 450

Phineas Finn, 1869 3200

He Knew He Was Right, . 1869 3200

Brown, Jones, and Robinson, 1870 600

The Vicar of BuUhampton, 1870 2500

An Editor's Tales, . 1870 378

Ccxsar (Ancient Classics), . 1870^

Sir Harry Hotspur of Humblethwaite, 1S7I 750

Ralph the Heir, 187I 2500

The Golden Lion of Granpere, 1872 550

The Eustace Diamonds, 1873 2500

Australia and New Zealand, 1873 1300

Phineas Redux, 1S74 2500

Harry Heathcote of Gangoil, 1874 450

Lady Anna, .... 1874 1200

The Way We Live Now, . 1875 3000

The Prime Minister, 1876 2500

The American Senator, 1877 1800

Is He Popenjoy.? . 1878 1600

South Africa, 1878 850

John Caldigate, 1879 1800

Sundries, .... 7800

i:68.939 17 _5

' This was given by me .is a present to my friend John Blackwood.
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It will not, I am sure, be thought that, in

making my boast as to quantity, I have en-

deavoured to lay claim to any literary excel-

lence. That, in the writing of books, quantity

without quality is a vice and a misfortune, has

been too manifestly settled to leave a doubt

on such a matter. But I do lay claim to what-

ever merit should be accorded to me for per-

severing diligence in my profession. And I

make the claim, not with a view to my own

glory, but for the benefit of those who may

read these pages, and when young may intend

to follow the same career. N^illa dies sine

lined. Let that be their motto. And let

their work be to them as is his common work

to the common labourer. No gigantic efforts

will then be necessary. He need tie no wet

towels round his brow, nor sit for thirty hours

at his desk without moving,— as men have sat,

or said that they have sat. More than nine-

tenths of my literary work has been done in the

last twenty years, and during twelve of those

years I followed another profession. I have

never been a slave to this work, giving due time,

if not more than due time, to the amusements

I have loved. But I have been constant,^and
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constancy in labour will conquer all difficulties.

Gutta cavat lapidcni non vi, sed scspe cadendo.

It may interest some if I state that dur-

ing the last twenty years I have made by liter-

ature something near ^70,000. As I have

said before in these pages, I look upon the

result as comfortable, but not splendid.

It will not, I trust, be supposed by any

reader that I have intended in this so-called

autobiography to give a record of my inner

life. No man ever did so truly,—and no man

ever will. Rousseau probably attempted it,

but who doubts but that Rousseau has con-

fessed in much the thoughts and convictions

rather than the facts of his life ? If the rustle

of a woman's petticoat has ever stirred my
blood ; if a cup of wine has been a joy to me

;

if I have thought tobacco at midnight in plea-

sant company to be one of the elements of an

earthly paradise ; if now and again I have

somewhat recklessly fluttered a ^5 note over

a card-table ;—of what matter is that to any

reader ? I have betra)'ed no woman. W^ine

has brought me to no sorrow. It has been

the companionship of smoking that I have

loved, rather than the habit. I have never
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desired to win money, and I have lost none.

To enjoy the excitement of pleasure, but to be

free from its vices and ill effects,—to have the

sweet, and leave the bitter untasted,—that has

been my study. The preachers tell us that

this is impossible. It seems to me that hitherto

I have succeeded fairly well. I will not say

that I have never scorched a finger,—but I

carry no ugly wounds.

For what remains to me of life I trust for

my happiness still chiefly to my work—hop-

ing that when the power of work be over with

me, God may be pleased to take me from a

world in which, according to my view, there

can be no joy ; secondly, to the love of those

who love me ; and then to my books. That I

can read and be happy while I am reading, is

a great blessing. Could I remember, as

some men do, what I read, I should have

been able to call myself an educated man.

But that power I have never possessed.

Something is always left,—something dim and

inaccurate,—'but still something sufficient to

preserve the taste for more. I am inclined to

think that it is so with most readers.

Of late years, putting aside the Latin clas-
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sics, I have found my greatest j^leasure in our

old English dramatists,—not from any exces-

sive love of their work, which often irritates

me by its want of truth to nature, even while

it shames me by its language,—but from cu-

riosity in searching their plots and examin-

ing their character. If I live a few years

loneer, I shall, I think, leave in my copies of

these dramatists, down to the close of James

I,, written criticisms on every play. No one

who has not looked closely into it knows how-

many there are.

Now I stretch out my hand, and from the

further shore I bid adieu to all who have

cared to read any among the many words that

I have written.

THE END.
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CAIRD. Sermons. By John Caird, D.D., Principal of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. Fourteeutli TliousanJ. Feap. 8vo, 5s.

Religion in Common Life. A Sermon preached in Crathie

Churoh, October 14, 1855, before Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert.

Published by Her Alajesty's Coniuumd. Cheap Edition, 3d.

CAMERON. Gaelic Names of Plants (Scottish and Irish). Col-

lected and Arranged in Scientific Order, with Notes on their Etymology, their

Uses, Plant Superstitions, &c., among the Celts, with copious Gaelic, English,

and Scientific Indices. By John Cameron, Sunderland. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

CAMPBELL, Life of Colin, Lord Clyde. See General Shadwell,
at page 20.

CAMPBELL. Sermons Preached before the Queen at Balmoral.

By the Rev. A. A. Campbell, Minister of Crathie. Published by Command
of Her Majesty. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

CARLYLE. Autobiography of the Rev, Dr Alexander Carlyle,

Minister of Inveresk. Containinf,' Memorials of the Men and Events of his

Time. Edited by John Hill Burton. 8vo. Third Edition, with Portrait, 14s.

CARRICK. Koumiss ; or, Fermented Mare's Milk : and its Uses
in the Treatment and Cure of Pulmonary Consumption, and other Wasting

Diseases. With an Appendix on the best Methods ol Feniienting Cow's Milk.

Bv Gkoroe L. Carrick, M.D., L.R C.S.E. and L.R.C.P.E., Physician to the

British Embassy, St Petersburg, &c. Crown 8vo, los. 6d.

CAUVIN. A Treasury of the English and German Languages.
Compiled from the best Authors and Lexicographers in both Languages.

Adapted to the Use of Schools, Students, Travellers, and Men of Business;

and forming a Companion to all German-English Dictionaries. By Joseph
Cauvin, LL.D. & Ph.D., of the University of Gottingen, &c. Crown Svo,

7S. 6d.

CAVE-BROWN. Lambeth Palace and its Associations. By J.

Cavk-Brown, M.A., Vicar of Detling, Kent, and for many yetrs Curate of Lam-
beth Parish Church. With an Introdmition by the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Second Edition, containing an additional Chapter on Medieval Life in the

Old Palaces. Svo, with Illustrations, 21s.

CHARTERIS. Canonicity ; or, Early Testimonies to the Existence
and Use of the Books of' the New Testament. Based on Kirclihoffer's ' Quel-

lensaniiiilung. ' Edited by A. H. Charteris, D.D., Professor of Biblical

Criticism in the University of Edinburgh. 8vo, 18s.

CHEVELEY NOVELS, THE.
I. A Modern Minister. 2 vols, bound in cloth, with Twenty-si.^c Illustrations.

17s.

II. Sai-l Weir. 2 vols, bound in cloth. With Twelve Illustrations by F. Bar-

nard. i6s.

III. Dora Dor^e. [/» Preparation.

CHIROL. 'Twixt Greek and Turk. By M. Valentine Chirol.
Post Svo. With Frontispiece and Map, los. 6d.

CHURCH SERVICE SOCIETY. A Book of Common Order :

Being Forms of Worship issued by the Church Service Society. Fourth Edi-.

tion, 5s.
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COLQUHOUN. The Moor and the Loch. Containing Minute
Instructions in all Highland Sports, with Wanderings over Crag and Corrie,
Flood and Fell. By John Colquhoun. Fifth Edition, greatly enlarged.
With Illustrations. 2 vols, post 8vo, 26s.

COTTERILL. The Genesis of the Church. By the Right. Eev.
Henry Cotterill, D.D., Bishop of Edinburgh. Demy 8vo, i6s.

CRANSTOUN. The Elegies of Albius Tibullus. Translated into
English Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. By James Cran-
STOUN, LL.D., Author of a Translation of 'Catullus.' Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

The Elegies of Sextus Propertius. Translated into English
Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

CRAWFORD. The Doctrine of Holy Scripture respecting the
Atonement. By the late Tho.mas J. Crawford, D.D., Professor of Divinity in
the University of Edinburgh. Third Edition. Svo, 12s.

The Fatherhood of God, Considered in its General and
Special Aspects, and particularly in relation to the Atonement, with a
Review of Recent Speculations on the Subject. Third Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. Svo, 9s.

The Preaching of the Cross, and other Sermons. Svo,
7s. 6d.

The Mysteries of Christianity. Being the Baiixl Lecture for
1874. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

DAVIES. Norfolk Broads and Rivers ; or, The Waterways, Lagnons,
and Decoys of East Anglia By G. Christopher Davies, Author of 'The
Swan and her Crew.' With 12 full-page Illustrations, post 8vo, 14s.

DE AINSLIE. Life as I have Found It. By General De Ainslie.
Post Svo, 12s. 6d.

DESCARTES. The Method, Meditations, and Principles of Philo-
sojiliy of Descartes. Translated from the Original French and Latin. With a
New Introductory Essay, Historical and Critical, on the Cartesian Philosophy.
By John Veitch, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of
Glasgow. A New Edition, being the Eighth. Price 6s. 6d.

DU CANE. The Odyssey of Homer, Books I.-XII. Translated into
English Verse. By Sir Charles Du Cane, K.C.M.G. Svo, los. 6d.

DUDGEON. History of the Edinburgh or Queen's Regiment
Light Infantry Mifitia, now 3rd Battalinn The Royal Scots ; with an
Account of the Origin and Progress of the Militia, and a Brief Sketch of the
old Ro\al Sci.ts. By Major R C. Dudgeon, Adjutant 3rd Battalion The Royal
Scots. Post Svo, with Illustrations, los. 6d.

ELIOT. Impressions of Theophrastus Such. By George Eliot.
New and cheaper Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

Adam Bede. Illustrated Edition. 3s. 6d., cloth.

The Mill on the Floss. Illustrated Edition. 3s. 6d., cloth.

Scenes of Clerical Life. Illustrated Edition. 3s., cloth.

Silas Marner : Tlie Weaver of Raveloe. Illustrated Edi-
tion. 2S. 6d., cloth.

Felix Holt, the Radical. Illustrated Edition. 3s. 6d., doth.

Romola. With Vignette. 3s. 61I., cloth.

Middlemarch. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Daniel Deronda. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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ELIOT. Works of George Eliot (Cabinet Edition). Complete and
Uniform Edition, handsomely jirinted in a new tyi)e, 20 volumes, crowu 8vo,

prioe^S- The Volnmes are also sold sejiarately, laice 5s. tacli, viz.:

—

Roniola. 2 vols.—Silas Marner, The Lilted Viil, ISmtlici- Jacob, i vol.

—

Adam Bede. 2 vols.— Scenes of Clerical Life. 2 vols.—The Mill on
the Floss. 2 vols.—Felix Holt. 2 voU—Miihllcmaich. 3 vols.—
Daniel Deronda. 3 vols.—The Spanish Gypsy, i vol.— .Julial, and
other Poems, Old and New. i vol.—Theophrastus Such, i vol.

The Spanish Gj'psy. Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Legend of Jubal, and other Poems, Old and New.
New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 53., cloth.

Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings, in Pro.se and Verse.
Selected from the Works of George Eliot'. Fifth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

The George Eliot Birthday Book. Printed on fine paper,
with red border, and handsomely bound in cloth, gilt. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

And in French morocco or Russia, 5s.

ESSAYS ON SOCIAL SUBJECTS. Originally published in
the ' Saturday Review." A New Edition. First and Second Series. 2 vols.

crown Svo, 6s. each.

EWALD. The Crown and its Advisers ; or, Queen, Ministers,
Lords, and Commons. By Alexander Charles Ewalij, F.S.A. Crown Svo,

FAITHS OF THE WORLD, The. A Concise History of the
Great Religious Systems of the World. By various Authors. Being the St
Giles' Lectures— Second Series. Complete in one volume, crown Svo, ss.

FARRER. A Tour in Greece in 1880. By Richard Ridley
Farrer. With Twenty -seven full -page Illustrations by Lord Windsor.
Royal Svo, with a Map, 21s.

FERRIER. Philosophical Works of the late James F. Ferrier,

B.A. Oxon., Professor of Moral Philo.soiihy and Political Ei'imomy, St Andrews.
New Edition. Edited by Sir Alex. Grant, Bart., D.C.L., and Professor

LusHiNGTON. 3 vols. CTOwn 8vo, 34s. 6d.

Institutes of Metaphysic. Third Edition. lo.-^. 6d.

Lectures on the Early Greek Philosophy. Third Edition.
los. 6d.

Philosophical Remains, including the Lectures on Early
Greek Philosophy. 2 vols., 24s.

FISH AND FISHERIES. A Selection from the Prize Essays of
the International Fisheries Exhibition, Edinburgh, 1SS2. Edited by David
Herbert, M.A. With Maps and Illustrations. Svo, 7s. 6d.

FLETCHER. Lectures on the Opening Clauses of the Litany
delivered in St Paul's Church, Edinburgh. By John B. Fletcher, M.A.
Crown Svo.

FLINT. The Philosophy of History in Europe. Vol. I., contain-
ing tlie History of that Philosophy in France and Germany. By Robert Flint,

D.D., LL.D., Professor of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. Svo, 15s.

Theism. Being the Baird Lecture for 1876. Third Edition.

Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Anti-Theistic Theories. Being the Baird Lecture for 1877.
Second Edition. Crown Svo, los. 6d.

FORBES. The Campaign of Garibaldi in the Two Sicilies : A Per-
sonal Narrative. By Charles Stuart Forbes, Commander, R.N. Post Svo,

with Portraits, 12s.
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FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited
by Mrs Oliphant. Price 2s. 6d.

Now published

:

—
Dante, by the Editor.—Voltaire, by Major-General Sir E. B. Hamley, K.C.M.G.

—Pascal, by Principal Tulloch.—Petrarch, by Henry Reeve, C.B.—Goethe, by
A. Hayward, Q.C.— Moliisrr, by tlie Editor and F. Tarver, M. A.—Montaigne, by
Rev. W. L. Collins, M.A.—Rabelais, by Walter Besant, M.A.—Calderon, by E.
J. Ha.sell.—Saint Simon, by Clifton W. Collin.s, M.A.—Cervantes, by the Editor.—CoRNEiLLE AND Racine, by Henry M. Trollope —Madame de SSvigne, by Miss
Thackeray.—La Fontaine, and other French Fabulists, by Rev W. L. Collins,
M.A.—ScHiLER, by James Siine, M.A., Author of ' Lessing : his Life and Writings.'—Tasso, by E. J. Hasell.—Rousseau, by Henry Grey Graham.
In prcjmration—'LEopAiiDi, by the Editor. Alfred de Musset, by C. F. Oliphant.

FRANZOS. The Jews of Barnow. Stories by Karl Emil Frax-
zos. Translated by M. W. Macdovvall. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GALT. Annals of the Parish. By John Galt. Fcap. 8vo, 2S.

The Provost. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Sir Andrew Wylie. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

The Entail ; or, The Laird of Grippy. Fcap. 8vo, 2S.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.
Family Prayers. Authorised by the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland. A New Edition, crown 8vo, in large type, 4s. 6d.
Another Edition, crown 8vo, 2s.

Prayers for Social and Family Worship. For the Use of
Soldiers, Sailors, Colonists, and Sojourners in India, and other Persons at
home and abroad, who are dejirived of the ordinary services of a Christian
Ministry. Cheap Edition, is. 6d.

The Scottish Hymnal. Hymns for Public Worship. Pub-
lished for Use in Churches by Authority of the General Assembly. Various
sizes—viz. : i. Large type, for pulpit use, cloth, 3s. 6d. 2. Longpriiner type,
cloth, red edges, is. 6d. ; French morocco, 2s. 6d. ; calf, 6s. 3. Bourgeois
type, cloth, red edges, is. ; French morocco, 2s. 4. Minion type, limp cloth,
6d. ; French morocco, is. 6d. 5. School Edition, in paper cover, 2d. 6. Chil-
dren's Hymnal, paper cover, id. No. 2, bound with the Psalms and Para-
phrases, cloth, 3s. ; French morocco, 4s. 6d. ; calf, 7s. 6d. No. 3, bound w4th
the Psalms and Paraphrases, cloth, 2841; French morocco, 3s.

The Scottish Hymnal, with Music. Selected by the Com-
mittees on Hymns and on Psalmody. The harmonies arranged bv W. H. Monk.
Cloth, IS. 6d. ; French morocco, 3s. 6d. The same in the Tonic Sol-fa Notation,
is. 6d. and 3s. 6d.

The Scottish Hymnal, with Fixed Tune for each Hymn.
Longprimer type, 3s. ed."^

GERARD. Reata: What's in a Name? By E. D. Gerard.
New Edition. In one volume, crown Svo, 6s.

BejTjrar mv Neighbour. A Novel. New Edition, com-
plete in one volume, crown Svo, 6s

GLEIG. The Subaltern. By G. R. GlEIG, M.A., late Chaplain-
General of Her Majesty's Forces. Originally published in ' Blackwood's Maga-
zine.' Library Edition. Revised and Corrected, with a New Preface. Crown
Svo, 7s. 6d.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Translated into English Verse by Sir Theo-
dore Martin. K.C.B. Second Edition, post'svo, 6s. Cheap Edition, fcap.,
3s. 6d.

GOETHE. Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by Professor
Aytoun and Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Third Edition, fcap. Svo, 6s.
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GORDON GUMMING. At Home in Fiji. By C. F. Gordon
CtiMMiNG, Author of ' From tlie Hebrides to the Himalayas.' Fourth Edition,

complete iu one volume post 8vo. With Illustrations imd Map. 7s. 6d.

A Lady's Cruise in a French Man-of-War, New and
Cheaper Edition. In one volume, 8vo. With Illustrations and Map. 12S. 6d.

Fire-Fountains. The Kingdom of Hawaii : Its Volcanoes,
and the History of its Missions. Witli Map and numerous Illustrations. In
two vols. 8vo, 25s.

Granite Crags. With Illustrations. In one volume, post
8vo. [In tht Press.

GRANT. Bush-Life in Queensland. By A. C. Grant. New
Iviition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAMERTON. Wenderholme : A Story of Lancashire and York-
shire Life. By Philip Gu-beht Hamerton,' Author of 'A Painter's Camp.' A
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAMILTON. Lectures on Metaphysics. By Sir William Hamil-
ton, Bart, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh.
Edited by the Rev. II. L. Mansel, B.D , LLC, Dean of St Paul's ; and John
Veitch, M.A., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric, Glasgow. Sixth Edition. 2

vols. 8vo, 24S.

Lectures on Logic. Edited by the Same. Third Edition,
2 vols., 24S.

Discussions on Philoso]ihy and Literature, Education and
University Reform. Third Edition, "Svu, 21s.

Memoir of Sir William Hamilton, Bart., Professor of Logic
and Metaphysics in the University of E<linburgh. By Professor Veitch of the

University of Glasgow. 8vo, with Portrait, i8s.

Sir William Hamilton : The Man and his Philosophy.
Two Lectures Delivered before the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution,

January and February 1S83. By the Same. Crown 8vo, 2s.

HAMILTON. Annals of the Peninsular Campaigns. By Captain
Thomas Hamilton. Edited by F. Hardman. 8vo, j6s. Atlas of Maps to

illustrate the Campaigns, 12s.

HAMLEY. The Operations of War Explained and Illustrated. By
Major- General Sir Edward Bruce Hamlev, K C.M.G. Fourth Edition,

revised throughout. 4to, with numerous Illustrations, 30s.

• Thomas Carlyle : An Essay. Second Edition. Crowm
8vo. 2S. 6d.

The Story of the Campaign of Sehastopol. Written in the
Camp. With Illusti-ations drawn in Camp by the Author. 8vo, 21s.

• On Outposts. Second Edition. 8vo, 2s.

Wellington's Career ; A ililitary and Political Summary.
Crown 8vo, 2s.

. Lady Lee's Widowhood. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

. Our Poor Relations. A Philozoic Es.^av. With Illus-

trations, chiefly by Eniest Griset. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

HAMLEY. Guilty, c^r Not Guilty ? A Tale. By Major-General
W. G. HAMLEV.'late of the Royal Engineers. New Edition. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

The House of Lys : One Book of its History. A Tale.

Second Edition. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 17s.

Tra.seaden Hall. "When George the Third was King."
New and Cheaper Edition, crown Svo, 6s.
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HANDY HORSE-BOOK ; or, Practical Instructions in Riding,
DriviiiK, and llie General Care and Management of Horses. By 'Magenta.'
Ninth Edition, with 6 Engraving's, 4s. 6d.

By the Same.

Our Domesticated Dof^s : their Treatment in reference to Food,
Diseases, Habits. Punishment, Accomplishments. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

HARBORD. Definitions and Diagrams in Astronomy and Navi-
gation. By the Rev. J. B. Harbord, M.A., Assistant Director of Education,
Admiralty, is.

Short Sermons for Ho.spitals and Sick Seamen. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth, 4s. 6d.

HARDMAN. Scenes and Adventures in Central America. Edited
by Frederick Hardman. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HASELL. Bible Partings. By E. J. Hasell. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAY. The Works of the Right Rev. Dr George Hay, Bishop of
Eili ibnrgh. Edited under the Supervision of the Right Rev. Bishop Strain.
Witi Memoir and Portrait or tlie Author. 5 vols, crown 8vo, bound in extra
clotn, £1, IS. Or, sold separately—viz.

:

The Sincere Christian Instructed in the Faith of Christ from the Written Word.
2 vols., 8s.—The Devout Cliristian In.structed in the Law of Christ from the Written
Word. 2 vols.. 8s.—The Pious Christian Instructed in the Nature and Practice of the
Principal E.\-ercises of Piety, i vol

, 4s.

HEATLEY. The Horse-Owner's Safeguard. A Handy IMedical
Guide for every Man who owns a Horse By G. S. Heatley, M.R.C, V.S.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Stock-Owner's Guide. A Handy Medical Treatise for
every Man who owns an Ox or a Cow. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

HEMANS. The Poetical Works of Mrs Hemans. Copyright Edi-
tions.

One Volume, royal Svo, 5s.

The Same, with Illustrations engraved on Steel, bound in cloth, gilt edges,
7s. 6d.

Six Volumes in Three, fcap., 12s. 6d.

Select Poems of Mrs Hemans. Fcap., cloth, gilt edges, 3s.

HOLE. A Book about Roses : How to Grow and Show Them. Bv
the Rev. Canon Hole. With coloured Frontispiece by the Hon. Mrs Franckliu.
Seventh Edition, revised. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

HOME PRAYERS. By Mini.sters of the Church of Scotland and
Members of the Church Service Society. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3s.

HOMER. The Odyssey. Translated into English Verse in the
Spenserian Stanza. By Philip Stanhope Worsley. Third Edition, 2 vols,
fcap., I2S.

The Iliad. Translated by P. S. Worsley and Professor
Conington. 2 vols, crown Svo, 21s.

HOSACK. Mary Queen of Scots and Her Accusers. Containing a
Variety of Documents never before puVdished. By John Hosack, Barrister-
at-Law. A New and Enlarged Edition, with a Photograph from the Bust on
the Tomb in Westminster Abbey. 2 vols. Svo, £1, is.

INDEX GEOGRAPHICUS : Being a Li.^t, alphabetical! v arranged,
of thp Principiil Pia<'es on tlie OIol,,., witli tlic Countries and Subdivisions of
the Countries in which they arc situat.-il, aii.l their Latitudes and Longitudes.
Aiiplicable to all Modern Atlases and Maps. Imperial Svo, pp. 676, 21s.

JA^IIESON. The Laird's Secret. By J. H. Jamieson. 2 vols.
crown Svo, 17s.
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JEAN JAMBON. Our Trip to Blunderland ; or, Grand Excursion
to Bluinlertown and Back. By J ran Jambon. With Sixty Illustiations

lU'siu'iied by Charles Doyle, engraved by Dalziel. Foiuth Thousand.
Hanilsoinely bound in cloth, gilt edges, 6s. 6d. Cheap Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d.

In lioards, 2S. 6d.

JOHNSON. The Scots Musical Mnsonin. Consisting' of upwards
of Six Hundml Sony's, witli jtoikt Bassrs h^i th.- l'i,.i..ir, 1,1,

.
Ori-hially pub-

lishLMl bv James Johnson : and now a. ,ni,ip,,iii.Ml «iil, r.,pi,,u> Notes and
Illustrations of the Lyric Poetry and Musir ,,t ^S.otlall.l, by tin- late William
Sten house; with additional Notes and Illustrations, by Daviu Laino and
C. IC. Sharpe. 4 vols. 8vo, Roxburghe binding, £,-i, 12s. 6d.

JOHNSTON. The Chemistry of Common Life. By Professor

J. F. W. Johnston. New Edition, Revised, and brought down to date. By
Arthur Hkrbert Church, M.A. Oxon. ; Author of 'Food: its Sources,

Constituents, and Uses; ' 'The Laboratory Guide for Agricultural Students ;'

•Plain Words about Water,' &c Illustrated with Maps and 102 Engravings

on Wood. Complete in one volume, crown 8vo, pp. 618, 7.S. 6d.

Elements of A^'ricultural Chemistry and Geology. Tliir-

teenth Edition, Revised, and brought down 'to date. By Charles A.

Cameron, M. D , F.R.C.S.I., &e. Fcap. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. An
entirely New Edition, revised «nd enlarged, by Charles A. Cameron, M.D.,

F K.C.S. I. , &.C. Eighty-first Thousand, with numerou.-< Illustrations, is.

JOHNSTON. Patrick Hamilton : a Tragedy of the Reformation
in Sitotland, 1528. By J. P. Johnston. Crown Svo, with Two Etchings by
the Author, 5s.

KEITH ELPHINSTONE. Memoir of the Honourable George
Keith Elphinstone, K.B.. Viscount Keith of Stonehaven Marischal, Admiral
of the Red.—See Alkx.^nder Allardvce, at page 4.

KING. The Metamorphoses of Ovid. Translated in English Blank
Verse. By Henrv King, M.A, Fellow of Wadliani College, Oxford, and of

the Inner Temple, Bariister-at-Law. Crown Svo, los. 6d.

KINGLAKE. History of the Invasion of the Crimea. By A. W.
Kinglake. Cabinet Edition. Seven Volumes, crown Svo, at 6s. each. The
Volumes respectively contain :—

I. The Origin of the War between the Czar and the Sultan.

II. Russia Met and Invaded. With 4 Maps and Plans.

Ill The Battle of the Alma With 14 Mai^s and Plans.

IV. Sebastopol at Bay. With 10 Mai)s and Plans.
V. The Battle of Balaclava. With 10 Maps and Plans.

VI. The Battle of Inkerman. With 11 Maps and Plans.

Vll. Winter Troubles. With Map.

History of the Invasion of the Crimea. Vol. VI. Winter
Troubles. Demy Svo, with a Map, 16s

Eothen. A New Edition, uniform with the Cabinet Edition
of the ' History of the Crimean War,' price 6s.

KNOLLYS. The Elements of Field-Artillcry. Designed for the
Use of Infantry and Cavalry Officers. By Henrv Knollvs, Captain Royal
Artillery; .Author of 'From Sedan to Saarbrliik,' Editor of ' Incidents in the
Sepoy War," &c. With Engravings. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

LAVERGNE. The Rural Economv of England, Scotland, and Ire-

land. By Leonce de Lavergne. Translated from tlie French. With Notes
by a Scottish Farmer. Svo, 12s.

LEE. Lectures on the History of the Church of Scotland, from the
Reformation to the Revolution Settlement. By the late Very Rev. John Lee,
D.b , LL.D., Principal of the University of Edinburgh. With Notes and .\p-

pendices from the Author's Papers. Edited by the Rev. William Lee, D.D.
2 vols. Svo, 21S.
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LEE-HAMILTON. Poems and Transcripts. By Eugene Lee-
Hamilton. Crown 8vo, 6s.

LEES. A Handbook of Sheriff Court Styles. By J. M. Lees
M.A., LL.B., Advocate, Sheriff- Substitute of Lanarkshire. 8vo, 16s.

LEWES. The Physiology of Common Life. By George H.
Lewes, Author of ' Sea-side Studies,' &c. Illustrated with numerous Engrav-
ings. 2 vols., I2S.

LINDAU. The Philosopher's Pendulum and other Stories. By
Eddolph Lindau. In one volume, ciown 8vo. \In the Press.

LOCKHART. Doubles and Quits. By Laurence W. M. Lock-
hart. With Twelve Illustrations. TliirJ Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

Fair to See : a Novel. Seventh Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

Mine is Thine : a Novel. Seventh Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

LOEIMER. The Institutes of Law : A Treatise of the Principles
of Jurisprudence as determined by Nature. By James Lorimer, Regius
Professor of Public Law and of the Law of Nature and Nations in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. New Edition, revised throughout, and much enlarged.
Svo, i8s.

The Institutes of the Law of Nations. A Treati.«e of the
Jural Relation of Separate Political Communities. In 2 vols. Svo. Volume I.,

jirice 16s. Volume II. in preparation.

MACDOWALL. The Jews of Barnow. See Franzos, at page 10.

M'COMBIE. Cattle and Cattle-Breeders. By William M'Cohbie,
Tillyfour. A New and Cheaper Edition, 2s. 6d., cloth.

MACRAE. A Handbook of Deer -Stalking. By Alexander
Macrae, late Forester to Lord Henry Bentinck. With Intrcdui tion by
Horatio Ross, Esq. Fcap. Svo, with two Photographs from Life. 3s. 6d.

M'CRIE. Works of the Rev. Thomas M'Crie, D.D. Uniform Edi-
tion. Four vols, crown Svo, 24s.

Life of John Knox. Containing Illustrations of the His-
tory of the Reformation in Scotland. Crown Svo, 6s. Another Edition, 3s. 6d.

Life of Andrew Melville. Containing Illustrations of the
Ecclesiastical and Literary History of Scotland in the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries. Crown Svo, 6s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Italy in the Sixteenth Century. Crown Svo, 4s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Spain in the Sixteenth Century. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Sermons, and Review of the 'Tales of My Landlord.' Crown
Svo, 6s.

Lectures on the Book of Esther. Fcap. Svo, 5s.

M'INTOSH. The Book of the Garden. By Charles M'Intosh,
formerly Curator of the Royal Gardens ol hi.- M ijesty the King of the Belgians,
and lately of those of his Grace the Duke of Bucchnuli, KG, at Dalkeith Pal-
ace. Two large vols, royal Svo, embellished with 1350 Engravings. ^£4, 7s. 6d.

Vol. I. On the Formation of Gardens and Construction of Garden Edifices. 776
]iages, and 1073 Engravings, £2, los.

Vol. II. Practical Gardening. 868 jtages, and 279 Engravings, £1, 17s. 6d.
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MACKAY. A Manual of Modern Geo^'iaphy ; ]\Iathematical, Phys-
ical, and Politiral. By tlie Rev. Alexander Mackav, LL D , P.R.G.S. New
ami Gix'atly Improved Edition. Crown 8vo, pp. 688. 7s. 6d.

Elements of Modern Geography. 49th Thousand, revised
to tlie i>resent time. Crown Svo, pp. 300, 3.S.

The Intermediate Geogra])hy. Intended as an Interme-
diate Book between the Author's ' Outlines of Geo.qi'aphy,' and ' Elements of
Geography.' Ninth Edition, crown Svo, i)p. 224, as.

Outlines of Modern Geography. 154th Thousand, re-
vised to the present time. i8mo, jip. 112, is.

First Steps in Geography. 82d Thou.saiid. i8mo, jip.

56. Sewed, 4d. ; cloth, 6d.

Elements of Physiography and Physical Geography.
With Express Reference to the Instructions recently issued by the Science and
Art Deiiartment. 25th Thousand. Crown Svo, is. 6d.

Facts and Dates ; or, the Leading Events in Sacred and
Profane History, and the Principal Facts in the various Physical Sciences.
Tlie Memory being aided tliroughout by a Siir.ple and Natural Method. For
Schools and Private Reference. New Edition, thoroughly Revised. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6d.

MACKENZIE. Studies in Roman Law. With Comparative Views
of the Laws of France, England, and Scotland Bt Lord Mackenzie, one of
the Jud,t;es of the Court of Session in Scotland. " Fifth Edition, Edited by
John Kikkpatuick, Esq., M.A. CauUib. ; Dr Jur. Heidelb. ; LL.B., Edin.

;

Advocate. Svo, 12s.

MANNERS. Notes of an Irish Tour in 1S46. By Lord John
.Manners, M.P., G.C.B. New Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Impres.sions of Bad-Homhurg. Comprising a Short Ac-
count of the Women's Associations of Germany under the Red Cross. By
Lady John Manners. Crown Svo, is. 6d.

MARMORNE. The Story is told by Adolphus Segrave, the
youngest of three Brothers. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

MARSHALL. French Home Life. By Frederic Marshall,
Second Edition. 5s.

MARSHMAN. History of India. From the Earlie.^t Period to the
Close of the India Company's Goveninieiit ; with an Epitome of Subsequent
Events. By John Clark Marshman, C.S.I. Abridged from the Author's
larger work. Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo, with Map, 6s. 6d.

MARTIN. Goethe's Faust. Translated by Sir Theodore Martin,
K. C. B. Second Edition, crown Svo, 6s. Cheap Edition, 3s. 6d.

The Works of Horace. Translated into English Verse,
with Life and Notes. In 2 vols, crown Svo, printed on hand-made paper, 213.

Poems and Ballads of Heinrich Heine. Done into Eng-
lish Verse. Second Edition. Printed on jxijner verge, crown Svo, 8s.

Catullus. With Life and Notes. Second Edition, post Svo,
7S. 6d.

The Vita Nuova of Dante. AVith an Introduction and
Notes. Second Edition, crown Svn, 5s.

Aladdin : A Dramatic Poem. By Adam Oehlenschlae-
(lER. Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Correggio : A Tragedy. By Oehlenschlaeger. With
Notes. Fcaji. Svo, 3s.

King Rene's Daughter : A Danish Lyrical Drama. By
Uenrik Hertz. Second Edition, fcap., 2s. 6d.
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MEIKLEJOHN. An Old Educational Reformer—Dr Bell. By
J. M. D. Meiklejohn, M.A., Professor of the Theory, History, and Practice

of Education in the University of St Andrews. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MICHEL. A Critical Inquiry into tlie Scottish Language. With.
the view of Illustrating the Rise and Proj,'ress of Civilisation in Scotland. By
Francisque-Michel, F.S..\. Lond. and Scot., Correspondant de I'lnstitntde

France, &e. In One handsome Quarto Volume, printed on hand-made paper,

and appropriately bound in Roxburghe style. Price 66s.

MICHIE. The Larch : Being a Practical Treatise on its Culture
and General Management. By Christopher Young Michie, Forester, Cullen
House. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

MINTO. A Manual of English Prose Literature, Biographical
and Critical : designed mainly to show Characteristics of Style. By W. JIinto,

M.A., Professor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen. Second Edition,

revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Characteristics of English Poets, from Chaucer to Shirley.
Crown 8vo, 9s.

MITCHELL. Biographies of Eminent Soldiers of the last Four
Centuries. By Major-General John Mitchell, Author of 'Life of Wallenstein.'
With a Memoir of the Author. 8vo, qs.

MOIR. Poetical Works of D. M. Moir (Delta). With Memoir by
Thomas Aird, and Portrait. Second Edition, 2 vols. fcap. Svo, 12s.

Domestic Verses. New Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

Lectures on the Poetical Literature of the Past Half-Cen-
tury. Third Edition, fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Life of Mansie Wauch, Tailor in Dalkeith. With 8
Illustrations on Steel, by the late George Cruikshakk. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Another Edition, fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

MOMERIE. Defects of Modern Christianity, and other Sermons.
By the Rev. A. W. Momerie, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics
in King's College, London. Crown Svo, 5s.

The Basis of Religion, Being an Examination of Natural
Religion. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Ori'dn of Evil and other Sermons. Third Edition,
crown Svo.

MONTAGUE. Campaigning in South Africa. Reminiscences of
an Officer in 1879. By Caiitain W. E. Montague, 94th Regiment, Author of
' Claude Meadowleigh,' &c. Svo, los. 6d.

MONTALEMBERT. Count de Montalemhert's History of the
Monks of the West. From St Benedict to St Bernard. Translated by Mrs
Oliphant. 7 vols. Svo, £3, 17S. 6d.

Memoir of Count de Montalembert. A Chapter of Re-
cent French History. By Mrs Oliphant, Author of the 'Life of Edward
Irving,' «&c. 2 vols, crown Svo, £1, 4s.

MORE THAN KIN. By M. P. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

MURDOCH. Manual of the Law of Insolvency and Bankruptcy :

Com|>rL'hcn.liug a Summary of the Law of Insolvency, Notour Bankruptcy,
Conipn.sitiiiii -((intracts, Trust-deeds, Cessios, and Sequestrations; and the
Winding-u]) of Joint-Stock Companies in Scotland; with Annotations on the
variou.s Insolvency and Bankruptcy Statutes ; and with Forms of Procedure
apiilicable to these Subjects. By James Murdoch, Member of the Faculty of
Prcicurators in Glasgow. Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, Svo, £1.

MY TRIVIAL LIFE AND MISFORTUNE: A Gossip with
no Plot in P.T,rticular. By A Plain Woman. New Edition, in one volume,
crown Svo, Os.
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NEAVES. A Glance at some of the Principles of Comparative
Pliilolosy. As illustrated in the Latin and Anglican Forms of Siieech. By
the Hon. Lord Nk.wes. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Songs and Verses, Social and Scientific. By an Old Con-
tributor to 'Maga.' Fifth Edition, fcaji. 8vo, 4s.

The Greek Anthology. Being VoL XX. of 'Ancient Clas-
sics for Knglisli Rt'aikTs.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

NICHOLSON. A Manual of Zoology, for the Use of Students.
With a General Introduction on the Principles of ZooIol-j'. By Hknry Al-
i.EYNE Nicholson, il.D., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S , Kegius Professor of Natural
Histiiry in the University of Aberdeen. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged.

Crown 8vo, pp. 816, with 394 Engravings on Wood, 14s.

Text-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Schools. Third Edi-
tion, enlarged. Crown Svo, with 188 Engravings on Wood, 6s.

Introductory Te.\t-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Junior
CUi.sses. Fifth Edition, revised and enlarged, with 156 Engravings, 3s.

Outlines of Natural History, for Beginners ; being Descrip-
tions ot a Pi-ogressive Series of Zoological Types. Third Edition, with
Engravings, is. 6d.

A Manual of Palaeontology, for the Use of Students.
With a General Introduction on the Principles of P;tlajontolog>'. Second
Edition. Revised and greatly enlarged. 2 vols. Svo, with 722 Engravings,
£,1, 2S.

The Ancient Life-History of the Earth. An Outline of the
Princiiiles and Leading Facts of Palieontological Science. Crown Svo, with
iiuiiifrous Engravings, los. 6d.

On the "Tabulate Corals" of the Palaeozoic Period, with
Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species. Illustrated with 15 Lithograph
Plates and numerous Engravings. Super-royal Svo, 21s.

On the Structure and Affinities of the Genus Monticulipora
and its Sub-Genera, with Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species. Illus-

trated with numerous Engravings on wood and lithographed Plates. Super-
royal Svo, 18s.

Synopsis of the Classification of the Animal Kingdom.
In one volume Svo, with 106 Illustrations, 6s.

NICHOLSON. Communion with Heaven, and other Sermons.
By the late Maxwell Nicholsson, D.D., Minister of St Stejihen's, Edinburgh-
Crown Svo, 5s. 6d.

Rest in Jesus. Sixth Edition. Fcap. Svo, 4s. 6d.

OLIPHANT. The Land of Gilead. With Excursions in the
Lfbanon. By Laiukxif. Oi.iimia.nt, Author of 'Lord Elgin's Mission to
China and Jai«an,' &c. With Illustrations and Maps. Demy Svo, 21s.

The Land of Khemi. Post Svo, with Illustrations, los. 6d.

Altiora Peto. With Illustrations. 2 vols, post Svo, 21s.

Traits and Travesties ; Social and Political. Post Svo,
los. 6d.

Piccadilly: A Fragment of Contemporarv Biography. With
Eight Illustrations by Riclmrd Doyle. Fifth Edition, 4s. 6d. Cheap Edition,
in paper cover, 2s. 6d.

OLIPHANT. The Ladies Lindores. Bv Mrs Oliphant. 3 vol.^.,

25s. 6.1.— The Story of Valentine ; and his Brother. 5s., cloth.

Katie Stewart. 2s. 6d.

Salem Chai)el. 2S. 6d., cloth.

The Perpetual Curate. 2s. 6d., cloth.
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OLIPHANT. Miss Marjoribanks. 2S. 6cl., cloth.

The Rector, and the Doctor's Famil}'. is. 6il., cloth.

John : A Love Story. 2S. 6cl., cloth.

OSBORN. Narratives of Voyage and Adventui-e. By Admiral
Sherard Osborn, C.B. 3 vols, crown 8vo, 12s.

OSSIAN. The Poems of Ossian in the Original Gaelic. With a
Literal Translation into English, and a Dissertation on the Authenticity of the

Poems. By the Rev. Archibald Clerk. 2 vols, imperial 8vo, £1, iis. 6d.

OSWALD. By Fell and Fjord ; or, Scenes and Studies in Iceland.
By E. J. Oswald. Post 8vo, with Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

PAGE. Introductory Te.vt-Book of Geology. By David Page,
LL.D.. Professor of Geology in the Durham University of Physical Science,
Newcastle. With Engravings on Wood and Glossarial Index. Eleventh
Edition, 2s. 6d.

Advanced Text-Book of Geology, Descriptive and Indus-
trial. With Engravings, and Glossary of Scientific Terms. Sixth Edition, re-

vised and enlarged, 7s. 6d.

Geology for General Readers. A Series of Popular Sketches
in Geology and Palaeontology. Third Edition, enlarged, 6s.

Chips and Chapters. A Book for Amateurs and Young
Geologists, ss.

Economic Geology ; or, Geology in its relation to the Arts
and Manufactures. With Engravings, and Coloured Map of the British Islands.

Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geography. With
Sketch-Maps and Illustrations. Edited by Charles Lapworth. F.G.S., &c.,

Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the Mason Science College, Birming-
ham, nth Edition. 2s. 6d.

Advanced Text-Book of Physical Geography. Third Edi-
tion, Revised and Enlarged. By Professor Lapworth. With Engravings. 5s.

PAGET. Paradoxes and Puzzles : Historical, Judicial, and Literary.
Now for the first time published in Collected Form. By John Paget, Barris-

ter-at-Law. 8vo, 12s.

PATON. Spindrift. By Sir J. Noel Baton. Fcap., cloth, 5s.

Poems by a Painter. Fcap., cloth, 5s.

PATTERSON. Essays in History and Art. By R. Hogarth
Patterson. 8vo, 12s.

The New Golden Age, and Influence of the Precious IMetal.s

upon the World. 2 vols, fivo, 31s. 6d.

PAUL. History of the Royal Company of Archers, the Queen's
Body-Guard'for Scotlamd. By James Balfour Paul, Advocate of the Scottish

Bar. Crown 4to, with Portraits and other Illustrations. £2, 2s.

PAUL. Analysis and Critical Interpretation of the Hebrew Text of
the Book of Genesis. Pre('e<led by a Hebrew Grammar, and Dissertations on
the Genuineness of the Pentatetich, and on the Structure of the Hebrew Lan-
guage. By the Rev. William Paul, A.M. Svo, i8s.

PETTIGREW. The Handy Book of Bees, and their Profitable
Management. By A. Pettiorkw. Fourth Edition, Enlarged, with Engrav-
ings. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

PHILLIMORE. Uncle Z. By Greville Phillimore, Rector of
Henley-on-Th«mes. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Only a Black Box ; Or, A Passage in the Life of a Curate.
Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.
Companion Series to Ancient and Foreign Classics for Knglisli Readers.
Edited by William Knight, LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy, Uni-
versity of !St Andrews. In crown 8vo volumes, with portraits, price 3s. 6d.

1. Descartks. By Professor Mahaffy, Duhlin.
2. Butler. By the Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A., Honorary Canon of Peterborough.
3. Berkeley. By Professor A. Campbell Frascr, Edinburgh.
4. FicHTE. By Professor Adanison, Owens College, Manchester.
5. Kant. By William Wallace, M.A., LL.U., Merton College, Oxford.
I). Hamilton. By Professor Veitcli, Glasi.'Ow.

7. Heoel. By Professor Edward Caird, Glasgow.

POLLOK. The Course of Time : A Poem. By Robert Pollok,
A.M. Small fcap. 8vo, cloth gilt. 2s. 6d. The Cottage Edition, sanio, sewed,
8d. The Same, cloth, gilt edges, IS. 6d. Another Edition, with Illustrations

by Birket Foster and otliers, fcap., gilt cloth, 3s. 6d., or with edges gilt, 4s.

PORT ROYAL LOGIC. Translated from the French : with Intro-
duction, Notes, and .\pi>endi.K. By Thou as Spencer Baynes, LL.D., Pro-
fessor in the University of St Andrews. Eighth Edition, i2nio, 4s,

POST-MORTEM. Third Edition, is.

By the same Author.

The Aiitohiography of Thomas Allen. 3 vols, post 8vo,
25s. 6d.

POTTS AND DARNELL. Aditus Faciliores : An easy Latin Con-
struing Book, with Coni])lete Vocabulary. By A. W. Potts, M.A., LL.D.,
Head-Master of the Fettes College, Edinburgh, and sunictimc Fellow of St
John's College, Cambridge; and the Rev. C. Darnell, M.A., Iliad-M:ister of

CargiHield Prejiaratory School, Edinburgh, and late Scholar of Pembroke and
Downing Colleges, Cambridge. Eighth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Aditus Faciliores Graeci. An easy Greek Construing Book,
with Complete Vocabulary. Third Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s.

PRINGLE. The Live-Stock of the Farm. By Robert 0. Pringle.
Third Edition, crown 8vo. [/;i the Press.

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND,
from 1707 to 1847, "''til Chronological Table and Index. 3 vols, large 8vo,

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND,
COLLECTION OF. Published Annually with General Index.

RAMSAY. Rough Recollections of Military Service and Society.
By Lieut.-Col. Balcakres D. Wahdlaw Ramsay. Two vols, post Svo, 21s.'

REID. A Handy Manual of German Literature. By M. F. Reid.
For Schools, Civil Service Competitions, and University Local Examinations.
Fcap. Svo, 3s.

RIMMER. The Early Homes of Prince Albert. By Alfred
RiMMER. Author of ' Our Old Country Towns," &c. Beautifully Illustrated
with Tinted Plates and numerous Eugravings on Wood. One volume Svo, 21s.

ROBERTSON. Orellana, and other Poems. By J. LoGiE Robert-
son. Fcap. Svo. Printed on hand-made paper. 6s.

Our Holiday Among the Hills. By James and Janet
LociE Robertson. Fcap. Svo, ^s. 6d.

ROSCOE. Rambles with a Fishing-rod. By E. S. Roscoe. Crown
8vo, 3s lid.

ROSSLYN. Sonnets. By the Earl of Rosslyn. Crown Svo, 53.

RUSSELL. The Haigs of Bemersyde. A Family History. By
John Rissell. Large octavo, ^Yith Illustrations. 2is.
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RUSTOVV. The War for the Rhine Frontier, 1870: Its Political
and Military History. By Col. W. Rdstow. Tianslatcd from the German,
by John Layland Neediiasi, Lieutenant R.M. Artillery. 3 vols. 8vo, with
Maps and Plans, £1, iis. 6d.

SANDERS. Matthew Dale, Farmer. By Mrs Sanders (A. L. 0. S.)
2 vols, post 8vo, 17S.

SCHETKY. Ninety Years of Work and Play. Sketches from the
Public and Private Career of John Christian Schetky, late Marine Painter in
Ordinary to the Queen.' By his Daughter. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d

SCOTCH LOCH FISHING. By "Black Palmer." Crown 8vo,
interleaved with blank pages, 4s.

SELLAR. Manual of the Education Acts for Scotland. By
Alexander Craio Sella r, Advocate. Seventh Edition, greatly enlarged,
and revised to the present time. Svo, 15s.

SELLER AND STEPHENS. Physiology at the Farm ; in Aid of
Rearing and Feeding the Live Stock. By William Seller, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, formerly Lecturer on
Materia Medica and Dietetics ; and Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E., Author of ' The
Book of the Farm,' &c. Post Svo, with Engravings, i6s.

SETON. Memoir of Alexander Seton, Earl of Dunfermline, Seventh
President of the Court of Session, and Lord Chancellor of Scotland. By
George Seton, M.A. O.xon. ; Author of the ' Law and Practice of Heraldry iu
Scotland,' &c. Crown 4to, 21s.

SHADWELL. The Life of Colin Campbell, Lord Clyde. Illus-
trated by Extracts from his Diary and Correspondence. By Lieutenaut-
General Shadwell, C.B. 2 vols. Svo. With Portrait, Maps, and Plans.
36s.

SIM. Margaret Sim's Cookery. With an Introduction Ly L. B.
Walford, Author of ' Mr Smith : A Part of His Life,' &c. Crown Svo, 5s.

SIME. King Capital. By William Sime. 2 vols, post Svo, 17s.

SIMPSON. Dogs of other Days: Nelson and Puck. By Eve
Blantvre Simpson. Fcap. Svo, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

SMITH. The Pastor as Preacher; or. Preaching in connection
with Work in the Parish and the Study; being Lectures delivered at the
Universities of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Glasgow. By Henry Wallis
Smith, D.D., Minister of Kirknewton and East Calder ; one of the Lecturers
on Pastoral Theology appointed by the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland. Crown Svo, 5s.

SMITH. Italian Irrigation : A Report on the Agriciiltural Canals
of Piedmont and Lombanly, addicsscd to the Hon. the Directors of the East
India Company ; with an A|iik-ii(Ux, containing a Sketch of the Irrigation Sys-
tem of Northern and Central India. By Lieut.-Col. R. Baird Smith, F.G S.,

Captain, Bengal Engineers. Second Edition. 2 vols. Svo, with Atlas in folio,

SMITH. Thorndale ; or, The Conflict of Opinions. By William
Smith, Author of 'A Discoui'se on Ethics," &c. A New Edition. Crown
Svo. los. 6d.

Gravenhurst ; or, Thoughts on Good and Evil. Second
Edition, with Memoir of the Author. Crown Svo, 8s.

A Discourse on Ethics of the.School of Paley. Svo, 4s.

Dramas, i. Sir William Crichton. 2. Athelwold. 3.
Guidone. 24mo, boards, 3s

SMITH. Greek Testament Les.sons for Schools and Families, con-
sisting chiefly of the Sermon on the Mount and the Parables of our Lord. With
Notes and Essays. By J. Hunter Smith, M.A., First Assistant Master at
King Edward's School, Birmingham. Crown Svo. [In the Press.
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SOUTHEY. The Birthday, and other Poems. Second Edition, 5s.

Chapters on Churchyards. Fcap., 2s. 6d.

SPEKE. What led to the Discovery of the Nile Source. By John
Hanning Speke, Captain II. M. Indian Army. 8vo, with Maps, Ac, 148.

Journal of the Di.scovery of tlie Source of the Nile. By
J. H. Speke, Captain H.M. Indian Army. Witli a Map of Kistern Idinatorial

Africa by Captain Spekk ; numerous illustrations, cliictlv fVoui Drawings by
Captain Grant ; and Portraits, engraved on Steel, of Captain.s Speke and
Grant. 8vo, 21s.

SPROTT. The Worship and Offices of the Church of Scotland
;

or, the Celebration of Public Worsliii), the Administration of the Sacraments,
and other Divine Offlce.s, according to the Order of tlie Church of Scotland.
liy Geohoe W. Sprott, D.D., Minister of North Berwick. Crown 8vo, 6s.

STARFORTH. ViUa Residences and Farm Architecture : A Series
of Designs. By John Starforth, Architect. 102 Engravings. Second Edi-
tion, medium 4to, ;{;2, 17s. 6d.

STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF SCOTLAND. Complete, with
Index, IS vols. 8vo, ;£i6, i6s.

Each County sold separately, with Title, Index, and Map, neatly bound in cloth,

forming a very valuable Manual to the Landowner, tlie Tenant, the Manufac-
turer, the Naturalist, the Tourist, &c.

STEPHENS. The Book of the Farm ; detailing the Labours of the
Fanner, Farm-Steward, Ploughman, Shepherd, Hedger, Farm-Labourer, Field-

Worker, and Cattleman. By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E. Illustnitid with
Portraits of .\ninials painted from the life; and with 557 Engr;niii.:s on Wend,
representing the principal Field Operations, Implements, and Animals ti.atid

of in the Work. A New and Revised Edition, the third, in great part Re-
written. 2 vols, large 8vo, £,z, los.

The Book of Farm-Buildings ; their Arrangement and
Construction. By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E., Author of 'The Book of the
Farm;' and Robert Scott Burn. Illustrated with 1045 Plates and En-
gravings. Large 8vo, uniform with 'The Book of the Farm,' &c. £\, us. 6d.

The Book of Farm Implements and Machines. By J.
Slight and R. Scott Burn, Engineers. Edited by Henry Stephens. Large
8vo, uniform with 'The Book of the Farm,' ^2, 2.s.

Catechism of Practical Agriculture. With Engravings, is.

STEWART. Advice to Purchasers of Horses. By John Stewart,
V.S. Author of 'Stable Economy." 2s. 6d.

Stable Economy. A Treatise on the Management of
Horses in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering, and Working.
Seventh Edition, fcap. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

STIRLING. Missing Proofs : a Pembrokeshire Tale. By M. C-
Stirling, Author of 'The Grahams of Invermoy.' 2 vols, crown 8vo, 17s.

The Minister's Son ; or. Home with Honours. 3 vols.
post 8vo, 25s. 6d.

STORMONTH. Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the
English Language. Including a very Cojiious Selection of Scientific Terms.
For Use in S(;hools and Colleges, and as a Book of General Reference. By the
Rev. JAMF.S Stormonth. The Proiiumiation carefully Revised by the Rev.
P. H. PuELP, M.A. Cantab. Seventh Edition, Revised throughout, contain-
ing many words not to be found in any other Dictionary. Crown 8vo, pp.
800. 7s. 6d.

The Library Edition of Dictionary of the English Language,
Pronouncing, Etyinnlogical, and Explanatory, embracing Scientific and other
Terms, Nnmerous Familiar Terms, and a Copious Selection of Old English
Words. To which are appended Lists of Scripture and other Proi)er Names,
.Vbbreviations, and Foreign Words and Phrases. In course of Publication.
To be completed in Twelve Monthly Parts, at 23. each.
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STORMONTH. The School Etymological Dictionary and Word-
Book. Combining the advantages of an ordinary pronouncing School Dic-
tionary and an Etymological Spelling-book. Fcap. 8vo, pp. 254. 2s.

STORY. Graffiti D' Italia. By W. W. Story, Author of ' Roba di
Roma." Second Edition, fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Nero ; A Historical Play. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Vallombrosa. Post 8vo, 5s.

STRICKLAND. Lives of the Queens of Scotland, and English
Princesses connected with the Regal Succession of Great Britain. By Agnes
Strickland. With Portraits anil Historical Vignettes. 8 vols, post 8vo,

A, 4S-

STURGIS. John - a - Dreams. A Tale. By Julian Sturgis.
New Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Little Comedies, Old and New. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Dick's Wandering. 3 vols., post Svo, 25s. 6d.

SUTHERLAND. Handbook of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine
Flowers, for general Gaiden Decoration. Containing Descriptions, in Plain
Language, of upwards of 1000 Species of Ornamental Hardy Perennial and
Alpine Plants, adapted to all classes of Flower-Gardens, Rockwork, and
Waters ; along with Concise and Plain Instructions for their Propagation and
Culture. By William Sotherland, Gardener to the Earl of Minto ; formerly
Manager of the Herbaceous Department at Kew. Cro-\vn Svo, 7s. 6d.

TAYLOR. Destruction and Reconstruction : Personal Experi-
ences of the Late War in the United States. By Richard Taylor, Lieutenant-
General in the Confederate Army. Svo, los. 6d.

TAYLOR. The Story of My Life. By the late Colonel Meadows
Taylor, Author of 'The Confessions of a Thug,' &c. &e. Edited by his
Daughter. New and cheaper Edition, being the Foivrth. Crown Svo, 6s.

THOLUCK. Hours of Christian Devotion, Translated from the
German of A. Tholuck, D. D., Professor of Theology in the University of Halle.
By the Rev. Robert Menzies, D. D. With a Preface written for this Transla-
tion by the Author. Second Edition, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

THOMSON. Handy Book of the Flower-Garden : being Practical
Directions for the Propagation, Culture, and Arrangement of Plants in Flower-
Gardens all the year round. Embracing all classes of Gardens, from the largest

to the smallest. With Engraved and Coloured Plans, illustrative of the various
systems of Grouping in Beds and Borders. By David Thomson, Gardener to
his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., at Drumlanrig. Third Edition, crown
Svo, 7S. 6d.

The Handy Book of Fruit-Culture under Glass : being a
series of Elaborate Practical Treatises on the Cultivation and Forcing of Pines,
Vines, Peaches, Figs, Jlelons, Strawberries, and Cucumbers. With Engravings
of Hothouses, &c., most suitable for the Cultivation and Forcing of these
Fruits. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, with Engravings, 7s. 6d.

THOMSON. A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape-
vine. By William Thomson, Tweed Vineyards. Ninth Edition, Svo, 5s.

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG. A New Edition, with Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, 5s. Cheap Edition, 2s.

TRAILL. Recaptured Rhymes. Being a Batch of Political and
other Fugitives arrested and brought to Book. By H. D. Traill. Crown
Svo, 5s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. Published annually, price 5s.



WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS.

TflOLLOPE. An Autobiography. By Anthony Trollope. With
Portrait. 2 vols, post Svo.

The Fixed Period. 2 vols. fcap. Svo, 12s.

TULLOCH. Rational Theology and Christian Pliilosophy in Eng-
land in the Seventeenth Century. By John Tulloch, D.D., Piinciiml of St
Mary's College in the University of St Andrews ; and one of her Majesty's
Chaplains in Ordinary iu Scotland. Second Edition. 2 vols. Svo, 28s.

The Christian Doctrine of Sin ; being the Croall Lecture
for 1876. Crown Svo, 6s.

Theism. The Witness of Reason and Nature to an All-
Wise and Beneficent Creator. Svo, los. 6d.

Luther and other Leaders of the Reformation. Crown Svo.
[In the JTess.

TYTLER. The Wonder-Seeker; or, The History of Charles Douglas.
By M. Eraser Tvtler, Author of 'Tales of the Great and Brave," &c. A New
Edition. Fcap., ^s. 6d.

VIRGIL. The xEneid of Virgil. Translated in English Blank
Verse by G. K. Rickard.s, M.A., and Lord Ravensworth. 2 vols. fcap. Svo,

WALFORD. Mr Smith : A Part of his Life. By L. B. Walford.
Cheap Edition, 3s. 6d.

Pauline. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

Cousins. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

Troublesome Daughters. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

Dick Netherby. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

WARREN'S (SAMUEL) WORKS. People's Edition, 4 vols, crown
Svo, cloth, 18s. Or separately :

—

Diary of a Late Physician. 3s. 6d. Illustrated, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Ten Thousand A-Year. 5s.

Now and Then. The Lily and the Bee. Intellectual and Moral
Development of the Present Age. 4s. 6d.

Essays : Critical, Imaginative, and Juridical. 5s.

WARREN. The Five Books of the Psalms. With JIarginal
Notes. By Rev. Samuel L. Warren, Rector of Esher, Surrey ; late Fellow,
Dean, andDivinity Lecturer, Wadhani College, Oxford. Crown Svo, 6s.

WATSON. Christ's Authority ; and other Sermons. By the late
Arciiib.vld Watson, D.D., Minister of the Parish of Dundee, and one of
Her Majesty's Chaidains for Scotland. With Introduction by the Very
I{ev. Principal Caird, Glasgow. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

WELLINGTON. Wellington Prize Essays on "the System of Field
Mano-uvres best adapted lor enabling our Troops to meet a Continental Army, j

Edited by Major-Geueral Sir Ei>wari) Buvce Ha.mlev, K.C.M.G. Svo, 12s. 6d

WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY. Minutes of the We.stminster A.s-

seuibly, while engaged in prejiaring their Directory for Church Government,
Confession of Faith, and Catechisms (November 1644 to March 1649). Printed
from Transcripts of the Originals jirocured by tlie General Assembly of the
Church of Scotland. Edited by the Rev. Ale.x. T. Mitchell, D.U., Professor
of Ecclesiastical History iu the" University of St Andrews, and the Rev. John
Struthers, LL.D., Minister of Prestonpans. With a Historical and Critical

Introduction by Professor Mitchell. Svo, 15s.
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WHITE. The Eighteen Christian Centuries. By the Rev. James
White, Author of 'The History of France.' Seventh Edition, postSvo, with
Index, 6s.

History of France, from the Earliest Times. Sixth Thou-
sand, post 8vo, with Index, 6s.

WHITE. Archfeological Sketches in Scotland—Kintyre and Knap-
dale. By Captain T. P. White. R.E., of the Ordnance Survey. With numer-
ous Illustrations. 2 vols, folio, £4, 4s. Vol. I., Kintyre, sold separately,

£2, 2S.

WILLS AND GREENE. Drawing-room Dramas for Children. By
W. G. Wills and the Hon. Mrs Greene. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WILSON. Works of Professor Wilson. Edited by his Son-in-Law,
Professor Ferrier. 12 vols, crown 8vo, £2, 8s.

Christopher in his Sporting-Jacket. 2 vols., 8s.

Isle of Palms, City of the Plague, and other Poems. 4s.

Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, and other Tales. 4s.

Essays, Critical and Imaginative. 4 vols., i6s.

• The Noctes Ambrosianse. Complete, 4 vols., 14s.

• The Comedy of the Noctes Ambrosianoe. By Christopher
North. Edited by John Skelton, Advocate. With a Portrait of Professor
Wilson aud of the Ettrick Shepherd, engraved on Steel. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

• Homer and his Translators, and the Greek Drama. Crown

WINGATE. Annie Weir, and other Poems. By David Wingate.
Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Lily Neil. A Poem. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

AVORDSWORTH. The Historical Plays of Shakespeare. With
Introductions and Notes. By Ch.\rles Wordsworth, D.C.L,, Bishop of S.

Andrews. 3 vols, post Svo, each price 7s. 6d.

A Discourse on Scottish Church History. From the Refor-
mation to the Present Time. With Prefatory Remarks on the St Giles' Lec-
tures, and Appendix of Notes and References. Crown Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

WORSLEY. Poems and Translations. By Philip Stanhope
WoRSLEY, M.A. Edited by Edward Worslev. Second Edition, enlarged.
Fcap. Svo, 6s.

WYLDE. A Dreamer. By Katharine Wylde. In 3 vols.,

post Svo, 25s. 6d.

YOUNG. Songs of Beranger done into English Verse. By William
Young. New Edition, revised. Fcap. Svo, 4s. 6d.

YULE. Fortification : for the Use of Officers in the Army, and
Rcndi'i-s of MiliUuy History. By Col. Yule, Bengal Eugineers. Svo, with
uuiuerous Illustrations, los. 6d.
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